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APPENDIX I. THE TEXTUAL AND SEAL ATTESTATIONS OF THE PERSONS MENTIONED IN THIS STUDY 
 
Socially active 
We make a distinction between the mention of persons in the texts as socially active (mostly as parties 
or witnesses) on the one hand, and their mention in the texts as passive (e.g. as ‘father of’) on the other 
hand. Only the first ones are helpful for an estimation of a person’s life duration. 
 
Titles 
When the title is mentioned in the text this is given between brackets in the third column. 
 
Attribution of the seals 
 - seal with own legend: the seal has a legend with the name of the person whose attestations 
 are given; 
 - seal with (non)-relative’s legend: the seal has a legend with the name of a (non)-relative of 
 the person whose attestations are given; 
 - seal with dedication: the seal has a legend with nothing else than a dedication to a deity or 
 king 
 - seal without legend: the seal has no legend, and the person whose attestations are given 
 could be associated with this seal through the addition of his byscript, unless otherwise 
 indicated 
If there are multiple seals that could be associated with one person, the seals are ordered by adding a 
letter (seal A, seal B, …) according to the order in which they were used. 
 
Publication of the texts and seals 
If both the tablet and the case are published these are given in the first column, in this order, seperated 
by ‘;’. In the third column it is indicated whether or not this particular person played the same or a 
different role on the tablet (T) and the case (C). 
If a text is published more than once, all the publications are given in the first column, seperated by ‘/’. 
When a seal has been published this is mentioned below the table (if nothing appears this means that 
the seal has not been previously published). 
 
I.1. THE FAMILIES 
 
I. THE SÎN-ERĪBAM FAMILY 
 
⋅ Sîn-erībam d. [...] (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Ibbi-Ilabrat d. Sîn-erībam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 18/MHET, 100 Sm ninth witness litigation 
SFS, 99-102 Sm seventh witness donation 
CT 47, 31(a) Ḫa 11/5/10 fourth judge (T/C) litigation 
MHET, 135 Ḫa first witness (T/C) litigation; seal without legend (byscript not added) 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 366. 
 
⋅ Amat-Marduk dm. Sîn-erībam, nadītum Šamaš 
(she is only mentioned in Di 1197 as the buyer of a field during the reign of Apil-Sîn) 
 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Sîn-erībam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 18/MHET, 100 Sm eighth witness litigation 
SFS, 99-102 Sm sixth witness donation 




MHET, 277 Ḫa 40 neighbour adoption 
MHET, 319 Ḫa [...]/8 neighbour (T/C) litigation 
Di 1088 Ḫa first witness donation 
MHET, 567 s.d. neighbour bequest 
 
⋅ Awāt-Aja dm. Ibbi-Ilabrat, nadītum Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1909 Sm exchanger (T/C) (nadītum Šamaš)  exchange 
Di 2134 Sm buyer, exchanger (T/C) (nadītum Šamaš) exchange 
MHET I, 8 s.d. exchanger (nadītum Šamaš) list 
 
⋅ Ilšu-bāni d. Ibbi-Ilabrat, tamkārum, wakil tamkārī 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1074 Ḫa 21?/5/22 absent on T/seller (C) sale; seal with own legend 
CT 47, 38 Ḫa 21/6/8 seller sale 
BE 6/2, 72a Ḫa 21 leaseholder (T/C) lease 
CT 6, 47b; BM 82431 Ḫa 24/12 fifth witness (T/C) litigation; seal with own legend 
CT 47, 39(a) Ḫa 25/5/7 first (T)/second (C) witness sale; seal with own legend 
MHET, 238 Ḫa 30/9/25 fifth witness (T/C) sale; seal with own legend 
CT 45, 25 Ḫa 31 second witness sustenance 
CT 47, 43 Ḫa 33/5/20 third witness sale 
VS 9, 116 Ḫa 35/6/10 fourth witness sale 
Di 2015a Ḫa 38/7/1 first witness (wakil tamkārī) inheritance 
Di 2015b Ḫa 38/7/1 (not in the text; first witness1) 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
Di 1456 Ḫa 38/7/[1] first witness (wakil tamkārī) 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
TCL I, 104  Ḫa 39/8/20? first judge (dajjānum) litigation 
CT 48, 11 Ḫa 42/1/24 second witness  (wakil tamkārī) litigation 
MHET, 302 Ḫa 42/1 




MHET, 332 Ḫa [...]/4/18? fourth witness sale (?) 
OLA 21, 60 Ḫa [...]/5 (not in the text) list; seal with own legend 







(wakil tamkārī) list 
BE 6/1, 50b; BE 6/1, 
50a Si 2/[...]/2 first witness (T/C) 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
RIFTIN 1937, 22a Si 5/6/1 first witness sale 
Di 747 Si 11/4/24? neighbour sale 
Di 1952 Si 11/12/1 neighbour (T/C) exchange 
Di 1453 Si fourth witness prebend 
AbB 11, 47 s.d. sender letter 
                                                




PBS 8/2, 261 s.d. second witness (wakil tamkārī) sale 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 5; OLA 21, pl. 63, 105. 
 
⋅ Nannaja d. Ibbi-Ilabrat 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 116 Ḫa 35/6/10 fifth witness sale 
 
⋅ Sîn-rēmēni d. Ibbi-Ilabrat 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 301 Ḫa 41/11/1 third witness (T)/absent on C sale; seal with own legend 
BDHP, 63 Si 1/12a/4 second witness sale 
BE 6/1, 50b; BE 6/1, 
50a Si 2/[...]/2 second witness (T/C) 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
CT 47, 54 Si 4/9/27 seller sale; seal with own legend 
RIFTIN 1937, 22a Si 5/6/1 second witness sale; seal with own legend 
BDHP, 1 Si 6/2/27 leaseholder lease; seal with own legend 
CT 8, 32c Si 10/12/10 first witness statement on invalidity; seal with own legend 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 114. 
 
⋅ Ili-iškuni d. Ibbi-Ilabrat 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BDHP, 63 Si 1/12a/4 first witness sale 
 
⋅ Ipiq-Annunītum d. Ilšu-bāni, tamkārum (?) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 350 Si 1/2 first witness lease 
EDZARD 1970, 37 Si 18/2/5 master of leaseholder lease 
Di 2091 Si 20/12/10 neighbour sale 
Di 700 Si 21/10/15 seventh witness sale; seal with father’s legend 
Di 1078 Si 21/12/30 neighbour sale 
OLA 21, 96; OLA 21, 
95 Si 22/[...]/30 
third (T)/sixth (C) 
witness 
litigation; seal with father’s 
legend 
BE 6/1, 61b; BE 6/1, 
61a Si 24/3/18 eighth witness (T/C) sale; seal with own legend 
Di 2090 Si [...]/12/16 neighbour, exchanges sale 
MHET, 462 Si third witness litigation 
Di 1476 [Si?] (not in the text) litigation; seal with own legend 
 
⋅ Ipiq-Ningal d. Ilšu-bāni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1078 Si 21/12/30 sixth witness sale; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Amat-bēltim dm. Ipiq-Annunītum, nadītum Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2091 Si 20/12/10 buyer (nadītum Šamaš) sale 
Di 1078 Si 21/12/30 buyer (nadītum Šamaš) sale 




⋅ Ibni-Marduk d. Ipiq-Annunītum (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Bēlšunu d. Ipiq-Annunītum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 693 Ae 21/9/15 sixth witness (T/C) sale; seal A without legend 
VS 29, 45 Ad 30/5/1 fourth witness loan; seal B without legend 
Di 1855 Ad [...]/7/13 first witness loan; seal B without legend 
Publication seal B: VS 29, 45.5.  
 
⋅ Warad-Sîn d. Ipiq-Annunītum, erib bīti 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 882 Ad 15/10/10 first witness  (erib bīti) loan; seal with own legend 
 
⋅ Sîn-nādin-šumi d. Ipiq-Ningal (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Sîn-išmeanni d. Ibni-Marduk, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 690 Ad 20/2/12 eighth witness sale; seal A with own legend 
Di 674 Ad 20/5/3 fifth witness certificate; seal A with own legend 
BE 6/1, 88 Ad 29/1/6 fourth witness (T/C) sale 
Di 675 Ad 32/4/[...] seventh witness certificate 
Di 2129 Ad 32/[...]/10 seventh witness sale 
Di 2163 Ad 32/[...]/10 seventh witness sale; seal A with own legend 
MHET, 895 Ad 34/9/22 fourth witness sale; seal A with own legend 
CT 8, 2a Ad 34/12/26 sixth witness marriage settlement; seal A with own legend 
Di 1977 Ad 36/8/10 first witness sale; seal A with own legend 
Di 1226 Ad 36/12/15 first witness loan 
Di 1779 Ad 37/10/15 second witness sale; seal A with own legend 
Di 1622 Aṣ 3/6/2 debtor note 
Di 686 Aṣ 4/2/11 seventh witness certificate; seal A with own legend 
Di 1431 Aṣ 7/2/10 third witness  (dajjānum) sale; seal B with own legend 
VS 29, 14/MHEOP II, 
169 sqq. Aṣ 8/10/24 fifth witness sale; seal B with own legend 
CT 8, 3a Aṣ 11/6/23 third witness  (dajjānum) 
inheritance; seal B with own 
legend 
Di 1197; Di 259 Aṣ 11/11/22 seller (dajjānum) 
certificate; seal B with own 
legend 
BE 6/1, 99 Aṣ 12/4/4 recipient of barley (dajjānum) receipt 
Di 1646 Aṣ 12/4/10 seller (dajjānum) sale 
Di 706 Aṣ 12/12/26 second witness certificate; seal B with own legend 
Di 947 Aṣ 13/2/12 party (his obligations are taken over; dajjānum) 
disengagement of 
responsability; seal B with 
own legend 
BE 6/1, 95 Aṣ 13/10/20 third witness  (dajjānum) donation 





BAP, 107/ MHEOP II, 
159 sqq. Aṣ 16/1/30 
second witness 
(dajjānum) 
inheritance; seal B with own 
legend 
Publication seal B: VS 29, 14.8.  
 
⋅ Ibbi-Ilabrat d. Bēlšunu 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 30 Aṣ 2/2/9 first witness lease 
Di 1197; Di 259 Aṣ 11/11/22 seller certificate; seal with own legend 
 
⋅ Ilšu-bāni, d. Bēlšunu 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 492 Ad 27 owner list 
Di 1197; Di 259 Aṣ 11/11/22 seller certificate; seal with own legend 
 
⋅ Ibni-[...] d. Warad-Sîn  
(no textual attestations; his seal is only attested as reused by his brother Rīš-Šamaš) 
 
⋅ Rīš-Šamaš d. Warad-Sîn 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1197; Di 259 Aṣ 11/11/22 seller certificate; seal with brother’s legend 
 
⋅ Amat-Mamu dm. Sîn-nādin-šumi, nadītum Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1197 Aṣ 11/11/22 seller (nadītum Šamaš) 
certificate; seal with own 
legend 
 
⋅ Ipqu-Šala d. Sîn-nādin-šumi 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1197 Aṣ 11/11/22 seller certificate 
Di 969 Aṣ 13/[...]/4 party (his obligations are taken over) 
disengagement of 
responsability 
Di 1607 Aṣ [...]/3/16 first witness hire 
 
⋅ Šamaš-nāṣir d. Sîn-nādin-šumi 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1197 Aṣ 11/11/22 seller certificate 
 
⋅ Warad-Mamu d. Sîn-nādin-šumi 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 969 Aṣ 13/[...]/4 party (his obligations are taken over) transfer of debt 
 
⋅ Iluni d. Sîn-nādin-šumi 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 








II. THE ERRA-A[...] FAMILY 
 
⋅ Erra-a[...] d. [...] (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Ilšu-ibni(šu) d. Erra-a[...], wakil tamkārī  
(his seal A is only attested as reused by his son Utu-šumundib) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 30c Ad 5/9/3 receiver (wakil tamkārī) loan; seal B with own legend 
CT 45, 46 Ad 6/4/30 receiver (wakil tamkārī) 
receipt concerning Palace; seal 
B with own legend 
TLOB, table 1, BM 
81325 Ad 6 
receiver 
(wakil tamkārī) 
receipt; seal B with own 
legend (?) 
MHET, 487 Ad 7/1/23 first witness (T/C) (wakil tamkārī) 
verdict; seal B with own 
legend 
CT 45, 47 Ad 9/10/2 intermediary of Palace (wakil tamkārī) loan 
TLOB, 16 Ad 9 receiver (wakil tamkārī) receipt 
TLOB, 17 Ad 13/2/6+ authorizing official (wakil tamkārī) issue of grain 
CT 8, 8b Ad 15/5/17 debtor (wakil tamkārī) 
promise of payment; seal B 
with own legend 
TLOB, 17a Ad 16/6/1 authorizing official (wakil tamkārī) entrustment of sheep 
TLOB, 18 Ad 19/9/22 authorizing official (wakil tamkārī) deposit of grain in granary 
TLOB 19 Ad 21/12 authorizing official (wakil tamkārī) release of grain 
VS 29, 70 Ad 22/4/14? intermediary of Palace (wakil tamkārī) loan Palace wool 
BM 80636 Ad 23/4/6? ? (wakil tamkārī) loan Palace wool 
VS 29, 50 Ad 23/4/20 intermediary of Palace (wakil tamkārī) loan Palace wool 
BM 80997 Ad 23/9/8 deliverer (wakil tamkārī) expenditure of silver 
CT 48, 102 Ad 23/9/10 first witness (wakil tamkārī) receipt payment of debt 
BM 80905 Ad 23/12/19 deliverer (wakil tamkārī) delivery 
BM 80644 Ad 24/3/3? intermediary of Palace (wakil tamkārī) loan Palace wool 
CHARPIN 1982A, 32 Ad 25/6/5 ? (wakil tamkārī) receipt 
CT 8, 36a Ad 26/6/22 intermediary of Palace (wakil tamkārī) loan Palace wool 
VS 29, 51 Ad 26/6/24 intermediary of Palace (wakil tamkārī) loan Palace wool 
ROSITANI 2011, 33 Ad 27/12/10+x 
creditor 
(wakil tamkārī) harvest labour contract 
VS 29, 86 Ad [...]/6 intermediary of Palace (wakil tamkārī) loan Palace wool 
Di 936 Aṣ 2/[...]/15 fourth witness loan; seal B with own legend 





CT 45, 55 [...] [...]/[...]/10 
receiver  
(wakil tamkārī) tax; seal B with own legend 
CT 45, 114 [...] in list (wakil tamkārī) list 
AbB 7, 163 [...] will receive (wakil tamkārī) letter 
VS 29, 52 s.d. intermediary of Palace (wakil tamkārī) loan Palace wool 
 
⋅ Aja-rīšat dm. Ilšu-ibni, nadītum Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 45 Ad 4/[...]/20 buyer (nadītum Šamaš) sale 
MHET, 486 Ad 6/4/28 lessor lease 
CT 45, 50 Ad 24/2/10 lessor (nadītum Šamaš) lease 
MHET, 496 Ad [...]/3/18 or 19 
neighbour, creditor 
(nadītum Šamaš) loan 
CT 6, 6 Aṣ 11/8/4 bought (nadītum Šamaš) litigation 
MHET, 528 Aṣ 12/2/1 lessor lease 
 
⋅ Aja-tallik dm. Ilšu-ibni, nadītum Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BDHP, 18 Ad 11/1/5 creditor (nadītum Šamaš) loan 
 
⋅ Utu-šumundib d. Ilšu-ibni, dajjānum, wakil tamkārī 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 36b Ad 27/10/24 first witness  (dajjānum) 
lease; seal A with father’s 
legend 
CT 6, 37c; BDHP, 19 Ad 29/6/21 intermediary of Palace (dajjānum) loan Palace wool 
ROSITANI 2011, 34 Ad 29/11/1 creditor (dajjānum) harvest labour contract 
MHET, 494 Ad 29/12/25 first witness  (dajjānum) sale 
TCL I, 151 Ad 30/7/24 fifth witness  (dajjānum) lease 
CT 48, 72 Ad 30/10/25 deliverer of silver (T/C) (dajjānum) receipt Palace silver 
CT 33, 31 Ad 31/5/7 deliverer of silver (dajjānum) 
receipt; seal A with father’s 
legend 
CT 8, 2b Ad 34/4/20 deliverer of silver (dajjānum) overview Palace silver 
CT 8, 8e Ad 35/10/2 creditor (dajjānum) loan sesame 
TLOB, 57 Ad 37/12/20 deliverer of slaves (dajjānum) receipt 
CT 8, 11c; CT 48, 119 Aṣ 1/3/12 intermediary of Palace (dajjānum) loan Palace wool 
CT 45, 60 Aṣ 1/4/10 declares before puḫrum (dajjānum) 
litigation; seal A with non-
relative’s legend and byscript 





MHET, 506 Aṣ 4/5/15 leaseholder (wakil tamkārī) lease 
CT 8, 21b Aṣ 5/12/11 intermediary of Palace (wakil tamkārī) loan Palace barley 
CT 8, 10c Aṣ 5/12/12 intermediary of Palace (wakil tamkārī) loan Palace barley 
ROSITANI 2011, 47 Aṣ 12/10 creditor harvest labour contract 
CT 4, 23b Aṣ 15/1/10 second witness lease; seal B without legend 
ROSITANI 2011, 70 Aṣ 17?/11/16 creditor (wakil tamkārī) harvest labour contract 
BDHP, 59 [...] [...]/[...]/20 
leaseholder 
(wakil tamkārī) lease 
TCL I, 221 s.d. seller (wakil tamkārī) advance 
AbB 12, 65 s.d. ? (dajjānum) letter 
MHET, 708 s.d. first witness (dajjānum) 
lease; seal A with father’s 
legend 
 
⋅ Sîn-bēl-aplim d. Ilšu-ibni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 531 Aṣ 12/8/1 letter rent 
ROSITANI 2011, 44 Aṣ 11/9/11+x creditor harvest labour contract 
ROSITANI 2011, 46 Aṣ 12/9/18 creditor harvest labour contract 
MHET, 718 s.d. leaseholder (?) lease 
 
⋅ Sîn-imguranni d. Ilšu-ibni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 6 Aṣ 11/8/4 seller litigation; seal with own legend 
CT 48, 98 Aṣ 17/3/1 second witness lease; seal with non-relative’s legend and byscript 
CT 8, 23b Sd 4/2/15 letter rent 
 
⋅ Rīm-Adad d. Ilšu-ibni (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Gimil-Adad d. Utu-šumundib  
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BDHP, 59 [...] [...]/[...]/20 leaseholder lease 
 
⋅ Awīl-Sîn d. Sîn-bēl-aplim, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 6 Aṣ 11/8/4 seller (dajjānum) 
litigation; seal with own 
legend 
ROSITANI 2011, 56 Aṣ 16/9/25 creditor harvest labour contract; seal without legend 





⋅ Ibni-Marduk d. Sîn-bēl-aplim 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 6 Aṣ 11/8/4 seller litigation; seal with own legend 
BM 78722 Aṣ 11/8?/10 ?2 herding contract; seal without legend 
CT 48, 98 Aṣ 17/3/1 fourth witness lease; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Sîn-mušallim d. Sîn-imguranni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 6 Aṣ 11/8/4 seller litigation 
 
⋅ Awīl-Sîn d. Rīm-Adad 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 6 Aṣ 11/8/4 seller litigation; seal with own legend 
 
⋅ Warad-ilīšu d. Gimil-Adad 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 10a Aṣ 15/1/11 first witness lease; seal with non-relative’s legend and byscript 
 
                                                




III. THE ṬĀB-ILĪŠU FAMILY 
See VERHULST forthcomingC. 
 
IV. THE SÎN-MĀGIR FAMILY 
 
⋅ Sîn-māgir d. [...] (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Sîn-bēl-aplim d. Sîn-māgir, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 47, 52(a) Si 1/6/17 second (T)/fourth (C) witness sale; seal without legend 
BE 6/2, 82; WILCKE 
1983 Si 10/7/3
 neighbour (T/C) exchange 
Di 700 Si 21/10/15 eighth witness sale; seal with own legend 
CT 4, 7b; MHET, 437 Si 22/11/24 second witness (T/C) sale; seal with own legend 
OLA 21, 96; OLA 21, 
95 Si 22/[…]/30 
fourth (T)/seventh (C) 
witness  
(dajjānum) 
litigation; seal with own 
legend 
CT 48, 60 Si 24/1/20 fourth witness sale 
BE 6/1, 61b; BE 6/1, 
61a Si 24/3/18 ninth witness (T/C) sale; seal with own legend 
CT 6, 20a Si 29/3/15 first witness (dajjānum) sale 
CT 4, 19b Si 29/9/10 first witness sale 
MHET, 455 Si 30/12/20 first witness (T/C) exchange; seal with own legend 
Di 1173 Si 36/[…]/15 absent on T/fourth witness (C) sale; seal with own legend 
Di 1797 Si […]/1 absent on T/first witness (C) sale 
MHET, 462 Si fourth witness litigation 
CT 4, 15b Ae 2/8/5 received (dajjānum) receipt 
 
⋅ Ibbi-Šamaš d. Sîn-māgir, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2139 Si 8/5/29 second witness (T/C) sale 
Di 2099 Si 24/8 
fifth judge (T)/absent on 
C 
(dajjānum) 
litigation; seal with own 
legend 
OLA 21, 17 Si 25?/9 first witness sale; seal with own legend 
TCL I, 145 Si 30/9/20 second witness inheritance 
MHET, 882 Si 36/5/13 seventh judge (T/C) (dajjānum) sale 
YOS 13, 470 s.d. neighbour list 
Publication seal: PORADA 1962, XXXI; OLA 21, pl. 17; AL-GAILANI WERR 1988, 251c; VS 29, 1.6; 
COLBOW 2002A, 85.3. 
 
⋅ Ilān-šemeia d. Sîn-māgir 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 445 Si 7/6 sixth witness (T)/absent on C sale 




BE 6/2, 83 Si 13/11/1 third witness (T/C) sale 
TCL I, 135; TCL I, 136 Si 14/9/10 third witness (T)/absent on C sale 
MHET, 455 Si 30/12/20 second witness (T/C) exchange; seal with own legend 
 
⋅ Iddin-Šamaš d. Sîn-māgir, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BE 6/2, 86 Si 30/2/1 sixth witness (dajjānum) 
litigation; seal with own 
legend 
 
⋅ Warad-Sîn d. Ibbi-Šamaš, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2033 Ae 8/10/10 second witness (dajjānum) sale; seal with father’s legend 
Di 2035; Di 1547 Ae 13/9/10 fourth witness (T/C) (dajjānum) 
bequest; seal with father’s 
legend 
MHET, 887 Ae 13 
second witness 
(T)/absent on C 
(dajjānum) 
sale 
CT 47, 71 Ae 17/12/1 fifth witness (dajjānum) sale 
BDHP, 29 Ad 1/7/24 third witness (dajjānum) 
receipt; seal with father’s 
legend 
VS 29, 1 Ad 3/10/13 ‘gìr’ (dajjānum) 
litigation; seal with father’s 
legend 
CT 45, 46 Ad 6/4/30 first witness (dajjānum) 
certificate; seal with father’s 
legend 
MHET, 487 Ad 7/1/23 
second witness 
(T)/absent on C 
(dajjānum) 
litigation; seal with father’s 
legend 
VS 29, 3 Ad 8/3/24 third witness (dajjānum) sale; seal with father’s legend 
VS 9, 219 s.d. seller sale 
 
⋅ Warad-ilīšu d. Ibbi-Šamaš, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 119/WILCKE 
1985 Ae 
sixth witness 
(dajjānum) wedding contract 
CT 45, 45 Ad 4/[…]/20 first witness (dajjānum) sale; seal without legend 
BE 6/1, 91 Ad 4/12/30 receiver (dajjānum) receipt 
MHET, 487 Ad 7/1/23 




CT 8, 36c Ad 8/3/28 first receiver (dajjānum) receipt 
TLOB, 17 Ad 13/2/6 authorizing official (dajjānum) issue of grain 
TLOB, 17a Ad 16/6/1 authorizing official (dajjānum) entrustment 
TLOB, 18 Ad 19/9/22 authorizing official (dajjānum) deposit of grain 




CT 45, 54 Ad in list (dajjānum) list 
CT 45, 55 […] […]/[…]/10 
receiver 
(dajjānum) receipt 
CT 45, 114 s.d. in list (dajjānum) list 
 
⋅ Tarībuša d. Ibbi-Šamaš, dajjānum (?) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BBVOT I, 169 Ad 3/6/7 first witness litigation 
CT 8, 30c Ad 5/9/3 payer collection and issuing of silver; seal with father’s legend 
TLOB, 18 Ad 19/9/22 eighth witness deposit of grain 
CT 8, 36a Ad 26/6/22 debtor loan Palace wool; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Ilšu-bāni d. Ibbi-Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 219 s.d. seller sale; seal without legend 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 83. 
 
⋅ Etel-pī-Šamaš d. Iddin-Šamaš, dajjānum  
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 693 Ae 21/9/15 
absent on T/first witness 
(C) 
(dajjānum) 
sale; seal without legend 








V. THE NŪRATUM FAMILY 
 
⋅ Nūratum d. Ipiq-Annunītum (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Nūratum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 1 Sm 12 judges litigation 
SFS, 99-102 Sm third witness donation 
Publication seal: OLA 21, pl. 79, 105; VOET and VAN LERBERGHE 1989. 
 
⋅ Ipiq-Annunītum d. Sîn-iddinam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 116 Ḫa 35/6/10 neighbour, seller sale 
 
⋅ Nūratum d. Ipiq-Annunītum, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2015a Ḫa 38/7/1 second witness inheritance; seal with grandfather’s legend 
CT 48, 11 Ḫa 42/1/24 first witness litigation 
CT 8, 6b; MHET, 378 Si 3/1/6 first witness (T)/absent on C litigation 
CT 47, 63(a) Si 14/9/20 second witness (T)/absent on C gift of fields 
MHET, 430 Si 15/1 first witness memo 
Di 700 Si 21/10/15 first witness sale; seal with grandfather’s legend 
OLA 21, 96; OLA 21, 
95 Si 22/[…]/30 first witness (T/C) 
litigation; seal with 
grandfather’s legend 
BE 6/1, 61b; BE 6/1, 
61a Si 24/3/18 first witness (T/C) sale 
CT 8, 9b Si 30/11/8 second witness sale 
Di 1173 Si 36/[…]/15 first witness sale; seal with grandfather’s legend 
CT 47, 67(a) Si […]/12 first witness (T)/absent on C inheritance 
Di 2122 Si second witness (C)/absent on T 
sale; seal with grandfather’s 
legend 
Di 1453 Si second witness prebend 
 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Nūratum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96980 Ae 5/5/25 first witness 
inheritance; seal with great-
grandfather’s legend 
MHET, 471 Ae 15/12 first witness loan; seal with great-grandfather’s legend 
BBVOT I, 108 Ae 16/12/10 deliverer of sheep receipt 
BE 6/1, 119  Ad 4 first witness inventory 
 
⋅ Ipiq-Annunītum d. Nūratum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 





BM 79914 Ad 23/2/1 first witness rent; seal with great-grandfather’s legend 
 
⋅ Ipiq-Annunītum d. Sîn-iddinam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 45 Ad 4/[…]/20 seller sale 
Di 690 Ad 20/2/12 third witness sale; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 
Di 2093 Ad 29/3/26 first witness sale; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 
Di 675 Ad 32/4 first witness certificate; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 
MHET, 895 Ad 34/9/22 first witness sale 
CT 8, 2a Ad 34/12/26 first witness wedding; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 
Di 1490 Ad 37/8/10 second owner loan; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 
Di 1620 Aṣ 2/6 first witness loan; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 
Di 686 Aṣ 4/2/11 first witness certificate; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 
MHET, 508 Aṣ 5/5 first witness lease; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 
CT 8, 11b Aṣ 5/9/10 first witness lease; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 
Di 1431 Aṣ 7/2/10 first witness sale; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 
VS 29, 14; MHEOP II, 
169 sqq. Aṣ 8/10/24 first witness 
sale; seal with great-great-
grandfather’s legend 
 
⋅ Ilšu-bāni d. Sîn-iddinam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 2a Ad 34/12/26 gets married wedding 
Di 1530 Aṣ 5/7/2 first witness rite 
Di 1514 Aṣ 9/7/30 receiver of advance for loan loan; seal with own legend 
Di 1543 Aṣ 11/9/18 third witness guarantee 
Di 1268 Aṣ 11/10/13 debtor loan; seal with own legend 
PBS 8/2, 252 Aṣ 12/5/6 second witness wedding; seal with own legend 
 
⋅ Šāt-Aja dm. Sîn-iddinam, nadītum Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 848 Aṣ 16/9 lessor (nadītum Šamaš) 
lease; seal with great-great-
grandfather’s legend 
Di 436 Aṣ lessor (nadītum Šamaš) 
lease; seal with great-great-
grandfather’s legend 
 
⋅ Ibni-Sîn d. Sîn-iddinam, ‘dumu.é.dub.ba’ 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2011 Ad 35/10/4 first witness (‘dumu.é.dub.ba’) loan; seal with own legend 
Di 1514 Aṣ 9/7/30 receiver of advance for loan 







Di 169 Aṣ 11/4/6 debtor 
advance on field sale; seal with 
great-great-grandfather’s 
legend 
CT 8, 3a Aṣ 11/6a/23 first witness inheritance; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 
BE 6/1, 99 Aṣ 12/4/4 receiver of barley receipt 
Di 837 Aṣ 13/6/30 first witness 
settling of account; seal with 
great-great-grandfather’s 
legend 
OLA 21, 71 Aṣ 13/7/20 first witness inheritance; seal with great-great-grandfather’s legend 








VI. THE NŪR-ŠAMAŠ FAMILY 
 
⋅ Nūr-Šamaš d. [...], dajjānum  
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 47, 24(a) Ḫa 14/11 





⋅ Ibni-Adad d. Nūr-Šamaš, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 55 Ad sixth receiver (dajjānum) receipt 
 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Nūr-Šamaš, dajjānum 
 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 882 Si 36/5/13 eighth witness (T/C) (dajjānum)  sale 
CT 45, 55 Ad seventh receiver receipt 
Publication seal: COLBOW 1992, 140. 
 
⋅ Ibni-Adad d. Sîn-iddinam, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 




ROSITANI 2011, 28 Ad 2/11/13 creditor harvest labour contract 
BBVOT I, 102 Ad 6/4/27 leaseholder (dajjānum) lease 
CT 45, 46 Ad 6/4/30 fourth witness (dajjānum) 
certificate; seal with father’s 
legend 
 
⋅ Sîn-māgir d. Sîn-iddinam, dajjānum (?) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 70 Ad 22/4/14 third witness loan wool 
Di 2056 Ad 27?/1/29 seller sale 
MHET, 494 Ad 29/12/25 fifth witness sale 
CT 33, 31 Ad 31/5/7 receiver receipt silver 
CT 8, 8e Ad 35/10/2 first witness loan sesame 
Di 1006 Ad […]/11/1 debtor loan silver; seal without legend 
CT 8, 11c Aṣ 1/3/12 first witness Palace loan wool 
CT 45, 60 Aṣ 1/4/10 first witness litigation 
VEENHOF 1989, 184 Aṣ 1 first witness wedding; seal with father’s legend 
Di 1165 Aṣ 2/2/10 second witness lease; seal with father’s legend 
Di 1956 Aṣ 2/8/12 first witness sale 
BBVOT I, 116 Aṣ 2/11/1 first witness sale; seal with father’s legend 
Di 936 Aṣ 2/[…]/15 first witness loan; seal with father’s legend 
MHET, 918 Aṣ […]/1/24 first witness certificate 
MHET, 586 Aṣ fourth witness herding contract 







⋅ Marduk-mušallim d. Sîn-iddinam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2056 Ad 27?/1/29 seller sale 
Di 1880 Aṣ 8/2/12? first witness lease 
CT 8, 21a Aṣ 13/4/20 debtor loan; seal without legend 
CT 8, 30b Aṣ 13/5/10 debtor loan; seal without legend (byscript not added) 
Publication seal: COLBOW 2000B, 397 (no. 3). 
 
⋅ Nabium-lamassašu d. Ibni-Adad, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 6 Aṣ 11/8/4 eighth witness (dajjānum) litigation 





VII. THE ILI-IŠMEANNI FAMILY 
 
⋅ [...] dm. [...], nadītum Šamaš (no textual attestations; see SUURMEIJER 2014, 248-249) 
 
⋅ Ili-išmeanni d. [...] (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Mārat-amma dm. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96956 Ae 4/5/25 heir inheritance 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96980 Ae 4/5/25 heir inheritance 
 
⋅ Aḫi-ai-amši d. Ili-išmeanni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96956 Ae 4/5/25 heir, neighbour 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
VEENHOF 1989, 181-
182 Ad 26/11/2 gives in marriage marriage contract 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96990 Ad 32/8/30 heir 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
 
⋅ Ilšu-bāni d. Ili-išmeanni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96956 Ae 4/5/25 heir, neighbour 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96980 Ae 4/5/25 heir inheritance 
 
⋅ Lamassāni dm. Ili-išmeanni, nadītum Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96956 Ae 4/5/25 
heir, neighbour 
(nadītum Šamaš) 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96980 Ae 4/5/25 
heir 
(nadītum Šamaš) 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
VEENHOF 1989, 181-
182 Ad 26/11/2 
gives in marriage 
(nadītum Šamaš) marriage contract 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96990 Ad 32/8/30 
heir, neighbour 
(nadītum Šamaš) 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
 
⋅ Iddin-Amurrum d. Ilšu-bāni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96990 Ad 32/8/30 heir inheritance 
Di 1377  Aṣ […]/1/19 debtor loan; seal with own legend 
 
⋅ Awīl-Sîn d. Ilšu-bāni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96990 Ad 32/8/30 heir inheritance 
MHET, 898 Aṣ 6/1/21 lessor lease; seal with brother’s legend 




Di 1605  Aṣ 9/6/29 receives payment harvest labour contract 
MHET, 923 s.d. lessor lease 
 
⋅ Iluni d. Ilšu-bāni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VEENHOF 1989, 181-
182 Ad 26/11/2 is given to his sister marriage contract 
ROSITANI 2011, 48 Aṣ 13/6?/11+x debtor harvest labour contract 
 
⋅ Aḫatani dm. Ilšu-bāni, šugītum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VEENHOF 1989, 181-
182 Ad 26/11/2 
gets married 
(šugītum) marriage contract 
 
⋅ Bēlānum d. Rīš-Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VEENHOF 1989, 181-





VIII. THE ṢILLI-ŠAMAŠ FAMILY 
 
⋅ Ṣilli-Šamaš d. [...] (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Atanaḫ-ili d. Ṣilli-Šamaš, nagarum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1211 Ad 37/8/10 debtor loan; seal with own legend 
BM 16629 Aṣ 9/5 debtor account of silver 
BM 16537 Aṣ 9/9/10 debtor loan 
PBS 8/2, 252 Aṣ 12/5/6 gives his daughter in marriage 
marriage contract; seal with 
own legend 
CT 2, 32 Aṣ 17+a/2/3 first witness lease; seal with own legend 
CT 48, 76 Aṣ 17/12/30 second witness (nagarum) deposit; seal with own legend 
MHET, 579 s.d. first witness lease; seal with own legend 
 
⋅ Gimil-Marduk d. Ṣilli-Šamaš, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1801 Ad 28/10 seventh witness sale 
BE 6/1, 88 Ad 29/1/6 fifth witness (T/C) sale 
MHET, 495 Ad 31/8/28 leaseholder lease 
BE 6/1, 84 Ad 31/12/30 fifth witness dowry; seal without legend 
MHET, 895 Ad 34/9/22 fifth witness sale 
CT 8, 2a Ad 34/12/26 seventh witness wedding; seal with own legend 
Di 1072 Ad 35/9/25 debtor loan; (byscript) 
Di 1211 Ad 37/8/10 debtor loan barley 
Di 2062 Ad […]/3/12 debtor loan silver 
Di 2094 Ad […]/8/6 sixth witness certificate 
CT 8, 3b Aṣ 3/7/18 second witness (dajjānum) lease 
OLA 21, 30 Aṣ 3/11/19 creditor (dajjānum) advance 
Di 686 Aṣ 4/2/11 fourth witness (dajjānum) 
certificate; seal with own 
legend 
Di 691 Aṣ 4/5/7 neighbour (dajjānum) lease 
CT 8, 11b Aṣ 5/9/10 third witness (dajjānum) lease 
CT 45, 62 Aṣ 5 first witness (dajjānum) sale 
MHET, 509 Aṣ 6/1/26 first witness (dajjānum) lease 
BE 6/1, 104 Aṣ 6/6/27 controller (dajjānum) inventory 
Di 1431 Aṣ 7/2/10 second witness (dajjānum) sale; seal with own legend 
VS 29, 14/MHEOP II, 
169 sqq. Aṣ 8/10/24 
fourth witness 
(dajjānum) sale; seal with own legend 
PBS 8/2, 252 Aṣ 12/5/6 fourth witness wedding 
CT 2, 32 Aṣ 17+a/2/3 second witness lease; seal with own legend 
SOLLBERGER 1969, 90-
92 s.d. 
dedicates statue to Šamaš 
(dajjānum) statue inscription 







⋅ Ṣiḫti-lumur dm. Atanaḫ-ili, šugītum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
PBS 8/2, 252 Aṣ 12/5/6 gets married (šugītum) marriage contract 
 
⋅ Warad-Ulmaššītum d. Zimer-Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
PBS 8/2, 252 Aṣ 12/5/6 gets married marriage contract 
 
⋅ Ipiq-ilīšu d. Gimil-Marduk, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 3a Aṣ 11/6a/23 fifth witness (dajjānum) 
inheritance; seal A with own 
legend 
Di 1197; MHET I, 4 Aṣ 11/11/22 fourth witness (dajjānum) 
certificate; seal with father’s 
legend 
BE 6/1, 99 Aṣ 12/4/4 namḫarti barley (dajjānum) receipt 
OLA 21, 61 Aṣ 13/4/7 receiver of barley (?) (dajjānum) 
overview barley of the 
storehouse 
BAP, 42 Aṣ 14/4/6 fourth witness (dajjānum) litigation 
BAP, 107/MHEOP II, 
159 sqq. Aṣ 16/1/30 
fourth witness 
(dajjānum) 
inheritance; seal B with own 
legend 
MHET, 560 Aṣ […]/11/7 leaseholder (dajjānum) lease 
AbB 12, 2 Aṣ is charged (dajjānum) letter 
AbB 12, 72 Aṣ in conflict (dajjānum) letter 
AbB 12, 7 Aṣ is called to Babylon (dajjānum) letter 





IX. THE ŠAMAŠ-NĀṢIR AND ŠAMAŠ-[...] FAMILIES (see APPENDIX I.2) 
 
X. THE BŪR-SÎN FAMILY 
 
⋅ Būr-Sîn (-Aja?) d. [...] (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Imlik-Sîn d. Būr-Sîn, nāru 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 4 Im first witness (T/C) sale 
CT 4, 50a Im/Sle eighth witness (nāru) sale 
 
⋅ Eriš-ilum d. Imlik-Sîn 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 7 Im third witness (T/absent on C) sale 
 
⋅ Būr-Nunu d. Imlik-Sîn, wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 7 Im second witness (T)/absent on C sale; seal with own legend 
CT 45, 2; BM 82492 Sle absent on T/second witness (C)3 sale; seal with own legend 
MHET, 17; CT 8, 28a Sle (not in the text) litigation; seal with own legend 
MHET, 18 Sle second witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
donation; seal with own 
legend 
CT 6, 30a Sle second witness inheritance 
CT 8, 44a; CT 48, 31 Sle 
first (T)/second (C) 
witness 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale; seal with own legend 
CT 2, 35 Sle second witness4 inheritance 
CT 2, 33 Sle second witness freeing 
CT 2, 34 Sle second witness quittance of claim 
CT 6, 26a; WALKER 
1980, 15 Sle + Sa 
second witness 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) wedding 
VS 8, 12; VS 8, 13 Sa second witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
CT 47, 1 Sa second witness donation 
MHET, 28 Sa second witness bequest 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 3; BLOCHER 1992, no. 73; TANRET 2010A, 159; TANRET 
and SUURMEIJER 2011, 85. 
 
⋅ Erišti-Aja dm. Imlik-Sîn, wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
WALKER 1978, 235 Sle fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
MHET, 18 Sle (not in the text) donation; seal with own legend 
Publication seal: BLOCHER 1992, no. 78. 
                                                
3 See TANRET 2010A, 83. 




⋅ Aja-šitti dm. Būr-Nunu, wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 47a; MHET, 44 Sa 10/7/8 second (T)/first (C) witness litigation 
BDHP, 22; BDHP, 23 Sa 11/7 absent on T/ninth witness (C) litigation 
VS 8, 12; VS 8, 13 Sa ninth witness (T/C) inheritance 
CT 8, 29b AS 1 tenth witness manumission of a slave 
MHET, 66 AS eighth witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
 
⋅ Ilabrat-bāni d. Būr-Nunu, wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 47a; MHET, 44 Sa 10/7/8 absent on T/third judge (C) 
litigation; seal A with own 
legend 
CT 2, 50; MHET, 45  Sa 12/11 fourth (T)/second (C) witness 
litigation; seal B with own 
legend 
CT 48, 14; BM 82486 Sa 13/ezen abi/14 
fourth judge (T/C) 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
litigation; seal B with own 
legend 
CT 2, 3 Sa 13/7 third witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
CT 47, 1 Sa sixth witness donation 
CT 6, 19a Sa second witness sale 
CT 4, 26b; MHET, 35 Sa second witness (T/C) litigation; seal A with own legend 
BE 6/1, 13 Sa ninth witness sale 
CT 8, 29b AS 1 third witness manumission of a slave 
CT 48, 29 AS 
third witness (T)/absent 
on C 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
inheritance; seal B with own 
legend 
CT 48, 59 AS second witness (T)/absent on C inheritance 
MHET, 61 AS third witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
MHET, 66 AS 
third (T)/second (C) 
witness 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
division of real estate; seal B 
with own legend 
CT 47, 7(a) AS third witness (T/C) inheritance; seal B with own legend 
CT 45, 10 AS 
eighth (T)/third (C) 
witness 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale; seal B with own legend 
VS 8, 51; VS 8, 50 s.d. third witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
PBS 8/2, 258 s.d. [...] second witness sale 
Publication seal A: BLOCHER 1992, no. 115; TANRET and SUURMEIJER 2011, 99. 
Publication seal B: BLOCHER 1992, no. 126; TEISSIER 1998, no. 63; TANRET and SUURMEIJER 2011, 99. 
 
⋅ Aja-tallik dm. Būr-Nunu, wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 29a AS sixth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
adoption; seal with own 
legend 
CT 48, 17 AS ninth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sustenance 
CT 6, 43; BBVOT I, 12 AS 
sixth witness (T)/absent 
on C 





CT 45, 16 Sm [...]/12b/11 
ninth witness (T)/absent 
on C 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
inheritance 
BDHP, 24 Sm seventh witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) gift of real estate 
Publication seal A: BLOCHER 1992, no. 263. 
 
⋅ Šamaš-ilum d. Būr-Nunu 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 29b AS 1 fifth witness manumission of a slave 
CT 8, 31c AS fourth witness sale 
 
⋅ Aja-tallik dm. Ilabrat-bāni, nadītum Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BE 6/1, 17 AS tenth witness adoption 
 
⋅ Ninšubur-mansum d. Ilabrat-bāni, wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 77 AS 6/10/5 
absent on T/sixth judge 
(C) 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
litigation; seal A with father’s 
legend 
CT 45, 11 AS 12 fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) donation 
Di 694 AS 
fifth (T)/[...] first (C) 
witness 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale 
CT 6, 43; BBVOT I, 12 AS fourth witness sale 
CT 48, 17 AS fourth witness inheritance 
BBVOT I, 115 AS? fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
MHET, 55 AS fourth witness adoption 
BE 6/1, 17 AS fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) adoption 
BBVOT I, 105 AS fourth witness donation 
CT 45, 12 AS third witness donation 
CT 8, 39b; MHET, 112 Sm 1 fifth witness/absent on C  (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
CT 8, 25a Sm 7 third witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) inheritance 
CT 48, 1 Sm 12 
thirteenth witness 
(T)/absent on C  
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
litigation 
CT 4, 49b; MHET, 121 Sm 13/5/4 
third (T)/fourth (C) 
witness 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale; seal B with father’s 
legend 
CT 8, 39a Sm 13? third witness sale 
RSO 2, 4 Sm 13 third witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale; seal B with father’s 
legend 
MHET, 122 Sm 15 fifth witness inheritance 
Di 2029 Sm 17 third witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
CT 45, 16 Sm [...]/12b/11 fourth witness inheritance 





CT 47, 12(a) Sm 
sixth (T)/fifth (C) 
witness 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
litigation; seal B with father’s 
legend 
VS 8, 51; VS 8, 50 Sm third witness (T/C) sale; seal B with father’s legend 
MHET, 109 Sm 
absent on T/seventh 
witness (C) 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale; seal B with father’s 
legend 
TCL I, 68; TCL  I, 69 Sm third witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
adoption; seal B with father’s 
legend 
BDHP, 34; BDHP, 35 Sm third witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
litigation; seal B with father’s 
legend 
BDHP, 24 Sm first witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
gift of real estate in the 
gagûm; seal B with father’s 
legend 
Di 2017 Sm fourth (T)/third (C) witness sale 
MHET, 107 Sm third witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale; seal B with father’s 
legend 
MHET, 87 Sm fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) litigation 
YOS 14, 163 Sm sixth witness litigation 
MHET, 102 Sm third witness (T)/absent on C bequest 
MHET, 926 Sm third witness sale 
TCL I, 203 s.d. seventh witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) lease 
MHET, 823 s.d. second witness (T/C) entrustment 
CT 4, 43b s.d. first witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) inheritance 
CT 45, 82 s.d. second witness sale 
 
⋅ Aja-rīšat dm. Ilabrat-bāni, wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 39b; MHET, 112 Sm 
eleventh (T)/sixth (C) 
witness 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale 
TCL I, 68; TCL  I, 69 Sm (not in the text) adoption; seal with own legend 
 
⋅ Sîn-bāni d. Šamaš-ilum, wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2029 Sm 17 sixth witness sale 
SFS, 99-102 Sm fifteenth witness donation 
VS 8, 51; VS 8, 50 Sm absent on T/sixth witness (C) sale; seal A with own legend 
CT 8, 39a Sm fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
TCL I, 77; VS 9, 
211/VS 9, 223 Ḫa 1/7/11 
third witness (T)/absent 
on C 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale 
CT 47, 21 Ḫa 2 fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 






Di 696 Ḫa 8 
absent on T /sixth 
witness (C) 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale; seal B with own legend 
MHET, 158 Ḫa 10/8 fourth witness (?) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale; seal B with own legend 
CT 8, 48a; BM 82427 Ḫa 11 fourth witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
adoption; seal B with own 
legend 
Di 1435 Ḫa 11 or 42/nabri/1 
first (T/C) witness 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale; seal B with own legend 
CT 47, 22(a) Ḫa 14/1 (not in the text) sale; seal B with own legend 
CT 47, 24(a) Ḫa 14/11 seventh judge (T)/absent on C  
litigation; seal B with own 
legend 
MHET, 180 Ḫa 15/[...]/11 third witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) adoption 
Di 707 Ḫa 16 
absent on T/third witness 
(C) 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale; seal B with own legend 
CT 48, 8 Ḫa 18 
absent on T/third witness 
(C) 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
litigation; seal B with own 
legend 
MHET, 200 Ḫa 18 or 24 
absent on T/third witness 
(C) 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale 
Di 2095 Ḫa 21/7/1 
absent on T/first witness 
(C) 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale; seal B with own legend 
CT 8, 12c; BM 82411 Ḫa 28/8 first witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
adoption; seal C with own 
legend 
MHET, 238 Ḫa 30/9/25 sixth witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale; seal C with own legend 
CT 8, 37a Ḫa 30 third witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sustenance 
CT 47, 41 Ḫa 31/7/1 third witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
Di 1430 Ḫa 32/10/20 fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale; seal C with own legend 
CT 47, 42(a) Ḫa 32/12/9 third witness (T)/absent on C 
inheritance; seal C with own 
legend 
MHET, 250 Ḫa 33/5/1 third witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) adoption 
CT 45, 26 Ḫa 33/11/30 third witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
CT 47, 44(a) Ḫa 34/8/5 second witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale; seal B with own legend 
CT 45, 28 Ḫa [...]/4 fifth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) litigation 
CT 45, 30 Ḫa first witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
MHET, 130 Ḫa fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) adoption 
MHET, 132 Ḫa 
fourth witness (T)/absent 
on C 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
inheritance 
VS 29, 34 Ḫa fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) inheritance 






MHET, 604 s.d. first witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) inheritance 
Publication seal B: VS 8, 51; TEISSIER 1998, no. 64a. 
Publication seal C: TEISSIER 1998, no. 64b. 
 
⋅ Būr-Nunu d. Ninšubur-mansum, wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 696 Ḫa 8 absent on T/seventh witness (C) sale 
Di 707 Ḫa 16 
absent on T/fourth 
witness (C) 
(wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale; seal B with grandfather’s 
legend 
MHET, 238 Ḫa 30/9/25 seventh witness (T/C) (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) 
sale; seal B with grandfather’s 
legend 
CT 8, 37a Ḫa 30 fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sustenance 
CT 47, 41 Ḫa 31/7/1 fourth witness (wakil nadiātim Šamaš) sale 
MHET, 250 Ḫa 33/5/1 fourth witness adoption 
CT 47, 43 Ḫa 33/5/20 fifth witness sale 
MHET, 255 Ḫa 34 fourth witness (T/C) bequest 
CT 45, 28 Ḫa [...]/4 sixth witness litigation 





XI. THE DAMU-GALZU FAMILY 
 
⋅ Damu-galzu d. [...], rakbum, kisalluḫḫum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 7 Im fifth witness (rakbum) sale 
BDHP, 14 Im third witness (T/C) inheritance 
VS 8, 4; VS 8, 5 Im third witness (T)/absent on C wedding contract 
CT 6, 26a; WALKER 
1980, 15 Im third witness wedding contract 
é.dub.ba.a 7, pp. 125-
126, pl. 53, no. 118 Bti/Sle third witness (T/C) proof of payment 
BDHP, 31; CT 45, 
1/WATERMAN 1913, 
203 
Bti/Sle sixth witness (T/C) litigation 
é.dub.ba.a 7, pp. 119-
121, pl. 50, no. 113 Sle 3 fourth witness litigation 
CT 2, 35 Sle second witness inheritance 
CT 6, 30a Sle fourth witness inheritance 
CT 8, 44a; CT 48, 31 Sle sixth (T)/seventh (C) witness sale 
WALKER 1978, 235 Sle first witness sale 
MHET, 777 s.d. second witness lease 
MHET, 745 s.d. first witness lease 
MHET, 784 s.d. second witness lease 
CT 33, 43 s.d. second witness lease 
CT 33, 42 s.d. second witness lease 
MHET, 743 s.d. second witness lease 
TCL I, 186 s.d. (not in the text) (fragment); seal with own legend 
Publicaton seal: TANRET 2010A, 89, 160; TANRET and SUURMEIJER 2011, 86. 
 
⋅ Adad-rēmēni d. Damu-galzu, rakbum, petûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 40c; BM 82513 Sa 2 second witness (T/C) loan silver; seal A with own legend 
CT 6, 47a; MHET, 44 Sa 10/7/8 absent on T/fourth judge (C) litigation 
CT 2, 50; MHET, 45 Sa 12/11 fifth (T)/third (C) witness litigation 
CT 4, 26b; MHET, 35 Sa first witness (T/C) litigation; seal B with own legend 
CT 47, 1 Sa fourth witness donation 
CT 6, 19a Sa third witness sale 
VS 8, 12; VS 8, 13 Sa third witness (T/C) inheritance; seal B with own legend 
CT 8, 29b AS 1 fourth witness manumission of a slave 
BBVOT I, 147 AS 2 third witness donation; seal B with own legend 
CT 45, 11 AS 12 third witness donation 
Di 694 AS fourth witness (T)/absent on C sale 
MHET, 49 AS fifth judge litigation 
BBVOT I, 115 AS? third witness sale 





CT 48, 29 AS fourth witness (T)/absent on C inheritance 
MHET, 66 AS 
fourth (T)/third (C) 
witness 
(rakbum) 
division of real estate 
CT 47, 7(a) AS fourth witness (T/C) inheritance; seal B with own legend 
CT 45, 10 AS third witness (T)/absent on C sale 
CT 6, 43; BBVOT I, 12 AS third witness sale; seal B with own legend 
CT 48, 17 AS third witness inheritance 
CT 8, 29a AS third witness adoption; seal B with own legend 
MHET, 55 AS third witness adoption 
BE 6/1, 17 AS third witness adoption 
BBVOT I, 105 AS third witness donation 
CT 45, 12 AS fourth witness donation 
MHET, 61 AS second witness (petûm) sale 
CT 8, 39b; MHET, 112 Sm 1 third witness/absent on C sale 
CT 47, 11(a) Sm fourth witness (T/C) sale; seal B with own legend 
MHET, 85 Sm third (T)/second (C) witness bequest 
TCL I, 203 s.d. third witness lease 
PBS 8/2, 258 s.d. [...] third witness sale 
Publication seal A: BLOCHER 1992, no. 100; TANRET 2010A, 90, 161-162; TANRET and SUURMEIJER 
2011, 93. 
Publication seal B: BLOCHER 1992, no. 166 = no. 261; TANRET 2010A, 90, 161-162; TANRET and 
SUURMEIJER 2011, 93. 
 
⋅ Kalūmum d. Adad-rēmēni, petûm (?) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 113 Sm 6 third witness lease; seal A with own legend 
CT 47, 10(a) Sm 8 second witness (T/C) sale 
CT 4, 49b; MHET, 121 Sm 13/5/4 sixth witness (T/C) sale; seal B with own legend 
RSO 2, 4 Sm 13 sixth witness sale; seal B with own legend 
BDHP, 4 Sm 13 first witness lease 
BDHP, 24 Sm fourth witness gift of real estate; seal B with father’s legend 
CT 47, 12(a) Sm eighth (T)/seventh (C) witness 
litigation; seal B with own 
legend 
BDHP, 34; BDHP, 35 Sm fifth witness (T)/absent on C 
litigation; seal B with own 
legend 
Di 2017 Sm sixth witness (T/C) sale; seal A with own legend 
Publication seal B: RSO 2, no. 3; TEISSIER 1998, no. 36; KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 33b. 
 
⋅ Iballuṭ d. Adad-rēmēni, petûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BDHP, 34; BDHP, 35 Sm absent on T/sixth witness (C) litigation 





⋅ Eidimana-mansum d. Kalūmum, petûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 39a Sm seventh witness (petûm) sale 
TCL I, 77; VS 9, 
211/VS 9, 223 Ḫa 1/7/11 




CT 47, 21 Ḫa 2 seventh witness sale 
BM 79139(a) Ḫa 2 second witness hire; seal B with father’s legend 
BM 78770 Ḫa 6 (not in the text) contract concerning field; seal B with father’s legend 
Di 696 Ḫa 8 absent on T/tenth witness (C) 
sale; seal B with father’s 
legend 
Di 677 Ḫa 9 fourth witness (T/C) sale; seal B with father’s legend 
MHET, 158 Ḫa 10/8 seventh witness (T)/absent on C 
sale; seal B with father’s 
legend 
CT 8, 48a; BM 82427 Ḫa 11/7/28 seventh witness (T/C) adoption 
Di 1435 Ḫa 11 or 42/nabri fourth witness (T/C) 
sale; seal B with father’s 
legend 
VS 8, 123; VS 8, 124 Ḫa 14 second witness (T/C) entrustment; seal B with father’s legend 
MHET, 180 Ḫa 15/[…]/11 fifth (T)/sixth (C) witness 
adoption; seal B with father’s 
legend 
Di 707 Ḫa 16 absent on T/fifth witness (C) 
sale; seal B with father’s 
legend 
MHET, 200 Ḫa 18 or 24 absent on T/fifth witness (C) (?) 
sale; seal B with father’s 
legend 
MHET, 218 Ḫa 26 first witness lease; seal with own legend 
MHET, 219 Ḫa 26 first witness lease 
MHET, 227 Ḫa 27 (not in the text) lease; seal with own legend 
CT 8, 35b; BM 92644a Ḫa seventh witness (T/C) sale; seal B with father’s legend 
MHET, 132 Ḫa 
seventh witness 
(T)/absent on C 
(petûm) 
inheritance 
MHET, 717 Ḫa? fifth witness lease 
GOETZE 1957, no. 8 s.d. (not in the text) loan; seal B with father’s legend 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 33. 
 
⋅ Ḫuzalum d. Kalūmum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 173 Ḫa 14/3/6 first witness (T)/absent on C 
lease; seal B with father’s 
legend 
MHET, 799 Ḫa? first witness (T)/absent on C 
rent; seal B with father’s 
legend 








XII. THE WARAD-SÎN FAMILY 
See TANRET 2010A, 253-264. 
 
XIII. THE UŠTAŠNI-ILUM FAMILY 
 
⋅ Uštašni-ilum d. [...] (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Mudādum d. Uštašni-ilum 
(his seal C is only attested as reused by his son Narām-Sîn) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 48a; MHET, 73 AS 1/6/29 first witness (T/C) lease; seal A with own legend 
CT 8, 49b; MHET, 79 AS first witness (T/C) adoption contract; seal B with own legend 
MHET, 568 s.d. eighth witness bequest 
VS 8, 20 s.d. second witness litigation 
Publication seal A: BLOCHER 1992, no. 173. 
Publication seal B: BLOCHER 1992, no. 223. 
 
⋅ Narām-Sîn d. Mudādum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 69; CT 2, 17 AS first witness (T/C) sale; seal with own legend 
BM 16475;  
BM 17104a AS 
first witness (T)/absent 
on C contract; seal with own legend 
CT 4, 16b Sm 7 first witness donation 
CT 4, 49b; MHET, 121 Sm 13/5/4 third witness (T/C) sale; seal C with father’s legend 
MHET, 692 s.d. third witness litigation 
Publication seal: BLOCHER 1992, no. 252. 
 
⋅ Sîn-abūšu d. Mudādum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 69; CT 2, 17 AS fourth (T)/second (C) witness sale; seal without legend 
BDHP, 56 s.d. first witness donation 








I.2. THE TEXTUAL AND SEAL ATTESTATIONS OF THE ŠAMAŠ-NĀṢIR (IXA) AND ŠAMAŠ-[…] (IXB) 
FAMILIES 
 
I.2.1. The texts in which the family members appear together 
 
The cases in which the text had to be reconstructed due to (severe) damage of the tablet are indicated 
by the mention ‘not in the text’ in the second column; the cases in which the texts have no preserved 
years and are chronologically situated based on the order in which the cattle fatteners appear are 
indicated in grey. The abbreviations used for the textual info are N(ame), P(atronymic), T(itle). 
All the seals were previously published in COLBOW 2004. 
Since there are only seals with a legend attested for these families, we simply make a distinction 
between seals with a personal (‘own seal’) or a relative’s legend (‘brother’s’ or ‘father’s seal’). 
 
Under the leadership of Ibni-Amurrum 
Name Role Seal Attested textual info  
Di 1495 (Ad 14/3/5), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N, P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver ⎯ N, P 
Warad-Kubi third receiver own seal N, P 
Di 1396 (Ad 21/3/1), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Warad-Kubi fifth receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 914 (Ad 20/11/10), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Di 1540 (Ad 21/6/8), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver ⎯ N, P 
Warad-Kubi third receiver ⎯ N, P 
Di 1536 (Ad 21/6/13), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N, P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver ⎯ N, P 
Warad-Kubi third receiver ⎯ N, P 
Di 1492 (Ad 21/6/20), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N 
The text (l.9) refers to Ibni-Amurrum ‘and his colleagues’. 
Di 1271 (Ad 22/4/20), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Warad-Kubi fourth receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 1311 (Ad 23/3/16), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver (mārûm) ⎯ N, P, T 
Warad-Kubi third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Di 1371 (Ad 23?/6/10), receipt 




The text (l.11) refers to Ibni-Amurrum ‘and his colleagues’. 
Di 1413 (Ad 24/4/5), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
The text (l.11) refers to Ibni-Amurrum ‘and his colleagues’. 
Di 1407 (Ad 24/4/22), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
The text (l.10) refers to Ibni-Amurrum ‘and his colleagues’. 
Di 1470 (Ad 24/4), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Di 1455 (Ad 25/3/10), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver ⎯ N 
Warad-Kubi fifth receiver ⎯ N, P 
Di 1409 (Ad 26/3/1), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Warad-Kubi third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Di 1531 (Ad 26/4/13), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver ⎯ N, P 
Warad-Kubi third receiver ⎯ N, P 
Di 1308 (Ad 27/1/1), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
The text (l.13) refers to Ibni-Amurrum ‘and his colleagues’. 
Di 1291 (Ad 28/3/6), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Warad-Kubi fifth receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 1454 (Ad 28/[…]/30), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) (mārûm) own seal T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum (not in the text) (mārûm) 
⎯ T 
Warad-Kubi third (?) receiver (mārûm) ⎯ N, T 
Di 1545 (Ad 28), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum (not in the text) (mārûm) 
⎯ T 
Warad-Kubi third (?) receiver own seal N 
Di 1360 (Ad 29/3/12), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third receiver ⎯ N 
Warad-Kubi fourth receiver ⎯ N 
Di 1513 (Ad 29/8/22), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver ⎯ N, P 




Di 1496 (Ad 30/5/5), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver father’s seal N 
Warad-Kubi fourth receiver father’s seal N 
Di 1343 (Ad 30), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Warad-Kubi fifth receiver (mārûm) ⎯ N, T 
Di 1504 (Ad 31/2/30), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Warad-Ulmaššītum (not in the text) father’s seal ⎯ 
Warad-Kubi fourth (?) receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, T 
Di 1126 (Ad 31/[…]/10), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Warad-Ulmaššītum (not in the text) ⎯ ⎯ 
Warad-Kubi fourth (?) receiver own seal N 
Di 1493 (Ad 31), receipt    
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Di 1416 (Ad 32/1/13), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Di 1480 (Ad 34), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N, P 
Di 1532 (Ad 35/6/1), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N, P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver ⎯ N 
Warad-Kubi third receiver ⎯ N 
Di 1201 (Ad 36/10/24), connoissement 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N, P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum (not in the text) ⎯ ⎯ 
Warad-Kubi third (?) receiver ⎯ N 
Di 1299 (Ad 36), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N, P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver ⎯ N 
Di 2073 (Ad […]/2/24), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N, P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver ⎯ N, P 
Warad-Kubi third receiver ⎯ N, P 
Di 1322 (Ad […]/6a/11), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Warad-Kubi third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Di 1527 (Ad […]/7/1), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N, P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver father’s seal N, P 
Warad-Kubi third receiver father’s seal N, P 
Di 1342 (Ad […]/8/4), receipt    
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
The text (l.9) refers to Ibni-Amurrum ‘and his colleagues’. 
Di 1539 (Ad […]/8/21), receipt    




The text (l.9) refers to Ibni-Amurrum ‘and his colleagues’. 
Di 1269 (Ad […]/8/27), receipt    
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
The text (l.4’) refers to Ibni-Amurrum ‘and his colleagues’. 
Di 1461 (Ad 37/1/10), receipt    
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver (mārûm) ⎯ N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Warad-Kubi fourth receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 1366 (Ad), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal  P 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver ⎯ P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
 
Warad-Kubi fourth receiver ⎯ N, P 
Di 1444 (Ad 37/7/10), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Sîn-rēmēni (not in the text) ⎯ ⎯ 
Warad-Ulmaššītum (not in the text) ⎯ ⎯ 
Warad-Kubi fourth (?) receiver ⎯ N 
Di 1293 (Aṣ 1/2/14), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver father’s seal N, P 
Ibni-Amurrum second receiver own seal N, P 
Sîn-rēmēni third receiver ⎯ N, P 
Di 1501 (Aṣ 1/10/21), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Warad-Kubi fourth receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 1516 (Aṣ […]/5/11), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal P 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver ⎯ N, P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third receiver father’s seal N, P 
Warad-Kubi fourth receiver father’s seal N, P 
Di 1446 (Aṣ […]/8/21), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N 
Sîn-rēmēni (not in the text) ⎯ ⎯ 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third (?) receiver ⎯ N 
Warad-Kubi fourth (?) receiver ⎯ N 
Di 597 (Aṣ), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver ⎯ N 
Di 172 (s.d.), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver own seal N 
Warad-Kubi third receiver father’s seal N 
MHET I, 13 (Aṣ 1/[…]/8+x), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver own seal N, P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver ⎯ N 




Sîn-rēmēni fifth receiver ⎯ N, P 
Di 564 (Aṣ 2/4/12), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
Warad-Kubi second receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, T 
Sîn-rēmēni fourth receiver (mārûm) ⎯ N, T 
Di 550 (Aṣ 2/5), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
Warad-Kubi second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Sîn-rēmēni fourth receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 342 (Aṣ 2/7?/1), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
Warad-Kubi second receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Sîn-rēmēni fourth receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 1512 (Aṣ 2/8/10), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Di 596 (Aṣ 2/8/24), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Warad-Kubi second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Sîn-rēmēni fourth receiver (mārûm) own (?) seal N, T 
Di 489 (Aṣ 2/9/16), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, T 
Warad-Kubi second receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, T 
Sîn-rēmēni fourth receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 1370 (Ad or Aṣ […]/12b), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Di 1333 ([…] […]/6/26), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Di 1750 ([…] […]/[…]/16), receipt 
Ibni-Amurrum (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Di 1452 ([…] […]/[…]/22), receipt 





Under the leadership of Warad-Kubi 
Di 1544 (Aṣ […]/6), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Tarībum second receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Sîn-rēmēni third receiver (mārûm) ⎯ N, P, T 
Di 488 (Aṣ 2/9/9), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, P, T 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver (mārûm) brother’s seal N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum third receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, P, T 
Tarībum fourth receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, T 
Di 2023 (Aṣ 2/12/8), loan 
Warad-Kubi first debtor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Sîn-rēmēni second debtor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 2196 (Aṣ 3/4/6), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver ⎯ N, P 
Tarībum second receiver father’s seal N, P 
Di 1326 (Aṣ 4), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver ⎯ N, P 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second receiver ⎯ N, P 
Sîn-rēmēni third receiver own seal N, P 
Tarībum second witness ⎯ N, P 
Di 1067 (Aṣ […]/4), debt  
Warad-Kubi first creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Warad-Ulmaššītum second creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Sîn-rēmēni third creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 1693 (Aṣ 5/10/27), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, P, T 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Tarībum third receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, P, T 
Di 1373 (Aṣ 5), debt    
Warad-Kubi first creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Tarībum second creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 2068 (Aṣ 6/1/5), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 314 (Aṣ 6/7/10), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver (mārûm) 




Tarībum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Di 1425 (Aṣ 7/10/1), receipt 
Warad-Kubi (not in the text) (mārûm) own seal T 
Di 919 (Aṣ 8/10/24), debt 
Warad-Kubi first creditor ⎯ N 
Sîn-rēmēni second creditor brother’s seal N 
Tarībum third creditor father’s seal N 
Di 978 (Aṣ 9/10/3), debt 
Warad-Kubi first creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Sîn-rēmēni second creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Tarībum third creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 1509 (Aṣ 9/12/11), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Tarībum third receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Di 1450 (Aṣ 10/1/30), receipt 
Warad-Kubi (not in the text) (mārûm) own seal T 
Tarībum (not in the text) (mārûm) own seal T 
Di 1445 (Aṣ […]/8/16), receipt 
Warad-Kubi (not in the text) ⎯ ⎯ 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver ⎯ N, P 
Tarībum third receiver ⎯ N, P 
Di 1521 (Aṣ […]/12?/4), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, P, T 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Tarībum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Di 638 (Aṣ), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver ⎯ N, P 
Sîn-rēmēni second receiver brother’s seal N, P 
Tarībum third receiver father’s seal N, P 
Di 1526 (Aṣ 10/4/13), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver ⎯ N, P 
Tarībum second receiver ⎯ N 
Baši-ilum third receiver ⎯ N, P 
Di 1485 (Aṣ 10/8/10), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Tarībum second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Baši-ilum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Di 1479 (Aṣ 10/8/21), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Tarībum second receiver (mārûm) 




Baši-ilum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 1515 (Aṣ 10/9/15), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Tarībum second receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Baši-ilum third receiver (mārûm) ⎯ N, P, T 
Di 1537 (Aṣ 10/11/28), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Arrabum second receiver (mārûm) brother’s seal N, T 
Baši-ilum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Di 1414 (Aṣ 11/3/16), debt 
Warad-Kubi first creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Tarībum second creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Baši-ilum third creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 1546 (Aṣ 11/12/4), receipt 
Warad-Kubi (not in the text) (mārûm) own seal T 
Tarībum second receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Baši-ilum third receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Di 1424 (Aṣ 11/12/6/), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver own seal N, P 
Tarībum second receiver own seal N 
Di 159 (Aṣ 12/8/6), receipt    
Warad-Kubi first receiver own seal N 
Di 2193 (Aṣ 12/9/2), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Arrabum second receiver (mārûm) brother’s seal N, P, T 
Baši-ilum third receiver (mārûm) father’s seal N, P, T 
Di 2191 (Aṣ 12/9/26), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Tarībum second receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Di 158 (Aṣ 12/12/1), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver own seal N, P 
Tarībum second receiver own seal N, P 
Di 902 (Aṣ 13/3/11), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Tarībum second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Di 912 (Aṣ 13/5/22), receipt 





Sîn-rēmēni (not in the text) (mārûm) own seal T 
Di 923 (Aṣ 13/12/18), debt 
Warad-Kubi (not in the text) own seal ⎯ 
Di 1735 (Aṣ 14/6/30), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Baši-ilum second receiver (mārûm) 
⎯ N, P, T 
Di 1559 (Aṣ […]/1/10), receipt 
Warad-Kubi (not in the text) (mārûm) own seal T 
Tarībum (not in the text) (mārûm) own seal T 
Di 759 ([…] […]/5/8), debt 
Warad-Kubi first creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Baši-ilum third creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Di 1486 (Aṣ […]/11), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Tarībum second receiver (mārûm) own seal N, P, T 
Baši-ilum third receiver (mārûm) ⎯ N, P, T 
Di 2024 (s.d.), receipt 
Warad-Kubi first receiver ⎯ N, P 
Arrabum first witness ⎯ N, P 
Di 1443 (s.d.), debt 
Warad-Kubi first creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
Tarībum second creditor (mārûm) 
⎯ N, T 
 
I.2.2. The remaining textual attestations of the Šamaš-nāṣir and Šamaš-[…] family members 
 
⋅ Šamaš-nāṣir d. [...] (no textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Ibni-Amurrum d. Šamaš-nāṣir, mārûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1807 Ad first receiver receipt; own seal 
 
⋅ Sîn-rēmēni d. Šamaš-nāṣir, mārûm (no other textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Tarībum d. Ibni-Amurrum, mārûm (no other textual attestations) 
 
⋅ Arrabum d. Ibni-Amurrum, mārûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 14c Aṣ 15/12/2 in list (mārûm) list 
⋅ Baši-ilum d. Sîn-rēmēni, mārûm (no other textual attestations) 
 





⋅ Awīl-Sîn d. Šamaš-[...], mārûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1688 Ad third witness ? 
 
⋅ Warad-Ulmaššītum d. Awīl-Sîn, mārûm  
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1248 s.d. seller sale 
Di 1820 s.d. second receiver damaged text concerning taxes 
 
⋅ Warad-Kubi d. Awīl-Sîn, mārûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
TLOB, 17a Ad 16/6/1 deliverer entrustment; own seal 
Di 2032 Aṣ 2/10/20 debtor loan; father’s seal  
Di 826 Aṣ 5/12/6 debtor (mārûm) debt 








⋅ Ilšu-bāni d. Imgur-Sîn 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 114 Sm 7 first witness (T/C) field purchase; seal without legend 
MHET, 103 Sm tenth (T)/sixth (C) witness sale; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Būr-Sîn d. Ṣilīlum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 1 Sm 12 fifth witness (T)/absent on C litigation; seal without legend 
TCL I, 77; VS 9, 211 Ḫa 1/7/11 seventh witness (T)/absent on C sale 
CT 47, 21 Ḫa 2 eleventh witness sale 
CT 48, 3  Ḫa 6/8 third witness litigation; seal without legend  
SZLECHTER 1958, 45 Ḫa 7/10 second witness sale 
CT 2, 25 Ḫa 10/6/28 second witness sale 
BE 6/1, 37 Ḫa 10/11/10 second witness sale 
CT 47, 31(a) Ḫa 11/5/10 ninth judge (T/C) litigation 
Di 1435 Ḫa 11 or 42/nabri/1 
seventh (T)/sixth (C) 
witness sale 
CT 47, 24(a) Ḫa 14/11 ninth judge (T)/absent on C litigation 
CT 2, 45; MHET, 183 Ḫa 15/9 third witness (T/C) litigation; seal without legend (byscript not added) 
CT 48, 8 Ḫa 18 absent on T/fourth witness (C) 
litigation; seal without legend 
(byscript not added) 
CT 8, 43a Ḫa second witness litigation  
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 243. 
 
⋅ Munawwīrum d. Sîn-iddinam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 42b; MHET, 110 Sm first witness (T/C) inheritance; seal without legend 
MHET, 105 Sm fourth (T)/second (C) witness bequest; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Daqum d. Pala-Adad 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2171; Di 2184 Sm 12/4/11 fifth witness (T)/absent on C sale 
Di 1478 Sm fifth witness (T)/absent on C sale; seal without legend  
Di 734 Ḫa ? division; seal without legend 







⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Iddin-Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 47, 29(a) Ḫa 7/7/24 third witness (T/C) sale; seal without legend 
Di 1074 Ḫa 21/5/22 eighth witness sale; seal without legend 
Publication seal: AL-GAILANI WERR 1988, 203 (6); TEISSIER 1998, no. 188. 
 
⋅ Erībam d. Šamaš-rābi 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 49/VS 8, 84; VS 
8, 85 Ḫa 2/4/5 eighth witness (T/C) exchange; seal without legend 
Di 679 Ḫa 4? eighth witness (T)/absent on C sale 
BAP, 48; CT 45, 20 Ḫa 9 sixth (T)/third (C) witness exchange 
MHET, 159 Ḫa 11 seventh witness sale 
CT 4, 48a; MHET, 181 Ḫa 15 tenth (T)/ninth (C) witness sale; seal without legend 
MHET, 168 Ḫa 12/11/15 second witness ? 
Di 1074 Ḫa 21/5/22 absent on T/sixth witness (C) sale; seal without legend 
CT 47, 49 Ḫa third witness sale 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 22a; TEISSIER 1998, no. 224. 
 
⋅ Bēlanum d. Ipiq-erṣetim 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 8, 93; VS 8, 94 Ḫa 3/7/1 third witness (T)/absent on C 
loan; seal without legend 
(byscript not added) 
VS 8, 99; VS 8, 100 Ḫa 3 first witness (T/C) hire; seal without legend  
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 25, 26. 
 
⋅ Emuqšu-dan d. Sîn-iqīšam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 847 Ḫa 3 first witness (T)/absent on C sale 
MHET, 182 Ḫa 15/8 absent on T/ninth witness (C) sale; seal without legend  
CT 2, 45; MHET, 183 Ḫa 15/9 twelfth witness (T)/absent on C litigation; seal without legend 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 258. 
 
⋅ Munawwīrum d. Ikūn-pīša 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 182 Ḫa 15/8 first witness (T/C) sale; seal without legend  
CT 2, 45; MHET, 183 Ḫa 15/9 fourth witness (T/C) litigation; seal without legend 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 223, 309. 
 
⋅ Ilšu-abūšu d. Šamaš-gāmil 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 47, 23(a) Ḫa 14/10 second (T)/fourth (C) witness sale; seal without legend 
MHET, 182 Ḫa 15/8 second witness (T/C) sale; seal without legend 
CT 2, 45; MHET, 183 Ḫa 15/9 fifth witness (T/C) litigation; seal without legend 





⋅ Narām-ilīšu d. Ali-hāṭ-Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 3  Ḫa 6/8 fifth witness litigation; seal without legend 
Di 1435 Ḫa 11/nabri/1 absent on T/seventh witness (C) sale; seal without legend 
CT 47, 31(a) Ḫa 11/5/10 absent on T/tenth judge (C) 
litigation; seal without legend 
(byscript not preserved) 
MHET, 162  Ḫa 11/5 tenth judge litigation 
CT 8, 13c Ḫa 14/7/11 first witness inheritance 
CT 47, 24(a) Ḫa 14/11 eighth judge (T)/absent on C litigation 
CT 2, 45; MHET, 183 Ḫa 15/9 second witness (T/C) litigation 
CT 48, 8 Ḫa 18 second judge (T)/absent on C litigation 
CT 8, 43a Ḫa third witness litigation 
CT 8, 35b; BM 92644a Ḫa fourth witness (T/C) sale; seal without legend (byscript not added) 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 148, 172, 175. 
 
⋅ Awīl-ilim d. Iddin-ilum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
EDZARD 1970, 214 Si 18/[…]/30 in list list 
Di 2091 Si 20/12/10 neighbour sale; seal without legend 
Di 1078 Si 21/12/30 seller sale; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Qīš-Nunu d. Sîn-šeme 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BE 6/1, 19 Sm third witness ? 
MHET, 98 Sm first witness sale 
MHET, 137 Ḫa 1 second witness (T/C) inheritance 
Di 715 Ḫa 9 first witness (T)/absent on C sale 
CT 47, 31(a) Ḫa 11/5/10 seventh judge (T/C) litigation 
MHET, 162  Ḫa 11/5 seventh judge litigation 
Di 713 Ḫa 11/[...]/8 first witness (T)/absent on C sale 
CT 47, 33 Ḫa 12 third witness sale 
CT 47, 22(a) Ḫa 14/1 third witness (T/C) sale; seal without legend (byscript not preserved) 
CT 47, 24(a) Ḫa 14/11 third judge (T)/absent on C litigation 
PBS 8/2, 247 Ḫa 14 first witness sale 
CT 4, 48a; MHET, 181 Ḫa 15 second witness (T/C) sale; seal without legend 
Di 712 Ḫa 15 first witness sale; seal without legend (byscript not added) 
MHET, 191 Ḫa 17 first witness (T)/absent on C 
sale; seal without legend 
(byscript not added) 
CT 48, 8 Ḫa 18 absent on T/second witness (C) 
litigation; seal without legend 
(byscript not added) 
Di 695 Ḫa 19/11/27 first witness (T)/absent on C sale 
CT 47, 49 Ḫa second witness sale 
MHET, 135 Ḫa fifth (T)/sixth witness (C) litigation; seal without legend 
VS 9, 163 Ḫa third witness donation 





⋅ Sîn-tillassu d. Sîn-iddinam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 108 Ḫa 43/7 third witness ? 
CT 47, 52(a) Si 1/6/17 fourth witness sale; seal with dedication and byscript 
CT 8, 15b Si 14/6 second witness sale 
CT 45, 34 Si 15/5/1 fourth witness (T/C) inheritance 
Di 1078 Si 19/12/30 third witness sale; seal with dedication and byscript 
CTMMA I, 50 Si 24/5/15 second witness litigation 
CT 4, 19b Si 29/9/10 second witness sale 
 
⋅ Nidnatum d. Ṣilli-Adad, kutīmum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 50b; MHET, 276  Ḫa 39/6/1 fourth witness (T/C) sale 
Di 2169 Ḫa fourth witness list 
Di 1433 Si 1/8/28 third witness sale; seal without legend 
CT 47, 53 Si 2/1/23 second witness sale 
Di 2096 Si 2/8/28 fourth witness sale; seal without legend 
CT 47, 61(a) Si 8/11/12 second witness sale; seal without legend 
CT 47, 62(a) Si 9/12b/1 sixth witness (kutīmum) sale; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Sîn-erībam 
 (his seal A is only attested as used by his son Sîn-iqīšam) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BE 6/1, 73 Ae 9/4/16 receiver of ilkum ilkum 
Di 1995 Ad 2/7/20 seller sale; seal B without legend 
CT 4, 15a Ad 3/5/13 receiver ilkum 
CT 4, 37b Ad 4/11/28 second witness loan 
CT 4, 36b Ad 8/9/5 first witness loan; seal B without legend (byscript not added) 
 
⋅ Šumum-libši d. Pirḫi-ilīšu 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 70 Ad 22/4/14 second witness loan 
ROSITANI 2011, 31 Ad 24/12/5 first witness 
harvest labour contract; seal 
without legend 
(byscript not preserved) 
ROSITANI 2011, 32 Ad 25 creditor harvest labour contract; seal without legend 
CT 33, 31 Ad 31/5/6 third witness receipt; seal without legend 
ROSITANI 2011, 36 Ad 32/1/5 second witness harvest labour contract 
BDHP, 17 Ad […]/10/16 debtor hire 
TLB I, 227 Ad […]/9/29 debtor loan; seal without legend 
CT 8, 11c Aṣ 1/3/12 second witness loan; seal without legend (byscript not added) 
MHET, 529 Aṣ 12/2/10 owner, lessor lease 
CT 8, 21a Aṣ 13/4/20 first witness loan 
CT 8, 30b Aṣ 13/5/10 second witness loan; seal without legend (byscript not added) 
BDHP, 30 Aṣ 15/4/18 first witness receipt; seal without legend 
MHET, 546 Aṣ 16/1/14 lessor lease 
BM 13597 Aṣ 16/5/1 receiver receipt 




Di 936 Aṣ […]/[…]/15 second witness loan; seal without legend 
BDHP, 59 […] […]/[…]/20 second witness 
lease; seal without legend 
(byscript not preserved) 
CT 47, 76 s.d. leaseholder lease 
TCL I, 221 s.d. third witness advance 
ANBAR 1975, 109, no. 
1 s.d. leaseholder lease 
 
⋅ Sîn-nādin-šumi d. Ibbi-Sîn 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 693 Ae 21/10/15 seller sale; seal without legend 
Di 672 Ae 28/10/22 seller sale; seal without legend 
Di 690 Ad 20/2/12 seller sale 
Di 674 Ad 20/5/3 seller certificate 
 
⋅ Warad-Sîn d. Eṭērum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1895 Ad 37/11/15 first witness loan 
Di 1261 Ad 37/12/21 first witness loan 
BE 6/2, 116 Ad 37/12/21 first witness harvest labour contract 
CT 4, 31b Ad 27/11/27 debtor debt 
MHET, 498 Aṣ 1/1/1 letter rent; seal without legend 
BE 6/1, 103 Aṣ 1/10/3 has received bail litigation 
TLOB, 63 Aṣ 5/[…]/24 takes over debt payment 
MHET, 519 Aṣ 10/4 seller sale 
BAP, 42 Aṣ 14/4/6 declares before judges litigation 
Di 950 Aṣ 15/3/9 second witness receipt; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Mār-Amma d. Iddin-Nabium, mārûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1271 Ad 22/4/20 receiver (mārûm) receipt 
Di 1291 Ad 28/3/6 receiver (mārûm) receipt 
Di 1343 Ad 30 receiver (mārûm) receipt 
BE 6/1, 86 Ad 37/9/23 third witness loan; seal without legend 
Di 1079 Aṣ 3/1/28 debtor loan; seal without legend 
Di 1766 Aṣ 3/10/14 first witness loan 
Di 1152 Aṣ 5/12/26 first witness harvest labour contract 
Di 1322 s.d. receiver (mārûm) receipt 
 
⋅ Bēlšunu d. Adad-nāṣir, kutīmum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2108 Ad 28/1 first witness (kutīmum) 
receipt; seal without legend 
(byscript not preserved) 
Di 1058 Ad 30/11/5 second witness loan; seal without legend 
Di 1065 Ad 37/10/18 first witness (kutīmum) 
loan; seal without legend 
(byscript not added) 
Di 2077 Ad […]/7/26 third witness (kutīmum) loan; seal without legend 





Di 1196 Aṣ 1 fourth witness (kutīmum) 
connoissement; seal without 
legend 
Di 1667 Aṣ 2/8/20 third witness (kutīmum) loan 
Di 1079 Aṣ 3/1/28 fourth witness (kutīmum) 
loan; seal without legend 
(byscript not added) 
Di 1412 Aṣ 3/6/6 third witness (kutīmum) sale; seal without legend 
Di 987 Aṣ 7/6/23 third witness (kutīmum) sale; seal without legend 
Di 952 Aṣ 7/6/30 third witness sale; seal without legend 
Di 954 Aṣ 7/9/1 third witness (kutīmum) sale 





⋅ Ur-gigir d. Iddin-Ištar 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 1 Sm 12 second witness (T/C) litigation; seal A without legend 
MHET, 103  Sm sixth (T)/fifth (C) witness sale; seal B without legend 
MHET, 109 Sm sixteenth (T)/twenty-fifth (C) witness 
sale; seal B without legend 
(byscript not added) 
 
⋅ Šamaš-iddinam d. Erībam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 47, 25(a) Ḫa 3 second witness (T/C) sale; seal A without legend 
MHET, 167 Ḫa 12/6/26 buyer sale 
CT 4, 48a; MHET, 181 Ḫa 15 fifth witness (T/C) sale; seal B without legend  
BE 6/1, 28 Ḫa 29/11/3 first witness (T/C) inheritance; seal B without legend (byscript not added) 
GOETZE 1957, no. 10 s.d. seller sale 
Publication seal A: AL-GAILANI WERR 1988, 200 (6); TEISSIER 1998, no. 246. 
Publication seal B: TEISSIER 1998, no. 208. 
 
⋅ Sîn-erībam d. Ikūn-pīša 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 4, 14b Sm 17/1/6 third witness agreement 
CT 45, 15 Sm 17 fourth witness (T/C) litigation; seal A without legend 
CT 2, 26 Sm 19/12/8 fourth witness sale 
MHET, 111 Sm [...]/6 fourth witness sale 
TCL I, 77; VS 9, 211 Ḫa 1/7/11 seventh witness (T)/absent on C sale 
CT 47, 21 Ḫa 2 ninth witness sale 
MHET, 848 Ḫa 9/12/29 first witness sale 
Di 677 Ḫa 9 fifth witness (T/C) sale; seal B without legend 
CT 2, 25 Ḫa 10/6/28 first witness sale 
CT 47, 31(a) Ḫa 11/5/10 eighth judge (T/C) litigation 
MHET, 162  Ḫa 11/5 eighth judge litigation 




CT 47, 22(a) Ḫa 14/1 fifth witness (T/C) sale 
CT 2, 45; MHET, 183 Ḫa 15/9 first witness (T/C) litigation; seal B without legend 
CT 48, 8 Ḫa 18 absent on T/first witness (C) 
litigation; seal B without 
legend (byscript not added) 
CT 8, 43a Ḫa first witness litigation 
CT 8, 35b; BM 92644a Ḫa fifth witness (T/C) sale; seal B without legend 
Publication seal B: TEISSIER 1998, no. 158, 176. 
 
⋅ Annum-pī-Ištar d. Sîn-iqīšam, kalû 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1125 Ad 27/[…]/3 second witness (kalû) 
loan; seal A with dedication 
(byscript not preserved) 
Di 1801 Ad 28/10 eighth witness sale 
Di 1195 Ad 28/[…]/2 second witness (kalû) rent 
Di 1258 Ad 29/4/20 second witness (kalû) receipt 
Di 1852 Ad 30?/4/12 third witness (kalû) loan 
Di 1809 Ad 36/8/20 first witness (kalû) loan; seal B without legend 
Di 1129 Ad […]/3/1 second witness (kalû) 
lease; seal A with dedication 
(byscript not added) 
Di 1978 Ad […]/5 second witness (kalû) loan 
Di 1861 Ad […]/9 first witness loan; seal A with dedication (byscript not preserved) 
Di 1969 Ad […]/11/11 first witness (kalû) 
loan; seal A with dedication 
(byscript not preserved) 
Di 822 Aṣ 1/6/12 second witness (kalû) rite 
Di 1388 Aṣ 2/3/23 second witness loan; seal B without legend 





⋅ Sîn-iqīšam d. Sîn-iddinam 
(his father’s seal B is only attested as used by its original owner) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2129 Ad 32/[…]/10 second seller sale; seal A with father’s legend 
Di 2163 Ad 32/[…]/10 second seller certificate; seal A with father’s legend 
Di 1863 Ad 35/10/6 second witness loan 
Di 1135 Ad 37/[…]/20 first witness loan; seal without legend 
Di 2107 Ad […]/10/21 first witness loan 
Di 1404 Aṣ 1/1/1 second witness loan 
Di 2025 Aṣ 1/10/13 first witness harvest labour contract 
Di 1756 Aṣ 6/12/3 debtor rite 
Di 1979 Aṣ 8/4 substitute sale 
Di 1348 Aṣ 10/1/16 debtor rite 
Di 948 Aṣ 14/10?/15 first witness 
disengagement of 





Di 950 Aṣ 15/3/9 first witness receipt; seal without legend 
Di 1176 Aṣ 17/6/2 first witness loan; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Aḫujatum d. Sîn-iddinam, rē’um 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2076  Ad 17/5/8 seller sale 
Di 2053  Ad 35/6/21 seller sale 
Di 1144 Ad 35/8/6 debtor loan; seal without legend 
Di 1046  Ad 36/5/5 seller (rē’um) sale; seal with brother’s legend 
Di 1002 Ad 36/6/5 debtor (rē’um) loan; seal without legend 
Di 1102  Ad 36/11/15 debtor (rē’um) loan; seal without legend 
Di 1887 Ad 37/12d/9 debtor loan; seal without legend (byscript not preserved) 
Di 938  Aṣ 1/3 seller (rē’um) sale; seal without legend 
MHET I, 14 Aṣ 1/10/15 in list (rē’um) receipt 
Di 1667  Aṣ 2/8/20 debtor loan; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Bēlšunu d. Ilšu-bāni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VEENHOF 1989, 183-
184 Ad 37/4/30 second witness 
wedding; seal A without 
legend 
Di 1373 Aṣ 5 husband rite; seal A without legend (byscript not preserved) 
Di 1397 Aṣ 6/12/1 sixth witness receipt; seal A without legend 
BAP, 4 Aṣ 10/5/6 third witness loan; seal A without legend 
Di 1414 Aṣ 11/3/16 first witness rite; seal A without legend 
CT 8, 21a Aṣ 13/4/20 second witness loan; seal A without legend 
FRANK 1928 Aṣ 14/6/30 debtor receipt 
BDHP, 30 Aṣ 15/4/18 second witness receipt 
BE 6/1, 105 Aṣ 18/4/2 eighth witness sale; seal B with own legend 
Publication seal B: BE 6/1, 105. 
 
⋅ Awīl-Ištar d. Ibni-Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 503 Aṣ 4 leaseholder lease; seal A without legend (byscript not preserved) 
MHET, 508 Aṣ 5/5 leaseholder lease; seal A without legend 
CT 8, 11b Aṣ 5/9/10 neighbour lease 
Di 1431 Aṣ 7/2/10 seventh witness sale; seal B with own legend 
Di 872 Aṣ 8/6/8 second witness receipt 
TCL I, 164 Aṣ 9/5/9 first witness litigation; seal A without legend 
MHET I, 4 Aṣ 11/11/22 seventh witness sale 
Di 1197 Aṣ 11/11/22 seventh witness sale; seal B with own legend 
Di 776 Aṣ 12/7/16 first witness rite 
OLA 21, 71 Aṣ 13/7/20 fifth witness inheritance; seal B with own legend 
BE 6/1, 95 Aṣ 13/10/20 eighth witness donation 
Di 765 Aṣ 16/5/16? debtor rite 





⋅ Warad-Marduk d. Warad-Ulmaššītum, rabi ḫāṭṭim 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 19a Aṣ 5/5/18 second witness (rabi ḫāṭṭim) litigation 
CT 8, 10b Aṣ 10/2/1 first witness (rabi ḫāṭṭim) lease; seal A without legend 
CT 8, 14a Aṣ 10/2/1 first witness (rabi ḫāṭṭim) lease; seal A without legend 
MHET, 526 Aṣ 11/4 first witness (rabi ḫāṭṭim) lease 
Di 1619 Aṣ 11/9/13 first witness (rabi ḫāṭṭim) sale 
MHET, 532 Aṣ 12/12/1 leaseholder lease; seal A without legend (byscript not preserved) 
Di 841 Aṣ 13/10/12 first witness (rabi ḫāṭṭim) loan 
Di 863 Aṣ 13/10/26 first witness (rabi ḫāṭṭim) harvest labour contract 
OLA 21, 41 Aṣ 13/12/10 second witness (rabi ḫāṭṭim) harvest labour contract 
MHET, 908 Aṣ 15/1/5 third witness lease 
BAP, 107/MHEOP II, 
159 sqq. Aṣ 16/1/30 
heir 
(rabi ḫāṭṭim) 
inheritance; seal B with own 
legend 
MHEOP II, 159 sqq. Aṣ 16/1/30 heir (rabi ḫāṭṭim) 
inheritance; seal B with own 
legend 
OLA 21, 73 s.d. heir dowry; seal B with own legend 
Di 941 s.d. debtor (rabi ḫāṭṭim) rite 





⋅ Annum-pīša d. Sîn-iddinam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 33b Ae 16/6/20 debtor loan; seal A without legend 
Di 1904 Ae […]/12 first witness sale 
CT 6, 29 Ad 1/4/25 second witness litigation 
CT 45, 44 Ad 2/12/14 third witness sale 
CT 45, 53 Ad 24?/6/27 first witness litigation 
VS 29, 54 Ad 28/4/20 receiver loan; seal B without legend (byscript not added) 
BDHP, 19 Ad 29/6/21 first witness loan 
MHET, 494 Ad 29/12/25 third witness sale 
CT 33, 31 Ad 31/5/7 second witness receipt; seal B without legend 






                                                
5 In groups C-F the roles in the texts in which the persons added their byscripts to the same seals are 





⋅ Kubbutum d. Sîn-išmeanni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 44 Ad 12/3/24 first witness loan; seal C without legend 
VS 29, 49 Ad 22/[…]/26 first witness loan; seal D with dedication and byscript 
Publication seal C: VS 29, 44.2. 
Publication seal D: VS 29, 49.1; 70.1. 
 
⋅ Šamaš-bāni d. Tarībum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 70 Ad 22/4/14 first debtor loan; seal E without legend 
VS 29, 51 Ad 26/6/24 first debtor loan; seal D with dedication and byscript 
VS 29, 54 Ad 28/4/20 first debtor loan; seal F without legend 
BDHP, 19 Ad 29/6/21 first debtor loan; seal B without legend 
VS 29, 52 s.d. debtor loan 
Publication seal B: VS 29, 54.1. 
Publication seal D: VS 29, 49.1; 51.1; 70.1. 
Publication seal E: VS 29, 70.2. 
Publication seal F: VS 29, 54.2. 
 
⋅ Ḫābil-aḫi d. Tarībum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 50 Ad 23/4/20 debtor loan 
VS 29, 51 Ad 26/6/24 second debtor loan; seal D with dedication and byscript 
VS 29, 52 s.d. debtor loan 
Publication seal D: VS 29, 49.1; 51.1; 70.1. 
 
⋅ Ili-iddinam d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 46 Ad 27/8/5 first witness loan; seal G with dedication and byscript 
Publication seal G: VS 29, 45.1; 46.1; 46.2; 49.2; 50.1; 52.1; 53.2. 
 
⋅ Tarībat-Sîn d. Tarībum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 54 Ad 28/4/20 second debtor loan; seal F with dedication and byscript 
Publication seal F: VS 29, 54.2. 
 
⋅ Ipqatum d. Tarībum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 70 Ad 22/4/14 third debtor loan; seal D with dedication (byscript not added) 
VS 29, 49 Ad 22/[…]/26 debtor loan; seal D with dedication and byscript 
VS 29, 50 Ad 23/4/20 debtor loan; seal G with dedication and byscript 
CT 45, 53 Ad 24?/6/27 party litigation 
VS 29, 53 Ad 25/12/5 debtor loan; seal G with dedication and byscript 




VS 29, 46 Ad 27/8/5 debtor loan; seal G with dedication and byscript 
BDHP, 19 Ad 29/6/21 second debtor loan; seal G with dedication and byscript 
CT 6, 37c Ad 29/6/26 second witness loan 
VS 29, 45 Ad 30/5/1 debtor loan; seal G with dedication and byscript 
Di 2008 Ad 32/3/18 seller sale; seal G with dedication and byscript 
OLA 21, 5 Aṣ 1/11/3 second witness sale 
VS 29, 30 Aṣ 2/2/5 fourth witness lease 
BAP, 75 Aṣ 9/1/6 second witness lease 
BAP, 4 Aṣ 10/5/6 fourth witness oil to buy slave; seal G with dedication and byscript 
CT 8, 30b Aṣ 13/5/10 fourth witness loan 
VS 29, 52 s.d. debtor loan; seal G with dedication (byscript not added) 
Publication seal D: VS 29, 49.1; 51.1; 70.1. 





⋅ Ili-amtaḫar d. Lipit-Ištar 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
TCL I, 154 Ad 24/2/12 leaseholder lease; seal A without legend 
PBS 8/2, 214 Ad 33/1/16 debtor loan 
 
⋅ Tamlatum d. Bēlšunu, ša abullim 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BDHP, 16 Aṣ 15/5/14 first witness (ša abullim) lease; seal A without legend 
 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Sîn-išmeanni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
TCL I, 154 Ad 24/2/12 leaseholder lease; seal A without legend 
Di 1152 Aṣ 2/6/16 second witness rite; seal A without legend 
Di 1297 Aṣ 5/4/6 first witness loan 
Di 1738 Aṣ 5/5/3 guarantor rite 
Di 1756 Aṣ 6/12/3 second witness rite 
Di 1615 Aṣ 12/6/15 second witness lease 
Di 756 Aṣ 13 second witness loan 
Di 948 Aṣ 14/10?/15 first witness 
disengagement of 
responsibility; seal A without 
legend (byscript not preserved) 
BDHP, 16 Aṣ 15/5/14 second witness lease; seal A without legend 
Di 1727 Aṣ 16/1/11 debtor loan; seal A without legend (byscript not preserved) 
Di 829 Aṣ 16/4/13 debtor loan; seal A without legend (byscript not preserved) 
TLOB, 88 Aṣ 18/7/6 fourth witness loan; seal B with own legend 
Di 513 Aṣ first witness ?; seal A without legend (byscript not preserved) 








⋅ Ili-iqīšam d. Sîn-nādin-šumi 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 49 Ad 22/[…]/26 fourth witness loan 
BAP, 25 Ad 32/7/13 first witness 
loan; seal A with non-
relative’s legend/dedication (?) 
and byscript 
 
⋅ Iddatum d. Bēlšunu 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 76 Ad 32/11/27 lessee 
lease; seal A with non-
relative’s legend/dedication (?) 
and byscript 
 
⋅ Awīl-Adad d. Ili-ušati, šīrāšûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 53 Ad 25/11/5 first witness loan 
VS 29, 106 Ad 31/1/12 second witness note 
BAP, 25 Ad 32/7/13 debtor loan 
VS 29, 76 Ad 32/11/27 first witness 
loan; seal A with non-
relative’s legend/dedication (?) 
and byscript 
BAP, 21 Ad 35/8/10 debtor loan 
OLA 21, 5 Aṣ 1/11/3 buyer (šīrāšûm) sale 
MHET, 899 Aṣ 7/2/1 leaseholder lease; seal B with own legend 
YOS 13, 484 Aṣ 9/2/1 first witness memo 
YOS 13, 510 Aṣ 9/4/26 leaseholder lease 
BAP, 4 Aṣ 10/5/6 debtor loan; seal C with dedication and byscript 
BM 78443 Aṣ 10/12/10? debtor 
administrative concerning a 
garment; seal C with 
dedication and byscript 
PBS 8/2, 196 Aṣ 15/6/22 first witness harvest labour contract 
OLA 21, 29 Aṣ 18/[…]/16 guarantor disengagement of responsibility 
SFS, 106/FRIEDRICH 
1906, 47 […] […]/11 second witness fragment 
OLA 21, 33 s.d. guarantor 
disengagement of 
responsibility; seal A with 
non-relative’s 
legend/dedication (?) (byscript 
not preserved) 




⋅ Nabium-bēl-zērim d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 7, 76 Aṣ 4 receiver loan; seal without legend 






⋅ Kubburum d. […] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 7, 122 Aṣ 16 debtor loan; seal without legend 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 94. 
 
2. 
⋅ Šamaš-bāni d. Nabium-malik 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
TLOB, 70 Ad 35/6/2 receiver receipt 
Di 901 Aṣ 11/10/2 receiver rite; seal without legend 
Di 869 Aṣ 11 receiver rite; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Sîn-mušallim d. Šupīša 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 901 Aṣ 11/10/2 first witness (šangû Ilabrat) rite; seal without legend 
Di 869 Aṣ 11 first witness rite; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Kubburum d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 




⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. […]-parum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 51 AS fourth (T)/sixth (C) witness sale; seal A without legend 
Publication seal A: BLOCHER 1992, no. 234a. 
 
⋅ Warad-Amurrum d. Abba-ṭābum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 51 AS tenth witness (T/C) sale; seal A without legend 
BDHP, 40; BM 72475 Sm first witness (T/C) sale 
MHET, 84 Sm fifth witness (T/C) sale; seal B with non-relative’s legend and byscript 
MHET, 91 Sm fifth witness (T/C) sale 
MHET, 707 Sm fifth witness sale 
Publication seal A: BLOCHER 1992, no. 234a. 
 
2. 
⋅ Sîn-iqīšam d. Ibbi-Ilabrat 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 8, 19 AS third witness litigation 
BAP, 81/VS 8, 31; VS 
8, 32 Sm 10 first witness (T/C) 
sustenance; seal A without 
legend 
CT 4, 20a Sm 15 first witness sale 
VS 8, 56; VS 8, 57 Sm second witness (T/C) inheritance; seal B without legend 




VS 8, 22; VS 8, 23 s.d. first witness (T/C) agreement; seal C with dedication and byscript 
TCL I, 185 s.d. second witness agreement 
BAP, 96 s.d. third witness (T/C) adoption 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 9b. 
Publication seal B: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 14e. 
 
⋅ Ilšu-bāni d. Ibnīja 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 81/VS 8, 31; VS 
8, 32 Sm 10 second witness (T/C) 
sustenance; seal A without 
legend 
VS 8, 33; VS 8, 34 Sm second witness (T/C) donation 
MHET, 692 s.d. seventh witness litigation 
MHET, 810 s.d. first witness (T/C) lease 
VS 29, 34 s.d. thirteenth witness inheritance 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 9b. 
 
3. 
⋅ Ibni-Erra d. Etel-pī-Erra 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
TCL I, 79 Ḫa 2/7 first witness loan; seal A without legend 
 
⋅ Utu-mansum d. Nanna-kiag 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
TCL I, 79 Ḫa 2/7 second witness loan; seal A without legend 
VS 8, 87; VS 8, 88 Ḫa 3/3/8 first witness (T/C) loan 
VS 8, 95; VS 8, 96 Ḫa 3/14 first witness (T/C) loan; seal B without legend 
Publication seal B: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, 24a. 
 
4. 
⋅ Ibbija d. Abum-waqar 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 8, 106; VS 8, 107 Ḫa 4/9/8 third (T)/second (C) witness loan; seal A without legend 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 75. 
 
⋅ Sîn-rēmēni d. Imgur-Sîn 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 8, 28; VS 8, 29 Sm 8 debtor (T/C) loan 
VS 8, 86 Ḫa 2/12 fifth witness loan 
VS 8, 106; VS 8, 107 Ḫa 4/9/8 fourth witness (T/C) loan; seal A without legend 
TCL I, 82; TCL I, 83 Ḫa 10 third witness (T/C) delivery; seal B with own legend 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 75. 
 
5. 
⋅ Ibni-Šamaš d. Sîn-iqīšam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 81/VS 8, 31; VS 
8, 32 Sm 10 seventh witness (T/C) 
sustenance; seal A without 
legend 




VS 8, 108; VS 8, 109 Ḫa 4/10 heir (T/C) inheritance 
VS 8, 125; VS 8, 126 Ḫa 14 first witness (T/C) loan; seal B without legend 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 9c. 
Publication seal B: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 32a. 
 
⋅ Šamaš-ili d. Šamaš-rīš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 8, 125; VS 8, 126 Ḫa 14 first witness (T/C) loan; seal B without legend 
Publication seal B: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 32a. 
 
6. 
⋅ Ili-ite d. Uštašni-ilum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 110/VS 9, 142; 
VS 9, 143 Ḫa 24/8 
second (T)/first (C) 
witness 
inheritance; seal A without 
legend 
BAP, 105/ VS 9, 130; 
VS 9, 131 Ḫa 35/11/7 
fifth (T)/fourth (C) 
witness 
inheritance; seal B without 
legend 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 45a. 
Publication seal B: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 61c. 
 
⋅ Iddin-Šamaš d. Ipqatum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 110/VS 9, 142; 
VS 9, 143 Ḫa 24/8 
sixth (T)/fifth (case) 
witness 
inheritance; seal A without 
legend 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 45a. 
 
⋅ Ibni-Enlil d. Adi-anniam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 110/VS 9, 142; 
VS 9, 143 Ḫa 24/8 
twelfth (T)/eleventh (C) 
witness 
inheritance; seal A without 
legend 
BAP, 105/ VS 9, 130; 
VS 9, 131 Ḫa 35/11/7 
fourth (T)/sixth (C) 
witness 
inheritance; seal C without 
legend 
VS 9, 135 Ḫa 41/11/24 second witness loan 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 45a. 
Publication seal C: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 61d. 
 
⋅ Epirum d. Uštašni-ilum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 110/VS 9, 142; 
VS 9, 143 Ḫa 24/8 
eighth (T)/seventh (C) 
witness inheritance 
BAP, 105/ VS 9, 130; 
VS 9, 131 Ḫa 35/11/7 
sixth (T)/fifth (C) 
witness 
inheritance; seal C without 
legend 
VS 9, 155; VS 9, 156 Ḫa 36 first witness (T/C) loan 
Publication seal C: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 61d. 
 
⋅ Adajatum d. Sîn-gāmil 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 105/ VS 9, 130; 
VS 9, 131 Ḫa 35/11/7 eighth witness (T/C) 
inheritance; seal C without 
legend 






⋅ Sîn-māgir d. Sîn-abūšu 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 105/ VS 9, 130; 
VS 9, 131 Ḫa 35/11/7 ninth witness (T/C) 
inheritance; seal C without 
legend 
Publication seal C: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 61d. 
 
7. 
⋅ Warad-ilīšu d. GAZ-Ištar 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 110/VS 9, 142; 
VS 9, 143 Ḫa 24/8 is judged inheritance 
VS 9, 48; VS 9, 49 Ḫa 32/11/21 second witness loan 
BAP, 105/ VS 9, 130; 
VS 9, 131 Ḫa 35/11/7 heir (T/C) 
inheritance; seal A without 
legend 
VS 9, 135 Ḫa 41/11/24 first witness loan 
VS 9, 72; VS 9, 73 Ḫa 42/4/5 second witness (T/C) rent; seal B without legend 
MHET, 354 Si 1/4/1 letter (T/C) rent 
CT 4, 30c […] […]/6/11 letter rent 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 61b. 
Publication seal B: VS 9, 73. 
 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Mār-Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 105/ VS 9, 130; 
VS 9, 131 Ḫa 35/11/7 seventh witness (T/C) 
inheritance; seal A without 
legend 
VS 9, 150; VS 9, 151 Ḫa 39/9/25 debtor loan 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 61b. 
 
⋅ Annum-pīša d. Šamaš-abuni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 39 Ḫa 30/2/11 second witness reimbursement 
BAP, 105/ VS 9, 130; 
VS 9, 131 Ḫa 35/11/7 twelfth witness (T/C) 
inheritance; seal A without 
legend 
VS 29, 69 Si […]/12/4 first witness loan 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 61b. 
 
8. 
⋅ Attâ d. Mār-erṣetim, wakil ugārim 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 17b Ae 11/1/2 second witness (wakil ugārim) lease; seal A without legend 
CT 45, 56 Ae 24/10/1 fourth witness rent; seal B without legend 
MHET, 686 s.d. neighbour memo 
 
⋅ Šumu-libši d. Puzur-Sîn 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 17b Ae 11/1/2 third witness lease; seal A without legend 
 
⋅ Šumu-libši d. Ibbi-Sîn 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 




⋅ Iškur-zimu d. Tarībum, ṭupšarrum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 17b Ae 11/1/2 fourth witness (ṭupšarrum) lease; seal A without legend 
BE 6/1, 73 Ae 9/4/16 second witness (ṭupšarrum) ilkum 
MHET, 471 Ae o+1/12 sixth witness (ṭupšarrum) loan 
BE 6/1, 78 Ae 19/2/10 fourth witness (ṭupšarrum) rent 
Di 1149 Ad 36/8/28 fifth witness (ṭupšarrum) loan; seal C with own legend 
 
9. 
⋅ Marduk-dajjān d. [...], mārûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
GOETZE 1948, 108, no. 
15 Ae 28/10/10 
receiver 
(mārûm) delivery 
YOS 13, 508 Ae 29/13 receiver receipt 
GOETZE 1948, 108, no. 
16 Ae aa/9/29 
receiver 
(mārûm) delivery 
BM 78397 Ae […]/12/7 receiver receipt; seal A with own legend 
CT 33, 47b Ad 4/9/30 interested party (mārûm) memo; seal B without legend 
 
⋅ Mammassu d. [...], mārûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 33, 47b Ad 4/9/30 interested party (mārûm) memo; seal B without legend 
 
10. 
⋅ Šamaš-bāni d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CHARPIN 1982A, 32 Ad 25 first witness receipt; seal A without legend 
 
⋅ Sîn-erībam d. Tarībatum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 119/WILCKE 
1985 Ae eighth witness wedding 
BDHP, 29 Ad 1/7/24 fifth witness advance 
TLOB, 18 Ad 19/9/22 fourth witness deposit 
CHARPIN 1982A, 32 Ad 25 first witness receipt; seal A without legend 
MHET, 494 Ad 29/12/25 second witness sale 
CT 33, 31 Ad 31/5/7 first witness receipt; seal B without legend 
 
11. 
⋅ Šelibu d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 





⋅ Šunuma-ili d. Ea-nāṣir 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 33, 36 Ad 29/8/1 first witness lease; seal A with non-relative’s legend and byscript 
Di 1018 Ad 37/[…]/26 debtor loan; seal B with own legend 
 
12. 
⋅ Ibni-šerum d. Puḫum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 690 Ad 20/2/12 seller sale; seal A with own legend 
Di 674 Ad 20/5/3 seller certificate; seal A with own legend 
Di 1082 Ad 24/6/7 debtor advance; seal A with own legend 
Di 2056 Ad 27?/1/29 third witness sale; seal B without legend 
Di 2051 Ad 31/10/28 debtor loan; seal C without legend 
Di 1914 Ad 34/4/21 debtor loan; seal A with own legend 
Di 1376 Ad 34/11/8 debtor loan; seal A with own legend 
Di 1141 Ad 37/1/1 debtor entrustment; seal D with non-relative’s legend and byscript 
Di 1092 Ad 37/11/20 debtor loan; seal A with own legend 
Di 1863 Ad […]/10/6 debtor loan; seal A with own legend 
Di 2040 Aṣ 2/1/4 debtor loan; seal A with own legend 
MHET I, 47 s.d. in list list 
 
⋅ Warad-ibari d. Warad-Ulmaššītum, sābûm 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1141 Ad 37/1/1 second witness entrustment; seal D with non-relative’s legend and byscript 
Di 2058 Ad 37/12d/16 debtor loan 
Di 1106 Ad […]/10/16 third witness loan 
Di 1550 Aṣ 4/7/26 debtor loan 
Di 1031 s.d. debtor (sābûm) loan 
 
13. 
⋅ Ibni-Amurru d. Awīl-Nanna 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 59 Aṣ 10/2/10 first witness lease; seal A without legend 
 
⋅ Qurrudu d. Ipqu-Irnina 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 59 Aṣ 10/2/10 second witness lease; seal A without legend 
MHET, 527 Aṣ 11/11 first witness lease 







⋅ Ubarrum d. Sîn-tappâ-wedi 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 111/VS 8, 17; VS 
8, 18 AS 
second (T)/third (C) 
witness litigation; seal without legend 
CT 2, 40b s.d. third witness adoption 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 6b. 
 
⋅ Ili-ištikal d. Ḫunnubum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 111/VS 8, 17; VS 
8, 18 AS 
fifth (T)/sixth (C) 
witness litigation; seal without legend 
TCL I, 62 AS third witness sale 
CT 8, 12a Ḫa 3/10/13 seventh witness sale 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 6b. 
 
2. 
⋅ Manīja d. Imgur-Sîn 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 105 Sm fourth (T)/fifth (C) witness bequest; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Nābi-ilīšu d. Ipquša 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 105 Sm sixth (T)/tenth (C) witness bequest; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Šamaš-iddinam d. Sîn-ilum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 105 Sm eighth witness (T)/absent on C bequest; seal without legend 
 
3. 
⋅ Šerum-ili d. Šamaš-abuni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 104 Sm fifth witness bequest 
VS 8, 56-57; BAP, 102 Sm eighth (T)/ninth (C) witness 
inheritance; seal without 
legend 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 14c. 
 
⋅ Awīl-ilim d. Abatija 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 8, 56-57; BAP, 102 Sm tenth witness (T/C) inheritance; seal without legend 






⋅ Warad-Sîn d. Ennam-Sîn 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
TCL I, 75  Sm third witness sale; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Bēlšunu d. Mannum-kīma-ilija 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
TCL I, 75  Sm fifth witness sale; seal without legend 
CT 2, 22 Sm sixth witness partnership settlement 
CT 45, 64 s.d. sixth witness sale 
CT 45, 82 s.d. eighth witness sale 
 
5. 
⋅ Šamaš-bēl-ili d. Ṣilli-Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal  
CT 47, 34(a) Ḫa 14/10 seller (T/C) sale; seal without legend 
CT 6, 45; MHET, 152 Ḫa 9 or 33 neighbour, seller sale 
Publication seal: AL-GAILANI WERR 1988, 211 (4-10); TEISSIER 1998, no. 212. 
 
⋅ Ubar-Šamaš d. Nemelum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal  
CT 6, 49a; MHET, 140 Ḫa 1/11/15 absent on T/sixth witness (C) 
litigation 
N, P 
CT 8, 48b; BM 82433 Ḫa 1/[…]/28 sixth witness (T/C) sale 
CT 47, 34(a) Ḫa 14/10 fourth (T)/third (C) witness sale; seal without legend 
Publication seal: AL-GAILANI WERR 1988, 211 (4-10); TEISSIER 1998, no. 212. 
 
⋅ Puḫum d. Šamaš-imitti 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal  
CT 47, 34(a) Ḫa 14/10 fourth (T)/third (C) witness sale; seal without legend 
Publication seal: AL-GAILANI WERR 1988, 211 (4-10); TEISSIER 1998, no. 212. 
 
6. 
⋅ Annum-pīša d. Lipit-Sîn 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 49/VS 8, 84; VS 
8, 85 
Ḫa 
2/dumuzi/5 sixth witness (T/C) exchange 
MHET, 143 Ḫa 3 first witness inheritance 
MHET, 159 Ḫa 11 third witness sale 
CT 4, 48a; MHET, 181  Ḫa 15 seventh witness (T/C) sale; seal without legend 





⋅ Nanna-šumen d. Šamaš-rābi 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 47, 21 Ḫa 2 seller sale 
BAP, 49/VS 8, 84; VS 
8, 85 
Ḫa 
2/dumuzi/5 seventh witness (T/C) exchange 
CT 4, 48a; MHET, 181  Ḫa 15 ninth (T)/tenth (C) witness sale; seal without legend 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 325. 
 
7. 
⋅ Sîn-abūšu d. Burtum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 11 Ḫa 16 first witness loan; seal without legend 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 225. 
 
⋅ Nūr-ilīšu d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 11 Ḫa 16 second witness loan; seal without legend 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 225. 
 
8. 
⋅ Qīš-Nunu d. Warad-Ištar 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 110/VS 9, 142; 
VS 9, 143 Ḫa 24/7 
ninth (T)/eighth (C) 
witness 
inheritance; seal without 
legend 
VS 9, 30 Ḫa 27 second witness loan 
BDHP, 78 Ḫa 30?/5 ninth witness inheritance 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 45b. 
 
⋅ Adaja d. Ibni-Adad 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 110/VS 9, 142; 
VS 9, 143 Ḫa 24/7 
seventh (T)/sixth (C) 
witness 
inheritance; seal without 
legend 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 45b. 
 
9. 
⋅ Mār-erṣetim d. Warad-Erra 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 144; VS 9, 145 Ḫa 24/11/10 heir (T/C) inheritance; seal without legend 
VS 9, 57 Ḫa 34/12/30 third witness hire 
PBS 8/2, 183 Si 7/3 receiver inheritance 
FRIEDRICH 1906, 12 Si 9?/11/30 deliverer list 
BM 97033 Si witness inheritance 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 46a. 
 
⋅ Budium d. Warad-Erra 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 144; VS 9, 145 Ḫa 24/11/10 heir (T/C) inheritance; seal without legend 




⋅ Awīl-Šamaš d. Sîn-puṭram 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 33, 37 Ḫa 3/12 first witness sale 
MHEOP II Ḫa 8 second witness adoption 
MHET, 851 Ḫa 23/8 absent on T/fourth witness (C) inheritance 
VS 9, 144; VS 9, 145 Ḫa 24/11/10 first witness (T/C) inheritance; seal without legend 
MHET, 852 Ḫa 27/2/15 first witness (T/C) rent 
MHET, 846 Ḫa [...]/5/20 fourth (T)/fifth (C) witness sale 
VS 9, 206 s.d. first witness (T/C) loan 
ROSITANI 2011, 78 s.d. creditor harvest labour contract 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 46a. 
 
10. 
⋅ Mār-Sippar d. Lugal-gudua 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 144-145 Ḫa 24/11/10 second witness (T/C) inheritance 
CT 8, 12c; BM 82411 Ḫa 28/8 fourth witness (T/C) adoption contract; seal without legend 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 165. 
 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 12c; BM 82411 Ḫa 28/8 fifth witness (T/C) adoption contract; seal without legend 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 165. 
 
11. 
⋅ Sîn-rābi d. Sîn-pilaḫ 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 55; VS 9, 56 Ḫa 34/8/7 first witness (T/C) receipt; seal without legend 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 56; VS 9, 56. 
 
⋅ Ana-Šamaš-liṣi d. Nidnuša 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 55; VS 9, 56 Ḫa 34/8/7 second witness (T/C) receipt; seal without legend 
CT 6, 15-18 s.d. soldier list 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 56; VS 9, 56. 
 
12. 
⋅ Abaja d. Šamšatum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 136; VS 9, 137 Ḫa 41/12/5 debtor (T/C) loan; seal without legend 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 63a. 
 
⋅ Iddin-Dagan d. Mār-erṣetim 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 136; VS 9, 137 Ḫa 41/12/5 first witness (T/C) loan; seal without legend 




VS 9, 164 Ḫa heir sale 
MHET, 863 Si 5/4/23 ninth witness litigation 
VS 9, 203 s.d. second witness (T/C) loan 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 63a. 
 
13. 
⋅ Eṭerum d. Ili-dajjān 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 480 Ad 1/7/2 second witness lease; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Gimil-Gula d. [...], ṭupšarrum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 693 Ae 21/9/15 




Di 672 Ae 28/10/22 ninth witness (ṭupšarrum) sale 
MHET, 480 Ad 1/7/2 third witness (ṭupšarrum) lease; seal without legend 
CT 33, 33 Ad 4/6/25 fifth witness (ṭupšarrum) lease 
 
14. 
⋅ Maṣi?-ili d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BM 81468 Ad 1/12/18 second witness receipt; seal witout legend 
 
⋅ Šumum-libši d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BM 81468 Ad 1/12/18 third witness receipt; seal witout legend 
 
15. 
⋅ Amat-Šamaš dm. Sîn-imguranni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BDHP, 18 Ad 11/1/5 debtor loan; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Lamassāni dm. Awīl-Sîn, nadītum Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BDHP, 18 Ad 11/1/5 first witness loan; seal without legend 
 
16. 
⋅ Iddin-Zababa d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BM 81055 Ad 12/11/26? debtor loan; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Lipit-Adad d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 






⋅ Ili-išmeanni d. Awīl-Adad 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 36b Ad 27/10/24 second witness lease; seal without legend 
⋅ Ili-apil d. Awīl-Adad 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 36b Ad 27/10/24 third witness lease; seal without legend 
 
18. 
⋅ Awīl-Sîn d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BM 81329 Ad 29/7/26 receiver loan; seal with non-relative’s legend and byscript 
 
⋅ Sîn-palutum d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BM 81329 Ad 29/7/26 first witness loan; seal with non-relative’s legend and byscript 
 
⋅ Sîn-iqīšam d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BM 81329 Ad 29/7/26 second witness loan; seal with non-relative’s legend and byscript 
 
19. 
⋅ Ṭāb-ṣilli-šumi d. Ilšu-[...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 51 Ad 35/[…]/5 fourth witness 
transfer of military function 
(?); seal with non-relative’s 
legend and byscript 
 
⋅ Tarībuša d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 51 Ad 35/[…]/5 sixth witness 
transfer of military function 
(?); seal with non-relative’s 
legend and byscript 
 
20. 
⋅ Ibni-Adad d. Ilšu-ibni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
TLOB, 30 Aṣ 11/1/11 hires someone hire; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam? d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 





⋅ Zababa-mušallim d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
TLOB, 30 Aṣ 11/1/11 second witness hire; seal without legend 
 
21. 
⋅ Adad-bāni d. Adad-šarrum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
TLOB, 83b Aṣ 13/3/1 third witness rent 
CT 8, 10a Aṣ 15/1/11 second witness lease; seal without legend 
MHET, 710 s.d. lessee lease 
 
⋅ Pirḫi-ilīšu d. Sîn-nāṣir 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 10a Aṣ 15/1/11 third witness lease; seal without legend 
 
22. 
⋅ Warad-[...] d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 92 Aṣ 18/5/15 debtor loan; seal without legend 
 
⋅ Bēlšunu d. [...] 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 92 Aṣ 18/5/15 (not in the text) loan; seal without legend 
 
23. 
⋅ Erraja d. Šamaš-uš-PA 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 99/VS 8, 69; VS 
8, 70 s.d. first witness (T/C) donation; seal without legend 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 19. 
 
⋅ Aḫassunu dm. Šamaš-uš-PA 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 99/VS 8, 69; VS 
8, 70 s.d. second witness (T/C) donation; seal without legend 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 19. 
 
24. 
⋅ Bēlessunu dm. Bīt-māgir 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 99/VS 8, 69; VS 
8, 70 s.d. sixth witness (T/C) donation; seal without legend 
CT 45, 63 […] […]/10/5 in list list 





⋅ Taram-kubi dm. Wardija 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 99/VS 8, 69; VS 
8, 70 s.d. seventh witness (T/C) donation; seal without legend 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 19b. 
 
25. 
⋅ Ša-Amurrum d. Abi-araḫ 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BAP, 111/VS 8, 17; VS 
8, 18 AS fourth witness (T/C) litigation 
CT 4, 50b Sm second witness (T)/absent on C sale 
VS 8, 58 Sm seventh witness sale 
TCL I, 185 s.d. fourth witness agreement 
VS 8, 22; VS 8, 23 s.d. second witness (T/C) agreement; seal without legend 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 4a. 
 
⋅ Ipquša d. Nanaja 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 8, 22; VS 8, 23 s.d. third witness (T/C) agreement; seal without legend 





⋅ Ṭābi-girri-Šamaš d. Ipiq-Ištar 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 1 Sm 12 eighteenth witness litigation; seal A without legend 
TCL I, 74 Sm 14 third witness litigation; seal B without legend 
TCL I, 76 Sm third witness sale 
 
⋅ Warad-Šamaš d. Ur-Nisaba 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 8, 39; VS 8, 40  Sm 13 third witness (T/C) loan; seal A without legend 
VS 8, 47; VS 8, 48 Sm 16 third witness (T/C) loan; seal B without legend 
VS 8, 46 Sm 16 fourth witness hire 
VS 8, 97; VS 8, 98 Ḫa 3 first witness (T/C) loan 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 10a. 





⋅ Wer-Ištar d. Wer-abūšu 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 4, 49b; MHET, 121 Sm 13/5/4 ninth witness (T/C) sale 
VS 8, 39; VS 8, 40 Sm 13 first witness (T/C) loan; seal A without legend 
VS 8, 43; VS 8, 44 Sm 13 third witness (T/C) loan 
BAP, 14 Sm 13 first witness loan 
TCL I, 74 Sm 14 fourth witness litigation; seal B without legend 
VS 8, 47; VS 8, 48 Sm 16 second witness (T/C) loan 
VS 8, 46 Sm 16 third witness hire 
TCL I, 75 Sm ninth witness sale; seal C without legend 
TCL I, 73 Sm eleventh witness exchange 
MHET, 108 Sm third witness (T/C) sale 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 10b. 
 
⋅ Sîn-nāṣir d. Išum-nāṣir 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 45a; BM 92637a Sm 16? fifth witness (T/C) sale; seal A without legend 
CT 48, 52 Ḫa 4 second witness wedding; seal B without legend 
BAP, 96 s.d. ninth witness (T/C) adoption 
 
⋅ Ibni-Adad d. Sîn-iqīšam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 8, 108; VS 8, 109 Ḫa 4/10 will bring wood (?) (T/C) inheritance 
FINKELSTEIN 1976, 189 Ḫa 33 sixth (T)/third (C) witness adoption; seal A without legend 
VS 9, 59; VS 9, 60 Ḫa 37/1/24 fourth witness (T/C) hire; seal B without legend 
CT 48, 67 […] […]/11?/5 sixth witness wedding contract 
BAP, 95 Ḫa […]/[…]/5 second witness adoption 
Publication seal A: TEISSIER 1998, no. 314. 
Publication seal B: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 67b. 
 
⋅ Ilšu-bāni d. Ipqatum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 119/WILCKE 
1985 Ae tenth witness wedding 
CT 48, 85 Ad 3/1 first witness loan; seal A without legend 
CT 45, 45 Ad 4/[…]/20 third witness sale; seal B without legend 





⋅ Ilšu-ibni d. Ibni-Marduk, gallābum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 53 Ad 24?/6/27 party (?) litigation 
VS 29, 46 Ad 27/8/5 second witness loan; seal A without legend 
VS 29, 78 Ad 30/12/22 first witness loan 
Di 1255 Ad 33/11/2 debtor loan 
Di 1073 Ad 37/10/25 debtor loan; seal B without legend 
OLA 21, 5 Aṣ 1/11/3 seller sale; seal C without legend 
Di 1530 Aṣ 5/7/2 performed a rite rite 
Di 1484 Aṣ […]/9/2 second witness rite 
Di 1333 […] […]/6/26 in list list 
Di 1284 s.d. performed a rite, debtor rite 
Publication seal A: VS 29, 46.3. 
Publication seal C: OLA 21, pl. 7. 
 
⋅ Annum-pīša d. Sîn-erībam 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1105 Ad 35/[…]/18 receiver loan; seal A without legend 
CT 8, 3b Aṣ 3/7/18 third witness lease 
Di 691 Aṣ 4/5/7 second witness lease; seal B without legend 
Di 1991 Aṣ 7/11/13 first witness receipt 
 
⋅ Iddin-Marduk d. Pirḫi-ilīšu, rabi ḫāṭṭim 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 997 Ad 34/10/1 debtor (rabi ḫāṭṭim) loan; seal A without legend 
BAP, 69 Ad 34/11/12 second witness rent 
Di 1330 Ad 35/11/3 first witness (rabi ḫāṭṭim) loan; seal B without legend 
BAP, 22 Aṣ 8/12/25 first witness (rabi ḫāṭṭim) harvest labour contract 
Di 988 Aṣ 9/10/3 first witness (rabi ḫāṭṭim) rite; seal C without legend 
 
⋅ Tarībum d. Bēlšunu 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BBVOT I, 116 Aṣ 2/11/1 fifth witness sale; seal A without legend 
ROSITANI 2011, 68 Aṣ 17/9/26 debtor harvest labour contract; seal B without legend 




⋅ Apil-ilīšu d. Sîn-rēmēni 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 5; VS 9, 6 Ḫa 17/12a/1 first witness (T/C) rent; seal A with own legend 
VS 9, 21/BAP, 12 Ḫa 22 third witness loan 
MHET, 316 Ḫa […]/11/12 sixth witness (T/C) exchange; seal B without legend 
Publication seal A: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 39a. 





⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Šamaš-tillassu 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BE 6/1, 28 Ḫa 29/11/3 ninth witness (T/C) inheritance; seal A with non-relative’s legend and byscript 
CT 8, 35a Ḫa 40/4/2 first witness sale 
CT 48, 62 Ḫa 40/10/25 fourth witness sale 
CT 48, 11 Ḫa 42/1/24 seventh witness litigation 
CT 8, 46 Si 2/4 seventh witness bequest; seal B without legend 
MHET, 425 Si 13/9/10 fourth witness (T/C) sale 
CT 47, 63(a) Si 14/11/20 eighth witness gift 
BE 6/2, 84 Si 15/1/1 leaseholder lease; seal C with own legend 
OLA 21, 17 Si 25/9 eighth witness sale 
OLA 21, 74 s.d. fourth witness sale 
MHET, 609 s.d. neighbour memo 
 
⋅ Ilšu-ibni d. Sîn-nādin-šumi, ša abullim 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 471 Ae 16/12 has sold loan; seal A with own legend 
BE 6/1, 119 Ad 4 ninth witness inventory 
Di 1150 Ad 37/11/7 first witness (ša abullim) 
harvest labour contract; seal B 
without legend 
 
⋅ Ibni-Šamaš d. Šamaš-nāṣir, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BE 6/1, 74 Ae 28/2/7 leaseholder lease 
BAP, 19 Ad 3/2/23 fourth witness loan 
CT 33, 33 Ad 4/6/25 second witness lease; seal A without legend 
Di 674 Ad 20/5/3 second witness (dajjānum) 
certificate; seal B with own 
legend 
Di 2129; Di 2163 Ad 32/[…]/10 third witness (T/C) (dajjānum) sale 
Di 1791 s.d. second witness sale 
 
⋅ Marduk-mušallim d. Nabium-mansum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 480 Ad 1/7/2 leaseholder lease; seal A without legend 
Di 690 Ad 20/2/12 fifth witness sale; seal with father’s legend 
Di 2093 Ad 29/3/26 third witness sale; seal B with own legend 
Di 675 Ad 32/4 fifth witness certificate; seal B with own legend 
Di 2129 Ad 32/[…]/10 fourth witness sale; seal B with own legend 
Di 2163 Ad [32]/[…]/10 fourth witness sale; seal B with own legend 
Di 2071 Ad […]/7/2 first witness loan 
Di 1302 Ad […]/8/12 first witness loan 
 
⋅ Awīl-Sîn d. Kubburum, rē’um 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1261 Ad 37/12/21 debtor loan; seal A with own legend 
Di 1091 Aṣ 1/8/10 seller sale; seal A with own legend 
Di 1650 Aṣ 1/11/4 in list (rē’um) list 
Di 1644 Aṣ 6/[…]/3 first witness loan; seal A with own legend 




Di 937 Aṣ 12/7/17 third witness sale; seal A with own legend 
Di 909 Aṣ 13?/1/5 first witness loan; seal A with own legend 
Di 890 Aṣ 13/9/1 (not in the text) loan; seal A with own legend 
Di 889 Aṣ 13/12d/15 second witness rite; seal B without legend 
Di 897 Aṣ 14/11/9 receiver (rē’um) loan; seal A with own legend 
Di 1675 Aṣ […]/9/22 receiver loan; seal A with own legend 
MHET I, 72 s.d. has a ‘niput’ (rē’um) letter 
Di 775 s.d. in list (rē’um) list 
BDHP, 33 s.d. third witness sale; seal A with own legend 
 
⋅ Warad-Sîn d. Puzur-Šamaš, šangû Gula 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1207; Di 2042 Aṣ 1/10/13 first witness (šangû Gula) 
harvest labour contract; seal A 
without legend 
Di 952 Aṣ 7/6/30 second witness (šangû Gula) sale; seal B with own legend 
Di 1964 Aṣ 7/10/10 first witness (šangû Gula) loan; seal C without legend 
Di 1567 Aṣ 7/11/4 first witness harvest labour contract; seal B with own legend 
Di 1765 Aṣ 8/1/1 first witness (šangû Gula) rite; seal B with own legend 
Di 1837 Aṣ 8/10/17 first witness (šangû Gula) loan; seal B with own legend 
Di 1922 Aṣ 8/11/17 debtor (šangû Gula) receipt; seal B with own legend 
Di 1556 Aṣ 8/12/1 first witness (šangû Gula) harvest labour contract 
Di 1336 Aṣ 8 or 9/12/14 
first witness 
(šangû Gula) loan; seal B with own legend 
Di 1015 Aṣ 10/1/7 first witness (šangû Gula) 
harvest labour contract; seal B 
with own legend 
Di 1375 Aṣ 10/12/30 first witness (šangû Gula) rite; seal B with own legend 
Di 1543 Aṣ 11/9/18 first witness (šangû Gula) 
guarantee; seal B with own 
legend 
Di 891 Aṣ 12/1/8 first witness (šangû Gula) rite; seal B with own legend 
Di 843 Aṣ 12/7/22 first witness receipt; seal B with own legend 
Di 862 Aṣ 12/8/5 (not in the text) loan; seal B with own legend 
Di 921 Aṣ 12/10/15 (not in the text) rite; seal B with own legend 
Di 1315 Aṣ 12/11/4 second witness (šangû Gula) rite; seal B with own legend 
Di 877 Aṣ 13/3/7 second witness (šangû Gula) rite; seal B with own legend 
Di 1367 Aṣ 13/5/6 first witness (šangû Gula) loan; seal B with own legend 
Di 1780 Aṣ 13/6/20 (not in the text) loan; seal B with own legend 
Di 908 Aṣ 13/8/16 second witness rite; seal B with own legend 
Di 795 Aṣ 13/9/11 second witness loan; seal B with own legend 
BM 79868 Aṣ 16/12/20 (not in the text) ?; seal B with own legend 
Di 1021 Aṣ 17+c/10/7 second witness (šangû Gula) harvest labour contract 





Di 797 Aṣ […]/[…]/14? 
first witness 
(šangû Gula) loan; seal B with own legend 
Di 1761 s.d. in list (šangû Gula) list 
 
⋅ Abum-waqar d. Sîn-iddinam, nāgirum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BE 6/1, 88 Ad 29/1/6 sixth witness (T/C) sale 
Di 2093  Ad 29/3/26 tenth witness sale 
Di 2129  Ad 32/[…]/10 eighth witness sale 
Di 2163  Ad 32/[…]/10 eighth witness sale 
MHET, 895 Ad 34/9/22 sixth witness sale 
CT 8, 2a Ad 34/12/26 eighth witness wedding 
Di 2094  Ad […]/8/6 eighth witness certificate 
Di 686  Aṣ 4/2/11 ninth witness certificate 
Di 990  Aṣ 4/[…]/30 second witness lease 
VS 29, 14; MHEOP II, 
169 sqq. Aṣ 8/10/24 tenth witness sale; seal A with own legend 
TLOB, 78a Aṣ 10/1/8 creditor (nāgirum) loan of silver 
Di 1692 Aṣ 12/3/1 second witness sale 
Di 1788  Aṣ 13/1/16 first witness (nāgirum) loan 
Di 846  Aṣ 13/4/20 in list (nāgirum) list 
Di 1745  Aṣ 13/5/6 in list (nāgirum) list 
Di 1648  Aṣ 13/5 first witness lease 
Di 770  Aṣ 14 first witness work contract; seal with father’s legend and byscript 
BE 6/1, 101 Aṣ 15/11/15 third witness dowry 
BAP, 107/MHEOP II, 
159 sqq. Aṣ 16/1/30 fifth witness inheritance 
MHET, 626 Ad-Aṣ 4 seller sale (duplicate) 
MHET, 711 Ad-Aṣ seller sale 
Di 1761  s.d. in list (nāgirum) list 
BDHP, 33 s.d. second witness sale of a calf; seal B without legend 
CT 6, 37b s.d. sixth witness donation 
Publication seal A: VS 29, 14.10. 
 
⋅ Éulmaš-erībam d. Pirḫi-Amurrum, rē’um 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 987 Aṣ 7/6/23 second witness (rē’um) sale; seal A without legend 
Di 896 Aṣ 13/12a/6 debtor (rē’um) loan; seal B with own legend 
 
⋅ Ipiq-Annunītum d. Ibni-Šamaš, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2112 Ad 33/[…]/4 third witness sale 
BBVOT I, 132 Aṣ 4/12/20 pays silver loan 
Di 1693 Aṣ 5/10/27 second witness receipt 
OLA 21, 83 Aṣ 5/11/15 creditor loan 




OLA 21, 46 Aṣ 6/11/1 creditor harvest labour contract 
Di 1431 Aṣ 7/2/10 buyer sale 
PBS 8/2, 241 Aṣ 7/5/12? creditor loan 
TLOB, 28 Aṣ 7/11/11 creditor credit sale of Palace wool 
ROSITANI 2011, 42 Aṣ 9/13/14? creditor harvest labour contract 
CT 8, 3a Aṣ 11/6a/23 fourth witness (dajjānum) 
inheritance; seal A with own 
legend 
Di 1197 Aṣ 11/11/22 third witness (dajjānum) 
certificate; seal A with own 
legend 
MHET I, 4 Aṣ 11/11/22 third witness (dajjānum) sale 
BE 6/1, 99 Aṣ 12/4/4 receiver (dajjānum) receipt 
Di 947 Aṣ 13/2/12 second witness (dajjānum) disengagement of responsibility 
OLA 21, 71 Aṣ 13/7/20 second witness (dajjānum) 
inheritance; seal A with own 
legend 
BE 6/1, 95 Aṣ 13/10/20 fourth witness (dajjānum) donation 
ROSITANI 2011, 50 Aṣ 13/11/9 creditor (dajjānum) harvest labour contract 
TLOB, 81a Aṣ 13/12/6 creditor (dajjānum) loan 
OLA 21, 41 Aṣ 13/12/10 creditor (dajjānum) harvest labour contract 
BAP, 42 Aṣ 14/4/6 third witness (dajjānum) litigation 
Di 1735 Aṣ 14/6/30 first witness (dajjānum) receipt 
Di 948 Aṣ 14/10/15 receiver disengagement of responsibility; seal B without legend 
ROSITANI 2011, 54 Aṣ 15/12/10 creditor (dajjānum) harvest labour contract 
MHET, 546 Aṣ 16/1/14 leaseholder (dajjānum) lease 
BAP, 107/MHEOP II, 
159 sqq. Aṣ 16/1/30 
third witness 
(dajjānum) 
inheritance; seal A with own 
legend 
BBVOT I, 140 Aṣ 16/6/28 




CT 48, 76 Aṣ 17/12/30 receiver deposit 
ANBAR 1975, 113, no. 
3 Aṣ 18/2/2 
buyer 
(dajjānum) advance 
Di 1838 Aṣ first witness lease 
Publication seal A: OLA 21, pl. 45, 79. 
 
⋅ Nabium-nāṣir d. Nūr-ilīšu 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 37 Sd 1/10/10 receiver receipt; seal A without legend 










⋅ Ilšu-ibbīšu d. Ipiq-Ištar, tamkārum 
(his seals A and B are only attested as reused by his sons Šamaš-bāni and Erra-muballiṭ) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 61 AS seventeenth witness sale 
 
⋅ Šamaš-bāni d. Ilšu-ibbīšu, tamkārum (?) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 86 Sm tenth witness sale 
BE 6/1, 37 Ḫa 10/11/10 bought sale 
MHET, 190 Ḫa 17 fourth witness sale 
MHET, 206 Ḫa 21/9 second witness (T/C) sale; seal A with father’s legend 
CT 8, 22a  Ḫa […]/8/[…] fourth witness receipt 
VS 9, 216; VS 9, 204 s.d. (Ḫa?) heir inheritance 
VS 29, 34 Ḫa eighth witness inheritance 
Publication seal A: TEISSIER 1998, no. 6. 
 
⋅ Erra-muballiṭ d. Ilšu-ibbīšu, tamkārum (?) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 206 Ḫa 21/9 first witness (T/C) sale; seal B with father’s legend 
VS 9, 216; VS 9, 204 s.d. heir (T/C) inheritance 
Publication seal B: TEISSIER 1998, no. 138. 
 
2. 
⋅ Puzur-Sîn d. Erībam, tamkārum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
BE 6/1, 28 Ḫa 29/11/3 second witness (T/C) inheritance; seal with own legend 
CT 45, 25 Ḫa 31? third witness sustenance 
VS 9, 116 Ḫa 35/6/10 eighth witness sale 
Di 2015a Ḫa 38/7/1 fourth witness inheritance 
Di 2015b Ḫa 38/7/1 (not in the text) fourth witness (?)6 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
Di 1456 Ḫa 38/7/[1] third witness inheritance; seal with own legend 
TCL I, 104  Ḫa 39/8/20? sixth judge litigation 
CT 48, 11 Ḫa 42/1/24 third witness litigation 
Di 2169 Ḫa first witness list 
GOETZE 1957, no. 10 s.d. seller sale 
PBS 8/2, 261 s.d. fifth witness sale 
 
⋅ Bēlšunu d. Puzur-Sîn, tamkārum (?) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 445 Si 27?/6 second witness (T/C) sale 
                                                




Di 685 Si 30/2/20 sixth witness sale; seal with father’s legend 
MHET, 450 Si 30/8/26 absent on T/fourth witness (C) sale 
Di 1833 Si 35/1/1 lessee lease 
MHET, 467 Ae 3/11/10 second witness (T/C) sale 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96956, BM 96980 Ae 5/5/25 
fourth (T)/fifth (C) 
witness 
inheritance; seal with own 
legend 
BE 6/1, 78 Ae 19/2/10 first witness rent 
BE 6/1, 68 Ae 20/3 fifth witness ilkum 
EDZARD 1970, 53 Ae fourth witness litigation 
BE 6/1, 119 Ad 4? third witness inventory 
 
3. 
⋅ Nabium-mansum d. Liwwiram 
(no textual attestations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Marduk-mušallim) 
 
⋅ Marduk-mušallim d. Nabium-mansum (cf. supra) 
 
4. 
⋅ Mannum-rabīši d. Ana-ilīu-liṣi 
(his seal A is only attested as used by his son Warad-Ulmaššītum) 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
ROSITANI 2011, 33 Ad 27/12/10 debtor harvest labour contract; seal B without legend 
 
⋅ Warad-Ulmaššītum d. Mannum-rabīši 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 887 Ad 28/11/25 debtor loan; seal A with father’s legend 
 
5. 
⋅ Ilšu-bāni d. Andulli-Šamaš  
(no textual attestations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Sîn-iddinam) 
 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Ilšu-bāni, nappāḫum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 45, 43 Ad 2/6 receiver tax; seal with father’s legend 
Di 1995 Ad 2/7/20 ninth witness (nappāḫum?) sale 
Di 674 Ad 20/5/3 seventh witness certificate; seal with own legend 
MHET, 506 Aṣ 4/5/15 third witness lease 
AbB 1, 34 s.d. has hit a slave letter 
 
6. 
⋅ Nanna-ibila-mansum d. Liburram  






⋅ Šamaš-nāṣir d. Nanna-ibila-mansum, dajjānum 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 690 Ad 20/2/12 fourth witness (dajjānum) sale; seal with father’s legend 
DALLEY 1979, 15 Ad 23/10/1 first witness dowry; seal with father’s legend 
Di 718 Ad 28/11/12 absent on T/buyer (C) sale; seal with own legend 
 
7. 
⋅ Bēlšunu d. Liballuṭ  
(no textual attestations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Ibni-Sîn) 
 
⋅ Ibni-Sîn d. Bēlšunu 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1890 Ad 27/4/22 debtor loan; seal without legend 
Di 1619  Aṣ 11/9/13 second witness sale 
Di 829  Aṣ 16/4/13 first witness loan; seal with father’s legend 
TLOB, 74b Aṣ […]/[…]/20? creditor loan of silver 
CT 45, 116 s.d. in list list 
 
8. 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Mār-[...]  
(no textual attestations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Abum-waqar) 
 
⋅ Abum-waqar d. Sîn-iddinam, nāgirum (cf. supra) 
 
9. 
⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. Sîn-erībam  (cf. supra) 
 
⋅ Sîn-iqīšam d. Sîn-iddinam (cf. supra) 
 
10.  
⋅ Etel-pī-Nabium d. Marduk-mušallim, šangû Aja 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 690 Ad 20/2/12 second witness (šangû Aja) sale; seal A with own legend 
Di 2001 Ad 22/4/5 first witness (šangû Aja) (?); seal A with own legend 
TCL I, 151 Ad 30/7/24 second witness (šangû Aja) lease; seal A with own legend 
Di 1128 Ad 32/6/13 field owner (šangû Aja) lease 
Di 2129 Ad 32/[…]/10 second witness (šangû Aja) sale; seal A with own legend 
Di 2163 Ad [32]/[…]/10 
second witness 
(šangû Aja) sale; seal A with own legend 
Di 933 Ad 36/2/1 
he will bring silver to 
Babylon 
(šangû Aja) 







OLA 21, 6 Aṣ 5/7/21 lessor (šangû Aja) lease; seal B with own legend 
Di 1473 Aṣ second witness (šangû Aja) (?) 
CHARPIN 1988, 28-32 s.d. second witness (šangû Aja) 
donation; seal B with own 
legend 
Publication seal A: TANRET 2010A, 120-123. 
Publication seal B: OLA 21, pl. 8; TANRET 2010A, 120-123. 
 
⋅ Marduk-nāṣir d. Etel-pī-Nabium, šangû Aja 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 6, 6 Aṣ 11/8/4 second witness (šangû Aja) 
litigation; seal B with father’s 
legend 
AbB 1, 95 s.d. addressee letter 
Publication seal B: OLA 21, pl. 8; TANRET 2010A, 120-123. 
 
11. 
⋅ Asalluḫi-mansum d. Awīl-[...], šangû Marduk  
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Sîn-bāni) 
 
⋅ Sîn-bāni d. Assaluḫi-mansum, šangû Šamaš 
Publication text Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 238 Ḫa 30/9/25 second witness (T/C) (šangû Šamaš) sale; seal A with own legend 
CT 8, 37a Ḫa 30? second witness (šangû Šamaš) sustenance 
Di 1430 Ḫa 32/10/20 second witness sale; seal B without legend 
CT 47, 42(a) Ḫa 32/12a/9 
second witness 
(T)/absent on C  
(šangû Šamaš) 
inheritance 
MHET, 250 Ḫa 33/5/1 second witness (šangû Šamaš) adoption 
CT 45, 26 Ḫa 33/11/20 second witness (šangû Šamaš) sale 
MHET, 255 Ḫa 34 second witness (T/C) (šangû Šamaš) bequest 
Di 2172 Ḫa 36 second witness (šangû Šamaš) inheritance 
Di 2113 Ḫa 37 
absent on T/second 
witness (C)  
(šangû Šamaš) 
inheritance; seal with father’s 
legend 
Di 2136 Ḫa 37 
absent on T/second 
witness (C)  
(šangû Šamaš) 
inheritance; seal with father’s 
legend 
CTMMA I, 61 s.d. in list (šangû Šamaš) list 
Publication seal A: TEISSIER 1998, no. 44; TANRET 2010A, 168-170. 
Publication seal B: TANRET 2010A, 168-170. 











⋅ Sîn-iddinam d. [...] 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Adidum) 
 
⋅ Adidum d. Sîn-iddinam 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 4, 48b; MHET, 15 Sle seventh witness (T/C) sale; seal with father’s legend 
Publication seal: BLOCHER 1992, no. 68. 
 
2. 
⋅ Sallum d. Ipiq-Ištar, tamkārum 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
BDHP, 22; BDHP, 23 Sa 11/7 (not in the text) litigation (disinheritance); seal with own legend 
CT 48, 59 AS (not in the text) inheritance; seal with own legend 
Publication seal: BLOCHER 1992, no. 124. 
 
⋅ Aššur-iddinam d. Sallum, tamkārum (?) 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 103 Sm seventh witness (T)/tenth witness (C) sale; seal with father’s legend 
CT 8, 1a Sm thirteenth witness inheritance; seal with father’s legend 
VS 8, 52; VS 8, 53 Sm sixth witness (T)/fifth witness (C) 
inheritance; seal with father’s 
legend 
CT 8, 4a Sm eleventh witness inheritance 
Publication seal: BLOCHER 1992, no. 124. 
 
3. 
⋅ Imgur-Sîn d. [...] 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Erībam) 
 
⋅ Erībam d. Imgur-Sîn 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 114 Sm 7 seller (T/C) purchase of field; seal with father’s legend 
 
4. 
⋅ Utu-zimu d. Ili-[...] 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Sîn-iqīšam) 
 
⋅ Sîn-iqīšam d. Utu-zimu 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2048 Sm 12/10/10 second witness (T/C) sale 
MHET, 103 Sm third (T)/fourth (C) witness sale; seal with father’s legend 




CT 8, 1a Sm eleventh witness inheritance 
MHET, 90 Sm buyer (T/C) sale 
MHET, 837 s.d. absent on T/has received, accused (C) litigation 
 
5. 
⋅ Sîn-iqīšam d. Awāt-Šamaš, tamkārum (cf. supra) 
⋅ Akšak-iddinam d. Sîn-iqīšam, tamkārum (?) (cf. supra) 
 
6. 
⋅ Aḫam-arši d. Lipit-Ištar 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Būr-Aja) 
 
⋅ Būr-Aja d. Aḫam-arši 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 4, 49b; MHET, 121 Sm 13/5/4 sixteenth (T)/fourteenth (C) witness sale; seal with father’s legend 
VS 8, 97; VS 8, 98 Ḫa 3 third witness (T/C) loan 
 
7. 
⋅ Bazazum d. Ikūn-pī-Ištar, ‘a.igi.du8’ 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Annum-pīša) 
 
⋅ Annum-pīša d. Bazazum 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 124 Sm 17 third witness (T)/absent on C 
sale of a garden 
N, P 
BAP, 48; CT 45, 20 Ḫa 9 first (T)/second (C) witness 
exchange; seal with father’s 
legend 
Di 712  Ḫa 15 fourth witness sale; seal with father’s legend 
CT 47, 50(a) Ḫa fifth witness (T/C) exchange 
MHET, 338 Ḫa first witness sale 
MHET, 771 Ḫa third neighbour lease 
EDZARD 1970, 103 s.d. in list list 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 1. 
 
8. 
⋅ Iballuṭ d. Etel-pī-[...] 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Ipqatum) 
 
⋅ Ipqatum d. Iballuṭ 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 237 Ḫa 30/8/18 fifth (T)/sixth (C) witness lease; seal with father’s legend 
MHET, 284 Ḫa 40 lessee lease; seal with father’s legend 








⋅ Marduk-tajjar d. Bulālum 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 8, 113; VS 8, 114 Ḫa 12/5/27 fourth witness (T/C) lease; seal with own legend 
MHET, 243 Ḫa 32 seventh witness bequest 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 29b; TEISSIER 1998, no. 99. 
 
⋅ Iškur-mansum d. Marduk-tajjar 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 47, 45(a) Ḫa 37/6/7 first ‘gìr’ (T/C) agreement; seal with father’s legend 
VS 9, 72; VS 9, 73 Ḫa 42/4/5 first witness (T/C) rent 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 29b; TEISSIER 1998, no. 99. 
 
10. 
⋅ Šamaš-ḫāṣir d. Apil-kubi 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 9, 42; VS 9, 43 Ḫa 31/4/2 (not in the text) sale; seal with own legend 
VS 9, 109; VS 9, 110 Ḫa 42/12/30 second witness (T/C) hire; seal with own legend 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 51, 58a-b; TEISSIER 1998, no. 117. 
 
⋅ Šamaš-lamassašu d. Šamaš-ḫāṣir, petûm 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 37d Ḫa 41 second witness adoption 
CT 6, 44a Ḫa 43/2/1 first witness lease; seal with father’s legend 
MHET, 860 Ḫa 43/2/5 first witness litigation 
BDHP, 81 Ḫa third witness litigation 
BM 82044 Si 2/4 tenth witness bequest 
PBS 8/2, 208 Si 3 first witness lease 
MHET, 355 Si […]/6/3 




MHET, 359 Si […]/12/26 fifth witness (T)/absent on C bequest 
BDHP, 80 s.d. seventh witness agreement 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 51, no. 58a-b; TEISSIER 1998, no. 117. 
 
11. 
⋅ Nūr-Gibil d. Gimil-Šamaš, gudû Šamaš  
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 4, 11a Si 28/6/10 first witness gudapsû Šamaš inheritance 
MHET, 877 Si 30/10/13 first witness (T)/absent on C sale 
Di 2162; Di 2185 Si […]/[…]/2 absent on T/second witness (C) adoption; seal with own legend 
 
⋅ Narām-ilīšu d. Nūr-Gibil, gudapsû 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 47, 69(a) Ae 8/12/30 absent on T/seventh witness (C) sale; seal with father’s legend 




Di 1851 Ae […]/9/23 third witness litigation; seal with father’s legend and byscript 
 
12. 
⋅ Ilšu-bāni d. [...], tamkārum 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Šamaš-tillassu) 
 
⋅ Šamaš-tillassu d. Ilšu-bāni, tamkārum (?) 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 4, 48a; MHET, 181 Ḫa 15 first witness (T/C) sale; seal with father’s legend 
ANBAR and STOL 1991, 
22 Ḫa first witness (T/C) sale 
CT 47, 71 Ae 17/12/1 neighbour sale 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 4. 
 
13. 
⋅ Ilšu-abūšu d. Zikir-ilīšu 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Sîn-iqīšam) 
 
⋅ Sîn-iqīšam d. Ilšu-abūšu 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 47, 61(a) Si 8/11/12 seller (T/C) sale; seal with father’s legend 
 
14. 
⋅ Šarrum-Adad d. Iškur-mansum 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 700  Si 21/10/15 sixth witness sale; seal with own legend 
OLA 21, 95; OLA 21, 
96 Si 22/[…]/30 
absent on T/fifth witness 
(C) 
litigation; seal with own 
legend 
BE 6/1, 61b Si 24/3/18 seventh witness (T/C) sale; seal with own legend 
CT 8, 26a s.d. party list 
 
⋅ Ipiq-Annunītum d. Šarrum-Adad 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96980 Ae 5/5/25 sixth witness 
inheritance; seal with father’s 
legend 
DEKIERE 1991, BM 
96956 Ae 5/5/25 fifth witness 
inheritance; seal with father’s 
legend 
BBVOT 1, 108 Ae 16/12/10 deliverer of sheep for the king receipt 
Di 1995 Ad 2/7/20 third witness sale; seal with father’s legend 
 
15. 
⋅ Mār-Šamaš d. Annum-pīša 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 







⋅ Lipit-Sîn d. Mār-Šamaš, dajjānum 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 886 Ae 8/5/16 fifth witness (T/C) sale 
YOS 13, 384 Ae 28/7/10 has arrested (dajjānum) 
litigation; seal with father’s 
legend 
BE 6/1, 71 Ae 28/11/25 receiver (dajjānum) ilkum; seal with father’s legend 
Di 1995 Ad 2/7/20 second witness (dajjānum) sale; seal with father’s legend 
 
16. 
⋅ Ipiq-Annunītum d. Ali-banīšu 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
YOS 12, 536 Si 30/8 second witness exchange; seal with own legend 
Publication seal: BUCHANAN 1981, no. 991c; NAPR 9, 59. 
 
⋅ Šamaš-ibnīšu d. Ipiq-Annunītum 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2035; Di 1547 Ae 13/9/10 sixth witness (T/C) bequest; seal with father’s legend 
Di 1304 Aṣ 9/2/1 first witness rite 
Publication seal: BUCHANAN 1981, no. 991c; NAPR 9, 59. 
 
17. 
⋅ Ipqu-Nabium d. Erībam-[...] 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Marduk-mušallim) 
 
⋅ Marduk-mušallim d. Ipqu-Nabium 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 8, 27a Ae 13/1/6 seller sale; seal with father’s legend and byscript 
 
18. 
⋅ Ilšu-nāṣir d. Sîn-iqīšam, ṭupšarrum 
(his seal is only attested as used by his son Ibni-[...]) 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 2093  Ad 29/3/26 twelfth witness (ṭupšarrum) sale 
 
⋅ Ibni-[...] d. Ilšu-nāṣir 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1000  Ad 36/7/16 first witness rite; seal with father’s legend 
 
19. 
⋅ Šiklanum d. [...] 






⋅ Aḫi-šagiš d. Šiklanum, ‘dumu.é.dub.ba.a’ 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 1272 Ad 29/6/27 third witness sale 
Di 1095  Ad 33/5/8 third witness (‘dumu é.dub.ba’) rite 
Di 1130  Ad 37/12/15 debtor loan; seal with father’s legend 
 
20. 
⋅ Bēlšunu d. [...] 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Sîn-mušallim) 
 
⋅ Sîn-mušallim d. Bēlšunu 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 937 Aṣ 12/7/17 second witness sale; seal with father’s legend 
 
21. 
⋅ Utul-Ištar d. Ibni-Marduk, šangû Ištar 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Abum-waqar) 
 
⋅ Abum-waqar d. Utul-Ištar, šangû Ištar 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 891 Aṣ 12/1/8 debtor (šangû Ištar) rite; seal with father’s legend 
Di 1692 Aṣ 12/3/1 lessee (šangû Ištar) sale 
Di 941 s.d. (not in the text) rite; seal with father’s legend 
 
22. 
⋅ Ḫābil-kinu d. Ibbi-Šamaš 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his son Bēlšunu) 
 
⋅ Bēlšunu d. Ḫabil-kinu 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
TLOB, 88 Aṣ 18/7/6 debtor loan of silver; seal with father’s legend 




⋅ Nanna-mansum d. Ikūn-pī-Ištar, tamkārum 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his brother Ilšu-bāni) 
 
⋅ Ilšu-bāni d. Ikūn-pī-Ištar 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
MHET, 17; CT 8, 28a Sle first judge (T/C) litigation; seal with brother’s legend 






⋅ Amri-ilīšu d. Narām-Ea, rabiānum, wakil bītim 
(his seal A with a legend is only attested as used by his brother Narām-ili) 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 47, 16 Sm first witness (rabiānum) sale 
MHET, 170 Ḫa 14 fifth (T)/sixth (C) witness sale 
CT 2, 42; MHET, 341 Ḫa first witness (T)/absent on C sale; seal B without legend 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 321. 
 
⋅ Narām-ili d. Narām-Ea 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal  
MHET, 337 Ḫa […]/10 first witness sale; seal A with brother’s legend 
Publication seal: TEISSIER 1998, no. 71. 
 
3. 
⋅ Šamaš-mītam-uballiṭ d. Etel-Sîn 
(his seal is only attested as used by his brother Šamaš-liwwir) 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 53(a) Si 7/4/13 gets married (T/C) wedding 
CT 45, 117 s.d. seller sale 
CT 8, 40c s.d. in list list 
CT 48, 105 s.d. creditor reimbursement 
 
⋅ Šamaš-liwwir d. Etel-Sîn 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 8, 134; VS 8, 135 Ḫa 16/12/10 first witness (T/C) loan; seal with brother’s legend 
FINKELSTEIN 1976, 
188-189 Ḫa 33 
seventh (T)/fourth (C) 
witness 
adoption; seal with brother’s 
legend 
VS 9, 130; VS 9, 131 Ḫa 35/11/7 third witness (T/C) inheritance; seal with brother’s legend 
ROSITANI 2011, 6-7 Ḫa 36/10/23 first witness (T/C) harvest labour contract; seal with brother’s legend 
ROSITANI 2011, 13-14 Ḫa 39/12/10? second (T)/first (C) witness 
debt; seal with brother’s 
legend 
ROSITANI 2011, 15-16 Ḫa 39 first (T)/second (C) witness 
harvest labour contract; seal 
with brother’s legend 
FRIEDRICH 1906, 45 Si 6/9/8 delivers workman list 
VS 29, 69 Si […]/12/4 fourth witness loan 
Publication seal: KLENGEL-BRANDT 1989, no. 61a; TEISSIER 1998, no. 118. 
 
4. 
⋅ Ibni-Marduk d. Etel-pī-Šamaš 







⋅ Bēlanum d. Etel-pī-Šamaš 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 47, 70 Ae 16/7/1 lessee lease; seal with brother’s legend 
 
5. 
⋅ Sîn-tappâ-wedu d. Ilum-rābi 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his brother Sîn-nādin-šumi) 
 
⋅ Sîn-nādin-šumi d. Ilum-rābi 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 43 Ae 19/3/22 second witness litigation; seal with brother’s legend 
 
6. 
⋅ Šamaš-rīšat d. Adad-nāṣir 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his brother Iddatum) 
 
⋅ Iddatum d. Adad-nāṣir 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
VS 29, 25 Si 5/2/27? first witness hire 
VS 29, 3 Ad 8/3/24 fifth witness sale; seal with brother’s legend 
Publication seal: VS 29, 3.5. 
 
7. 
⋅ Ipḫur-Šamaš d. Siatu-emaḫ 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his brother Awīlatum) 
 
⋅ Awīlatum d. Siatu-emaḫ 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 48, 66 Ad 22/7/10 first witness loan; seal with brother’s legend 
 
8. 
⋅ Ibni-[...] d. Sîn-iddinam 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his brother Aḫujatum) 
 
⋅ Aḫujatum d. Sîn-iddinam, rē’um (cf. supra) 
 
9. 
⋅ Šamaš-[...] d. Sinatum 
(no textual attesations; his seal is only attested as used by his brother Kubbutum) 
 
⋅ Kubbutum d. Sinatum 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
SZLECHTER 1958, 45 Aṣ 10/8/20 fourth witness silver loan 





⋅ Ipiq-Annunītum d. Ibni-Šamaš, dajjānum (cf. supra) 
⋅ Iddin-Ea d. Ibni-Šamaš, dajjānum 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
BE 6/1, 87 Ad 36/2/13 creditor loan 
BE 6/1, 86 Ad 37/9/23 receiver loan 
BE 6/2, 115 Ad 37/12/5 creditor (dajjānum) harvest labour contract 
YOS 13, 4 Ad 37/12/18 creditor (dajjānum) harvest labour contract 
BE 6/2, 116 Ad 37/12/21 creditor (dajjānum) harvest labour contract 
ROSITANI 2011, 39 Ad 37/12/25 creditor (dajjānum) harvest labour contract 
ROSITANI 2011, 40 Ad 37/12b/11 creditor (dajjānum) harvest labour contract 
OLA 21, 47 Aṣ 2/5/3 creditor (dajjānum) loan 
BE 6/2, 119 Aṣ 2/12/18? creditor (dajjānum) harvest labour contract 
BE 6/2, 120 Aṣ 4/1 debtor (dajjānum) loan 
Di 686 Aṣ 4/2/11 second witness (dajjānum) 
certificate; seal with own 
legend 
BM 78518 Aṣ 4/4/1 ? ?; seal with own legend 
PBS 8/2, 219 Aṣ 4/8/24 pays (‘di.kud’) receipt  
MHET, 509 Aṣ 6/1/26 leaseholder (dajjānum) lease 
BE 6/2, 124 Aṣ 6/3/10 lessor (dajjānum) lease 
BE 6/2, 126 Aṣ 7/12/1 pays (dajjānum) loan 
VS 29, 14/MHEOP II, 
169 sqq. Aṣ 8/10/24 
third witness 
(dajjānum) sale; seal with own legend 
TLOB, 79 Aṣ 10/6b debtor (dajjānum) loan 
OLA 21, 40 Aṣ 14/3/2 receiver (dajjānum) 
disbursement; seal A with 
brother’s legend 
MHET, 558 Aṣ […]/2/10 leaseholder (dajjānum) lease 
PBS 8/2, 225 s.d. creditor loan 
Publication seal A with brother’s legend: OLA 21, pl. 45, 79. 
 
11. 
⋅ Rīš-Šamaš d. Nūr-ilīšu, šangû Annunītum 
(his seal is only attested as used by his brother Marduk-mušallim) 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
CT 4, 37b Ad 4/11/28 debtor loan 





⋅ Marduk-mušallim d. Nūr-ilīšu, šangû Annunītum 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 979 Ad 37/8/8 debtor (šangû Annunītum) 
loan; seal with brother’s 
legend 
GORDON 1952, 48 Aṣ 4/6/17 receiver (šangû Annunītum) receipt 
 
12. 
⋅ Warad-Sîn d. Puzur-Šamaš, šangû Gula (cf. supra) 
⋅ Mār-Amma d. Puzur-Šamaš, šangû Gula 
Publication Date Role Genre; seal 
Di 811 Aṣ 14/11/4 receiver (šangû Gula) 






APPENDIX II. TRANSCRIPTIONS OF THE BYSCRIPTS OF THE PERSONS MENTIONED IN THIS STUDY 
 
The following abbreviations are used to indicate the locations of the byscript on the tablet: 
Obv = obverse; LoE = lower edge; Rev = reverse; UE = upper edge; LE = left edge; RE = right edge 
T = top; M = middle; B = bottom; L = left; R = right; LMg = left margin; RMg = right margin 
 
II.1. THE FAMILIES 
 
Seal (user) Museum number (publication text) 
Location 
byscript Transcription 
Family I. Sîn-erībam 
Ipiq-Ningal d. Ilšu-bāni 
seal without legend Di 1078 Rev sig-ᵈnin.gal 
Bēlšunu d. Ipiq-Annunītum 
seal A without legend Di 693 LE kišib be-el-šu-nu 
VAT 792 (VS 29, 45) LoE kišib be-el-šu-nu seal B without legend Di 1855 LE kišib be-el-šu-nu 
Family II. Erra-a[...] 
Utu-šumundib d. Ilšu-ibni 
seal A with non-relative’s 
legend and byscript BM 80160 (CT 45, 60) LE kišib ᵈutu-šu.mu.un.dib 
seal B without legend BM 78408 (CT 4, 23b) Rev kišib ᵈutu-šu.mu.˹un˺.dib 
Sîn-imguranni d. Ilšu-ibni 
seal with non-relative’s 
legend and byscript BM 80350 (CT 48, 98) LE sin-im-gur-[an-ni] 
Awīl-Sîn d. Sîn-bēl-aplim 
seal without legend BM 81327 (ROSITANI 2011, 56) LE [a]-wi-il-[...] 
Ibni-Marduk d. Sîn-bēl-aplim 
BM 78722 fragment kišib ib-ni-ᵈamar.utu seal without legend BM 80350 (CT 48, 98) LE kišib ib-ni-ᵈamar.utu 
Warad-ilīšu d. Gimil-Adad 
seal with non-relative’s 
legend and byscript BM 80227 (CT 8, 10a) LE ìr-ì-lí-šu
7 
Family IV. Sîn-māgir 
Sîn-bēl-aplim d. Sîn-māgir 
seal without legend BM 17054a (CT 47, 52a) LoE kišib sin-be-el-ap-lim 
Warad-il īšu d. Ibbi-Šamaš 
seal without legend BM 80231 (CT 45, 45) LE ˹ìr-ì-lí˺-šu 
Tarībuša d. Ibbi-Šamaš 
seal without legend8 BM 80358 (CT 8, 36a) LE kišib ta-ri-bu-ša 
Ilšu-bāni d. Ibbi-Šamaš 
seal without legend VAT 1461 (VS 9, 219) LE kišib dingir-šu-ba-ni 
Etel-pī-Šamaš d. Iddin-Šamaš 
Obv kišib e-tel-pi4-ᵈutu seal without legend Di 693 LE [...e]-tel-pi4-ᵈutu di.kud 
Family VI. Nūr-Šamaš 
Sîn-māgir d. Sîn-iddinam 
seal without legend Di 1006 LE ˹kišib˺ sin-ma-gir 
    
 
                                                
7 The sign ‘kišib’ is underneath the sign ‘ìr’. 
8 The byscripts of Ipqu-Mamu d. Ilšu-bāni (kišib ip-qú-ᵈma-mu), Bēlijatum d. Ilšu-bāni (kišib be-lí-ia-
tum), and Kubburum d. […] (kišib ku-ub-bu-rum) are added to the impressions of this seal below the 




Marduk-mušallim d. Sîn-iddinam 
seal without legend BM 80356 (CT 8, 21a) LE 
na4kišib ᵈamar.utu-mu-ša-
lim 
Family VIII. Ṣilli-Šamaš 
Gimil-Marduk d. Ṣilli-Šamaš 
seal without legend CBS 1512 (BE 6/1, 84) Rev gi-mil-ᵈamar.utu 
(seal impression not 
preserved) Di 1072 LE gi-mil-ᵈamar.utu 
Family XIII. Uštašni-ilum 
Sîn-abūšu d. Mudādum 
seal without legend BM 92593a (CT 2, 17) LE ᵈEN.ZU-a-bu-šu 
 
II.2. THE OTHER PERSONS MENTIONED IN CHAPTER B1 
 
GROUP A  (all seals without a legend9) 
 
Seal user Museum number (publication text) 
Location 
byscript Transcription 
BM 78806 (MHET, 114) UE dingir-šu-ba-ni Ilšu-bāni d. Imgur-Sîn BM 82392 (MHET, 103) Obv kišib dingir-šu-ba-ni 
BM 80138 (CT 48, 1) Obv kišib bur-sin Būr-Sîn d. Ṣilīlum BM 80144 (CT 48, 3) LoE bur-sin 
BM 92658a (MHET, 110) UE kišib mu-na-wi-rum Munawwīrum d. Sîn-iddinam BM 82403 (MHET, 105) Obv-LE kišib mu-na-wi-rum 
Di 1478 Obv-LE da-qum 
Di 734 LE da-qum Daqum d. Pala-Adad 
Di 1548 Obv-LE kišib da-qum 
BM 16824a (CT 47, 29a) LoE [... sin]-˹i-din-nam˺ Sîn-iddinam d. Iddin-Šamaš Di 1074 Obv sin-i-din-nam 
VAT 1469 (VS 8, 85) Obv-LE ˹e-r˺i-ba-am 
BM 92584a (MHET, 181) Obv [...] e-ri-ba-am Erībam d. Šamaš-rābi 
Di 1074 Obv-LE e-ri-ba-am 
Bēlanum d. Ipiq-erṣetim VAT 970b (VS 8, 100) LE [...] ˹be˺-la-nu-[...] 
BM 17438a (MHET, 182) LE [...]-˹uq˺-šu-da-an Emuqšu-dan d. Sîn-iqīšam BM 82043 (MHET, 183) LoE e-mu-uq-šu-[...] 
BM 17438a (MHET, 182) Obv mu-na-wi-rum Munawwīrum d. Ikūn-pīša BM 82043 (MHET, 183) LoE mu-na-wi-rum 
BM 17062a (CT 47, 23a) Obv dingir-šu-a-bu-šu 
BM 17438a (MHET, 182) Obv dingir-šu-a-bu-šu Ilšu-abušu d. Šamaš-gāmil 
BM 82043 (MHET, 183) Rev dingir-šu-a-bu-šu 
BM 80144 (CT 48, 3) LoE na-ra-am-ì-lí-šu Narām-ilīšu d. Ali-hāṭ-Šamaš Di 1435 LoE kišib na-ra-am-ì-lí-šu 
Di 2091 Rev a-wi-il-dingir Awīl-ilim d. Iddin-ilum Di 1078 UE a-wi-il-dingir 
BM 92584a (MHET, 181) LoE qí-iš-nu-nu Qīš-Nunu d. Sîn-šeme BM 80098 (MHET, 135) Obv qí-iš-nu-nu 
BM 17054a (CT 47, 52a) LE sin-tillat-sú Sîn-tillassu d. Sîn-iddinam Di 1078 LE sin-tillat-sú 
Di 1433 LE ni-id-na-˹tum˺ 
Di 2096 Obv ni-id-na-˹tum˺ 
BM 16818a (CT 47, 61a) Rev kišib ni-id-na-tum Nidnatum d. Ṣilli-Adad 
BM 17439a (CT 47, 62a) Rev ni-id-na-tum 
Sîn-iddinam d. Sîn-erībam Di 1995 LE sin-i-din-nam 
                                                





BM 81684 (ROSITANI 
2011, 32) LE kišib šu-mu-um-li-ib-ši 
BM 80228 (CT 33, 31) Rev kišib šu-mu-um-li-ib-ši 
LB 700 (TLB I, 227) LE ˹šu˺-mu-um-li-ib-ši 
BM 80768 (BDHP, 30) LE na4kišib šu-mu-um-li-ib-ši 
Šumum-libši d. Pirḫi-ilīšu 
Di 936 LoE kišib šu-mu-um-li-ib-ši 
Di 693 Obv ᵈEN.ZU-na-di-in-šu-mi 
Sîn-nādin-šumi d. Ibbi-Sîn Di 672 UE kišib ᵈEN.ZU-na-di-in-šu-mi 
BM 79893 (MHET, 498) LE kišib ìr-ᵈEN.ZU Warad-Sîn d. Eṭērum Di 950 Rev kišib ìr-sin 
CBS 1349 (BE 6/1, 86) Rev kišib ᵈa-am-ma-a Mār-Amma d. Iddin-Nabium Di 1079 LE ˹kišib ᵈa-am-ma-a˺ 
Di 1058 Rev be-el-šu-nu 
Di 2077 LoE kišib be-[...] 
Di 1266 LoE be-el-šu-nu 
Di 1196 Rev kišib be-el-šu-[nu] 
Di 1412 LoE be-el-šu-nu 
Di 987 Rev kišib be-el-šu-nu 
Bēlšunu d. Adad-nāṣir 
Di 952 Rev kišib be-el-šu-nu 
 
GROUP B1  
 
Seal (user) Museum number (publication text) 
Location 
byscript Transcription 
Ur-gigir d. Iddin-Ištar 
seal A without legend BM 80138 (CT 48, 1) LE kišib ur-gišgigir 
seal B without legend BM 82392 (MHET, 103) LE ur-gišgigir 
Šamaš-iddinam d. Erībam 
seal A without legend BM 16841a (CT 47, 25a) UE ᵈutu-i-din-[nam] 
seal B without legend BM 92584a (MHET, 181) LE ᵈutu-i-din-nam 
Sîn-erībam d. Ikūn-pīša 
seal A without legend BM 82421 (CT 45, 15) Obv kišib sin-e-ri-ba-am 
Di 677 Obv [...] ᵈEN.ZU-e-ri-ba-am 
Di 1435 LoE ˹kišib˺ sin-e-ri-ba-am 
BM 82043 (MHET, 183) LE [...] sin-e-ri-ba-am seal B without legend 
BM 92644a Rev kišib ᵈEN.ZU-e-ri-ba-am 
Annum-pī-Ištar d. Sîn-iqīšam 
Di 1809 LE kišib dingir-pi4-˹iš8-tár˺ seal B without legend Di 1388 Rev kišib dingir-pi4-iš8-tár 
 
GROUP B2  (all seals without a legend) 
 
Seal user Museum number (publication text) 
Location 
byscript Transcription 
Di 1135 LE kišib sin-i-qí-ša-am 
Di 948 Rev kišib sin-i-qí-ša-am 
Di 950 LE kišib sin-i-qí-ša-am Sîn-iqīšam d. Sîn-iddinam 
Di 1176 LE [...] ᵈEN.ZU-i-qí-ša-[...] 
Di 1144 LE a-ḫu-ia-tum 
Di 1002 LE kišib a-ḫu-ia-tum 
Di 1102 LE kišib a-˹hu˺-[...] 
Di 938 LE kišib ˹a˺-[...] 
Aḫujatum d. Sîn-iddinam 
Di 1667 LE kišib a-ḫu-ia-tum 
BM 97057 (VEENHOF 
1989, 183-184) Rev kišib be-el-šu-nu 
Di 1397 Rev kišib be-el-šu-nu 
Bēlšunu d. Ilšu-bāni 




Di 1414 LE be-el-šu-nu  
BM 80356 (CT 8, 21a) LoE na4kišib be-el-šu-nu 
BM 80267 (MHET, 508) LE [...] a-wi-il- iš8-tár Awīl-Ištar d. Ibni-Šamaš AO 2500 (TCL I, 164) LE lú- iš8-tár 
BM 92530 (CT 8, 10b) LE kišib ìr-ᵈ˹amar.utu˺ Warad-Marduk d. Warad-
Ulmaššītum BM 78340 (CT 8, 14a) LE kišib ìr-ᵈ˹amar.utu˺ 
 
GROUP C1  
 
Seal (user) Museum number (publication text) 
Location 
byscript Transcription 
seal A with dedication 
Annum-pīša d. Sîn-iddinam BM 80349 (CT 8, 33b) LE dingir-pi4-ša 
seal B without legend 
Annum-pīša d. Sîn-iddinam BM 80228 (CT 33, 31) LoE kišib dingir-pí-ša 
Šamaš-bāni d. Tarībum BM 80643 (BDHP, 19) LEB ˹kišib ᵈutu-ba-ni˺ 
seal C without legend 
Kubbutum d. Sîn-išmeanni VAT 940 (VS 29, 44) LE kišib ku-ub-bu-tum 
seal D with dedication 
Kubbutum d. Sîn-išmeanni VAT 839 (VS 29, 49) LEM kišib ku-ub-bu-tum 
Šamaš-bāni d. Tarībum VAT 845 (VS 29, 51) LET kišib ᵈutu-ba-ni 
Ḫābil-aḫi d. Tarībum VAT 845 (VS 29, 51) LEM kišib [ḫa]-bil-a-hi 
VAT 839 (VS 29, 49) LET kišib ip-qa-tum Ipqatum d. Tarībum VAT 845 (VS 29, 51) LEB kišib ip-qa-tum 
seal E without legend 
Šamaš-bāni d. Tarībum VAT 776 (VS 29, 70) LET kišib ᵈutu-ba-ni 
seal F without legend 
Šamaš-bāni d. Tarībum VAT 969 (VS 29, 54) LET kišib ᵈutu-ba-ni 
Tarībat-Sîn d. Tarībum VAT 969 (VS 29, 54) LEM kišib ta-ri-ba-at-sin 
seal G with dedication 
Ili-iddinam d. [...] VAT 791 (VS 29, 46) LEM kišib ì-lí-i-din-nam 
VAT 795 (VS 29, 50) Rev ˹kišib ip-qa-tum˺ 
VAT 983 (VS 29, 53) LE kišib ip-qa-tum 
VAT 791 (VS 29, 46) LET kišib ip-qa-tum 
BM 80643 (BDHP, 19) LET kišib ip-qa-tum 
VAT 792 (VS 29, 45) LE kišib ip-qa-tum 
Di 2008 LE kišib ip-qa-tum 
Ipqatum d. Tarībum 




Seal (user) Museum number (publication text) 
Location 
byscript Transcription 
seal A without legend 
Ili-amtaḫar d. Lipit-Ištar AO 2709 (TCL I, 154) LET kišib ì-lí-am-[...] 
Tamlatum d. Bēlšunu BM 80332 (BDHP, 16) LEM kišib tam-la-tum 
AO 2709 (TCL I, 154) LEB kišib sin-i-din-nam 
Di 1152 Rev kišib sin-i-din-nam Sîn-iddinam d. Sîn-išmeanni 




Seal (user) Museum number (publication text) 
Location 
byscript Transcription 
seal A with non-relative’s legend/dedication (?) 
Ili-iqīšam d. Sîn-nādin-šumi BM 92564 (BAP, 25) LET kišib ì-lí-i-qí-ša-am 
Iddatum d. Bēlšunu VAT 852 (VS 29, 76) LET kišib id-da-tum 




seal C with dedication 




Seal (user) Museum number (publication text) 
Location 
byscript Transcription 
1.    
seal without legend 
Nabium-bēl-zērim d. [...] VAT 6238 (VS 7, 76) LE 
na4kišib ᵈAK-be-el-
numun 
Kubburum d. [...] VAT 6386 (VS 7, 122) LE na4kišib ku-ub-bu-rum 
2.    
seal without legend 
Di 901 LET na4kišib ˹ᵈutu-[ba]-ni Šamaš-bāni d. Nabium-malik Di 869 LET na4kišib ᵈutu-ba-ni 
Di 901 LEB na4kišib sin-mu-ša-lim Sîn-mušallim d. Šupīša Di 869 LEB na4kišib sin-mu-ša-lim 








seal A without legend 
Sîn-iddinam d. [...]-parum BM 16837a (MHET, 51) LEB kišib sin-i-din-nam 
Warad-Amurrum d. Abba-
ṭābum BM 16837a (MHET, 51) LEM kišib ìr-ᵈmar.tu 
seal B with non-relative’s legend 
Warad-Amurrum d. Abba-
ṭābum BM 17065a (MHET, 84) UE ìr-ᵈmar.tu 
2. 
seal A without legend 
Sîn-iqīšam d. Ibbi-Ilabrat VAT 704b (VS 8, 32) LEB kišib sin-i-qí-ša-am 
Ilšu-bāni d. Ibnīja VAT 704b (VS 8, 32) ObvLMgT [...] dingir-šu-ba-ni 
seal B without legend 
Sîn-iqīšam d. Ibbi-Ilabrat VAT 757 (VS 8, 57) LoE kišib sin-i-qí-ša-am 
seal C with non-relative’s legend 
Sîn-iqīšam d. Ibbi-Ilabrat VAT 737 (VS 8, 23) LE-Rev kišib sin-i-qí-ša-am 
3. 
seal A without legend 
Ibni-Erra d. Etel-pī-Erra AO 1672 (TCL I, 79) ObvLMgT kišib ib-ni-ᵈèr.ra 
Utu-mansum d. Nanna-kiag AO 1672 (TCL I, 79) RevL kišib ᵈutu-ma.an.sum 
seal B without legend 
Utu-mansum d. Nanna-kiag VAT 942 (VS 8, 96) LE na4kišib ᵈutu-ma.an.sum 
4. 
seal A without legend 
Ibbija d. Abum-waqar VAT 1479b (VS 8, 107) LEB i-bi-ia 
Sîn-rēmēni d. Imgur-Sîn VAT 1479b (VS 8, 107) LET sin-ri-me-ni 
5. 
seal A without legend 
Ibni-Šamaš d. Sîn-iqīšam VAT 704b (VS 8, 32) LoE ib-ni-ᵈutu 
seal B without legend 
Ibni-Šamaš d. Sîn-iqīšam VAT 1499b (VS 8, 126) LET kišib ib-ni-ᵈutu 






seal A without legend 
Ili-ite d. Uštašni-ilum VAT 843 (VS 9, 143) LET kišib ì-lí-i-te-e 
Iddin-Šamaš d. Ipqatum VAT 843 (VS 9, 143) RevLM2 kišib i-din-ᵈutu 
Ibni-Enlil d. Adi-anniam VAT 843 (VS 9, 143) RevLB kišib ib-ni-ᵈen.líl 
seal B without legend 
Ili-ite d. Uštašni-ilum VAT 762b (VS 9, 131) LoEL kišib ì-lí-i-te-e 
seal C without legend 
Ibni-Enlil d. Adi-anniam VAT 762b (VS 9, 131) LoER ib-ni-ᵈen.líl 
Epirum d. Uštašni-ilum VAT 762b (VS 9, 131) RevLT e-pí-rum 
Adajatum d. Sîn-gāmil VAT 762b (VS 9, 131) RevLM1 a-da-ia-tum 
Sîn-māgir d. Sîn-abušu VAT 762b (VS 9, 131) RevLM2 sin-ma-gir 
7. 
seal A without legend 
Warad-ilīšu d. GAZ-Ištar VAT 762b (VS 9, 131) UE ìr-ì-lí-šu 
Sîn-iddinam d. Mār-Šamaš VAT 762b (VS 9, 131) RevLM sin-i-din-nam 
Annum-pīša d. Šamaš-abuni VAT 762b (VS 9, 131) RevLB dingir-pi4-ša 
seal B without legend 
Warad-ilīšu d. GAZ-Ištar VAT 743b (VS 9, 73) LEB kišib ìr-ì-lí-šu 
8. 
seal A without legend 
Attâ d. Mār-erṣetim BM 78337 (CT 8, 17b) RevLB a-at-ta-a 
Šumu-libši d. Puzur-Sîn BM 78337 (CT 8, 17b) LoE kišib šu-mu-li-ib-ši 
Iškur-zimu d. [...] BM 78337 (CT 8, 17b) RevRB ᵈiškur-zi.mu 
seal B without legend 
Attâ d. Mār-erṣetim BM 78386 (CT 45, 56) LEM kišib at-ta 
Šumu-libši d. Puzur-Sîn BM 78386 (CT 45, 56) LEB kišib šu-mu-li-ib-ši 
9. 
seal B without legend 
Marduk-dajjān d. [...] BM 78704 (CT 33, 47b) LET na4kišib da-ia-an 
Mammassu d. [...] BM 78704 (CT 33, 47b) LEB na4kišib ma-am-ma-sú 
10. 
seal A without legend 
Šamaš-bāni d. [...] BM 80422 (CHARPIN 1982A, 32) LET kišib ᵈutu-ba-˹ni˺ 
Sîn-erībam d. Tarībatum BM 80422 (CHARPIN 1982A, 32) LEB kišib sin-e-ri-ba-˹am˺ 
seal B without legend 
Sîn-erībam d. Tarībatum BM 80228 (CT 33, 31) LE kišib sin-e-ri-ba-˹am˺ 
11. 
seal A with non-relative’s legend 
Šelibu d. [...] BM 80714 (CT 33, 36) LET kišib še-li-bu 
Šunuma-ili d. Ea-nāṣir BM 80714 (CT 33, 36) LEB kišib šu-nu-ma-dingir 
12. 
seal B without legend 
Ibni-šerum d. Puḫum Di 2056 LE ˹ib-ni-še-rum˺ 
seal C without legend 
Ibni-šerum d. Puḫum Di 2051 LE ˹kišib˺ ib-ni-˹še-rum˺ 
seal D with non-relative’s legend 
Ibni-šerum d. Puḫum Di 1141 LET ˹kišib?˺ ib-ni-ᵈše-rum 
Warad-ibari d. Warad-
Ulmaššītum Di 1141 LoE [...]ìr-i-ba-ri 
13. 
seal A without legend 
Ibni-Amurru d. Awīl-Nanna BM 92558 (CT 45, 59) LEM kišib ib-ni-ᵈmar.tu 
Qurrudu d. Ipqu-Irnina BM 92558 (CT 45, 59) LEB kišib qur-ru-du 
seal B without legend 







Seal (user) Museum number (publication text) 
Location 
byscript Transcription 
1. seal without legend 
Ubarrum d. Sîn-tappâ-wedi VAT 1473b (VS 8, 18) LEM(L) u-bar-ru-um 
Ili-ištikal d. Ḫunnubum VAT 1473b (VS 8, 18) LEM(R) ì-lí-iš-ta-ka-al 
2. seal without legend 
Manija d. Imgur-Sîn BM 82403 (MHET, 105) UEL kišib ma-ni-ia 
Nābi-ilīšu d. Ipquša BM 82403 (MHET, 105) UER kišib na-bi-ì-lí-šu 
Šamaš-iddinam d. Sîn-ilum BM 82403 (MHET, 105) Rev kišib ᵈutu-i-din-nam 
3. seal without legend 
Šerum-ili d. Šamaš-abuni VAT 758 (BAP, 102) LEM(L) kišib še-rum-ì-lí 
Awīl-ilim d. Abatija VAT 758 (BAP, 102) LEM(R) kišib a-wi-il-dingir 
4. seal without legend 
Warad-Sîn d. Ennam-Sîn AO 1649 (TCL I, 75) LoEL ìr-sin 
Bēlšunu d. Mannum-kīma-
ilija AO 1649 (TCL I, 75) LoER be-el-šu-nu 
5. seal without legend 
Šamaš-bēl-ili d. Ṣilli-Šamaš BM 17071a (CT 47, 34a) UE ᵈutu-be-el-dingir 
Ubar-Šamaš d. Nemelum BM 17071a (CT 47, 34a) Rev u-bar-ᵈutu 
Puḫum d. Šamaš-imitti BM 17071a (CT 47, 34a) LE pu-ḫu-um 
6. seal without legend 
Annum-pīša d. Lipit-Sîn BM 92584a (MHET, 181) RevL dingir-pi4-ša 
Nanna-šumen d. Šamaš-rābi BM 92584a (MHET, 181) RevM ᵈŠEŠ.[KI]-˹šu˺.me.˹en˺ 
7. seal without legend 
Sîn-abušu d. Burtum BM 92573 (BAP, 11) LET sin-a-bu-šu 
Nūr-ilīšu d. [...] BM 92573 (BAP, 11) LEB nu-úr-dingir-šu 
8. seal without legend 
Qīš-Nunu d. Warad-Ištar VAT 843 (VS 9, 143) LoER […] qí-iš-nu-nu 
Adaja d. Ibni-Adad VAT 843 (VS 9, 143) LoEL kišib a-da-ia 
9. seal without legend 
Mār-erṣetim d. Warad-Erra VAT 985b (VS 9, 145) RevLB dumu-er-ṣe-tim 
Budium d. Warad-Erra VAT 985b (VS 9, 145) RevLM bu-[...] 
Awīl-Šamaš d. Sîn-puṭram VAT 985b (VS 9, 145) UE […] a-wi-il-ᵈ[...] 
10. seal without legend 
Mār-Sippar d. Lugal-gudua BM 82411 ObvLMgM1 dumu-UD.KIB.NUNᴷᴵ 
Sîn-iddinam d. [...] BM 82411 ObvLMgM2 [...]-i-din-nam 
11. seal without legend 
Sîn-rābi d. Sîn-pilaḫ VAT 817b (VS 9, 56) LE kišib sin-ra-bi 
Ana-Šamaš-liṣi d. Nidnuša VAT 817b (VS 9, 56) Rev kišib a-na-ᵈutu-li-/ṣi 
12. seal without legend 
Abaja d. Šamšatum VAT 810b (VS 9, 137) LET kišib  a-ba-a! 
Iddin-Dagan d. Mār-erṣetim VAT 810b (VS 9, 137) LEB kišib i-din-ᵈda-gan 
13. seal without legend 
Eṭerum d. Ili-dajjān BM 79889 (MHET, 480) LoE e-ṭe-rum 
Gimil-Gula d. [...] BM 79889 (MHET, 480) Rev gi-[mil-ᵈgu.la] 
14. seal without legend 
Maṣi?-ili d. [...] BM 81468 RevL kišib ma-ṣi-ì-lí 
Šumum-libši d. [...] BM 81468 RevR kišib šu-mu-um-ib-ši10 
15. seal without legend 
Amat-Šamaš dm. Sîn-
imguranni BM 80597 (BDHP, 18) LET gemé-ᵈutu 
Lamassāni dm. Awīl-Sîn BM 80597 (BDHP, 18) LEB la-ma-sà-ni 
 
                                                




16. seal without legend 
Iddin-Zababa d. [...] BM 81055 LET kišib i-din-ᵈ˹...˺ 
Lipit-Adad d. [...] BM 81055 LEB kišib li-pí-it-[...] 
17. seal without legend 
Ili-išmeanni d. Awīl-Adad BM 80713 (CT 8, 36b) LEB kišib ì-lí-iš-me-ni 
Ilum-apil d. Awīl-Adad BM 80713 (CT 8, 36b) Rev kišib dingir-a-pil 
18. seal with non-relatives legend 
Awīl-Sîn d. [...] BM 81329 LET kišib lú-sin 
Sîn-uballiṭ? d. [...] BM 81329 LEM kišib sin-ú-ba-li-˹iṭ˺? 
Ili-iqīšam d. […] BM 81329 LEB kišib ì-lí-i-qí-ša 
19. seal with non-relative’s legend 
Ṭāb-ṣilli-šumi d. Ilšu-[...] BM 80185 (CT 45, 51) RevL kišib ṭà-ab-ṣíl-˹šu˺-mi 
Tarībuša d. [...] BM 80185 (CT 45, 51) RevR kišib ˹ta-ri-bu˺ 
20. seal without legend 
Ibni-Adad d. Ilšu-ibni BM 80346 (TLOB, 30) LET na4kišib ib-ni-ᵈiškur 
Sîn-iddinam? d. [...] BM 80346 (TLOB, 30) LEM na4kišib ˹sin-i-din-nam˺ 
Zababa-mušallim d. [...] BM 80346 (TLOB, 30) LEB 
na4kišib ᵈza-ba4-ba4-mu-
ša-lim 
21. seal without legend 
Adad-bāni d. Adad-šarrum BM 80227 (CT 8, 10a) LE kišib ᵈiškur-ba-ni! 
Pirḫi-ilīšu d. Sîn-nāṣir BM 80227 (CT 8, 10a) LoE kišib ˹pir˺-[...] 
22. seal without legend 
Warad-[...] d. [...] BM 78639 (CT 48, 92) LE ˹ìr?˺-[...] 
Bēlšunu d. [...] BM 78639 (CT 48, 92) Rev be-el-šu-nu 
23. seal without legend 
Erraja d. Šamaš-uš-PA VAT 848 (VS 8, 70) LET kišib èr-ra-ia 
Aḫassunu dm. Šamaš-uš-PA VAT 848 (VS 8, 70) LEM kišib a-ḫa-sú-nu 
24. seal without legend 
Bēlessunu dm. Bīt-māgir VAT 848 (VS 8, 70) LoE kišib be-le-nu-sú 
Taram-kubi dm. Wardija VAT 848 (VS 8, 70) LE kišib ta-ra-am/-AŠ-bi 
25. seal without legend    
Ša-Amurrum d. Abi-araḫ VAT 737 (VS 8, 23) LEM-RevLM kišib ša-ᵈmar.tu 




Seal (user) Museum number (publication text) 
Location 
byscript Transcription 
Ṭābi-girri-Šamaš d. Ipiq-Ištar 
seal A without legend BM 80138 (CT 48, 1) LE kišib tab-gi-ri-[...] 
seal B without legend AO 1646 (TCL I, 74) Rev ta-pí-gi-ri-ᵈ[...] 
Warad-Šamaš d. Ur-Nisaba 
seal A without legend VAT 782b (VS 8, 40) Obv ìr-ᵈutu 
seal B without legend VAT 1478b (VS 8, 48) LoE ìr-ᵈutu 
Wer-Ištar d. Wer-abušu 
seal A without legend VAT 782b (VS 8, 40) Obv ᵈwe-er- iš8-[...] 
seal B without legend AO 1646 (TCL I, 74) Obv we-er-iš8-tár 
seal C without legend AO 1649 (TCL I, 75) LoE we-er-iš8-tár 
Sîn-nāṣir d. Išum-nāṣir 
seal A without legend BM 92637a Obv kišib ᵈEN.ZU-na-ṣir 
seal B without legend BM 82436a (CT 48, 52) Obv-LE kišib sin-na-ṣir 
Ibni-Adad d. Sîn-iqīšam 
seal A without legend BM 78812 (FINKELSTEIN 1976, 189) Obv ib-ni-ᵈiškur 
seal B without legend VAT 702b (VS 9, 60) LE ib-ni-ᵈiškur 
Ilšu-bāni d. Ipqatum 




seal B without legend BM 80231 (CT 45, 45) Rev dingir-šu-ba-ni 
Ilšu-ibni d. Ibni-Marduk 
seal A without legend VAT 791 (VS 29, 46) LE kišib dingir-šu-ib-ni 
seal B without legend Di 1073 LE dingir-šu-ib-ni-šu 
seal C without legend CBS 70 (OLA 21, 5) LE kišib dingir-šu-ib-ni 
Annum-pīša d. Sîn-erībam 
seal A without legend Di 1105 LE ˹dingir-pi4˺-[...] 
seal B without legend Di 691 LE kišib dingir-pi4-[...] 
Iddin-Marduk d. Pirḫi-ilīšu 
seal A without legend Di 997 LE i-din-ᵈAMAR.UTU 
seal B with dedication Di 1330 LE kišib i-din-ᵈAMAR.UTU 
seal C without legend Di 988 LE kišib i-din-ᵈAMAR.UTU 
Tarībum d. Bēlšunu 
seal A without legend AO 7817 (BBVOT I, 116) Rev kišib ta-ri-bu-um 




Seal (user) Museum number (publication text) 
Location 
byscript Transcription 
Apil-ilīšu d. Sîn-rēmēni 
seal B without legend BM 16842a (MHET, 316) Rev a-pil-dingir-šu 
Sîn-iddinam d. Šamaš-tillassu 
seal A with non-relative’s 
legend CBS 1273 (BE 6/1, 28) Rev [...]˹din
?˺-nam 
seal B without legend BM 82044 (CT 8, 46) UE ᵈEN.ZU-i-din-nam 
Ilšu-ibni d. Sîn-nādin-šumi 
seal B without legend Di 1150 LE dingir-šu-ib-ni 
Ibni-Šamaš d. Šamaš-nāṣir 
seal A without legend BM 92565 (CT 33, 33) LE kišib ib-ni-ᵈutu 
Marduk-mušallim d. Nabium-mansum 
seal A without legend BM 79889 (MHET, 480) UE kišib ib-ni-ᵈutu 
Awīl-Sîn d. Kubburum 
seal B without legend Di 889 Rev lú-sin 
Warad-Sîn d. Puzur-Šamaš 
seal A without legend Di 2042 LE kišib ìr-sin 
seal C without legend Di 1964 LE kišib ìr-sin 
Abum-waqar d. Sîn-iddinam 
seal with father’s legend Di 770 LE kišib a-bu-wa-qar 
seal B without legend BM 80337 (BDHP, 33) LE kišib a-bu-wa-qar 
Éulmaš-erībam d. Pirḫi-Amurrum 
seal A without legend Di 987 LE kišib é.ul.maš-e-ri-ba-am 
Ipiq-Annunītum d. Ibni-Šamaš 
seal B without legend Di 948 LE ˹sig-an-nu-ni-tum˺? 
Nabium-nāṣir d. Nūr-ilīšu 








APPENDIX III. CONCORDANCE PUBLICATION – MUSEUM NUMBER 
 
AbB 1, 34 BM 82103  
AbB 1, 95 BM 16941  
AbB 7, 163 BM 80931 
AbB 11, 47 CBS 1808   
AbB 12, 2 BM 97074  
AbB 12, 3 BM 97249  
AbB 12, 7 BM 97227  
AbB 12, 65 BM 97071 
AbB 12, 72 BM 97143 
ANBAR 1975, 109, 
no. 1 BM 13153 
ANBAR 1975, 113, 
no. 3 BM 13280 
ANBAR and STOL 
1991, 22 BM 13323(a) 
FRIEDRICH 1906, 12 Si 123b 
FRIEDRICH 1906, 45 Si 294 
FRIEDRICH 1906, 47 Si 44 
BAP, 4 BM 92547 
BAP, 11 BM 92573 
BAP, 12 VAT 1109 
BAP, 14 BM 92568 
BAP, 19 VAT 799 
BAP, 21 BM 92570 
BAP, 22 VAT 630 
BAP, 25 BM 92564 
BAP, 36 BM 92512 
BAP, 42 BM 92514 
BAP, 48 BM 92534 
BAP, 49 VAT 1468 
BAP, 69 BM 92562 
BAP, 75 VAT 796 
BAP, 81 VAT 704a 
BAP, 95 BM 92542 
BAP, 96 BM 92581(a) 
BAP, 99 VAT 847 
BAP, 102 VAT 758 
BAP, 105 VAT 762 
BAP, 107 BM 92520 
BAP, 110 VAT 842 
BAP, 111 VAT 1473a 
BBVOT I, 6 AO 173b 
BBVOT I, 12 AO 2499 
BBVOT I, 102 AO 7803 
BBVOT I, 105 AO 7806 
BBVOT I, 108 AO 7809 
BBVOT I, 110 AO 7811 
BBVOT I, 111 AO 7812 
BBVOT I, 112 AO 7816 
BBVOT I, 115 AO 7815 
BBVOT I, 116 AO 7817 
BBVOT I, 131 AO 7833 
BBVOT I, 132 AO 7836 
BBVOT I, 140 AO 7844 
BBVOT I, 147 AO 7856 
BBVOT I, 169 AO 8117 
BDHP, 1 BM 92625 
BDHP, 4 BM 80610 
BDHP, 12 BM 82273 
BDHP, 14 BM 82450 BM 82451 
BDHP, 16 BM 80332 
BDHP, 17 BM 80556 
BDHP, 18 BM 80597 
BDHP, 19 BM 80643 
BDHP, 22 BM 82055 
BDHP, 23 BM 82056 
BDHP, 24 BM 82045 
BDHP, 28 BM 80240 
BDHP, 29 BM 80225 
BDHP, 30 BM 80768 
BDHP, 31 BM 82049 
BDHP, 33 BM 80337 
BDHP, 34 BM 82444 
BDHP, 35 BM 82445 
BDHP, 40 BM 82474 
BDHP, 56 BM 80536 
BDHP, 59 BM 80562 
BDHP, 63 BM 80568 
BDHP, 65 BM 80526 
BDHP, 78 BM 80690 
BDHP, 80 BM 80697 
BDHP, 81 BM 80772 
BE 6/1, 13 CBS 1244 
BE 6/1, 17 CBS 1806 
BE 6/1, 19 CBS 433 
BE 6/1, 28 CBS 1273 
BE 6/1, 37 CBS 27 
BE 6/1, 50a CBS 1268 
BE 6/1, 50b CBS 1268 
BE 6/1, 61a CBS 1255 
BE 6/1, 61b CBS 1255 
BE 6/1, 68 CBS 1381 
BE 6/1, 71 CBS 1194 
BE 6/1, 73 CBS 1148 
BE 6/1, 74 CBS 1360 
BE 6/1, 78 CBS 1187 
BE 6/1, 84 CBS 1512 
BE 6/1, 86 CBS 1349 
BE 6/1, 87 CBS 1324 
BE 6/1, 88 CBS 1269 
BE 6/1, 91 CBS 723 
BE 6/1, 95 CBS 1534 
BE 6/1, 96 CBS 1405 
BE 6/1, 99 CBS 360 
BE 6/1, 101 CBS 1524 
BE 6/1, 103 CBS 1522 
BE 6/1, 104 CBS 1645 
BE 6/1, 105 CBS 9478 
BE 6/1, 119 CBS 1863 
BE 6/2, 72a CBS 1588 




BE 6/2, 83 CBS 580 
BE 6/2, 84 CBS 1362 
BE 6/2, 86 CBS 4485 
BE 6/2, 115 CBS 1716 
BE 6/2, 116 CBS 1250 
BE 6/2, 119 CBS 1322 
BE 6/2, 120 CBS 1170 
BE 6/2, 124 CBS 1245 
BE 6/2, 126 CBS 1657 
CHARPIN 1982A, 32 BM 80644 
CHARPIN 1988, 28-
32 HG 96 
CT 2, 3 BM 92511 
CT 2, 17 BM 92593a 
CT 2, 22 BM 80182 
CT 2, 25 BM 92616 
CT 2, 26 BM 92617 
CT 2, 28 BM 92618 
CT 2, 32 BM 80230 
CT 2, 33 BM 80234 
CT 2, 34 BM 92622 
CT 2, 35 BM 80242 
CT 2, 40b BM 80259 
CT 2, 42 BM 92638a 
CT 2, 45 BM 82042 
CT 2, 50 BM 92656 
CT 4, 7b BM 78771 
CT 4, 11a BM 78314 
CT 4, 14b BM 78441 
CT 4, 15a BM 78336 
CT 4, 15b BM 80646 
CT 4, 16b BM 78368 
CT 4, 19b BM 78388 
CT 4, 20a BM 92559 
CT 4, 23b BM 78408 
CT 4, 26b BM 82428 
CT 4, 30c BM 78653 
CT 4, 31b BM 78611 
CT 4, 36b BM 78723 
CT 4, 37b BM 78706 
CT 4, 43b BM 78728 
CT 4, 47b BM 80338 
CT 4, 48a BM 92584 
CT 4, 48b BM 78781 
CT 4, 49b BM 92586 
CT 4, 50a BM 92615 
CT 4, 50b BM 78787 
CT 6, 6 BM 80156 
CT 6, 15-18 BM 80168 
CT 6, 19a BM 92614 
CT 6, 20a BM 80205 
CT 6, 26a BM 80271 
CT 6, 29 BM 80283 
CT 6, 30a BM 80285 
CT 6, 33b BM 80449 
CT 6, 35c BM 80563 
CT 6, 37b BM 80571 
CT 6, 37c BM 80598 
CT 6, 40c BM 82512 
CT 6, 42b BM 92658 
CT 6, 43 BM 92641 
CT 6, 44a BM 82269 
CT 6, 45 BM 82416 
CT 6, 46 BM 82435 
CT 6, 47a BM 82448 
CT 6, 47b BM 82430 
CT 6, 48a BM 92660 
CT 6, 49a BM 92661 
CT 8, 1a BM 78174 
CT 8, 1b BM 80312 
CT 8, 2a BM 78178 
CT 8, 2b BM 80609 
CT 8, 3a BM 92506 
CT 8, 3b BM 78208 
CT 8, 4a BM 78181 
CT 8, 6b BM 82408 
CT 8, 8b BM 80633 
CT 8, 8e BM 81066 
CT 8, 9a BM 78313 
CT 8, 9b BM 92523 
CT 8, 10a BM 80227 
CT 8, 10b BM 92530 
CT 8, 10c BM 80549 
CT 8, 11b BM 92628 
CT 8, 11c BM 80459 
CT 8, 12a BM 78338 
CT 8, 12c BM 82410 
CT 8, 13c BM 80207 
CT 8, 14a BM 78340 
CT 8, 14c BM 80675 
CT 8, 15b BM 92538 
CT 8, 17b BM 78337 
CT 8, 19a BM 80512 
CT 8, 21a BM 80356 
CT 8, 21b BM 80330 
CT 8, 22a BM 78376 
CT 8, 23b BM 80348 
CT 8, 25a BM 80164 
CT 8, 26a BM 80196 
CT 8, 27a BM 80198 
CT 8, 28a BM 82052a 
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APPENDIX IV. INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES 
 
For the sake of convenience the family members (as given in the family trees in PART I) are 
distinguished from the other persons that are mentioned in this study; for the former it is indicated to 
which family they belong by adding the number of their respective families as given throughout this 
study (I-XIII). All the persons’ patronymics and titles are given, if attested. When a person is 
mentioned in a footnote, the page numbers are followed by ‘n’ (between brackets if a person is 
mentioned in the text as well as in a footnote). 
 
IV.1. THE FAMILY MEMBERS 
 
[...] 
sister of Ili-išmeanni (VII), nadītum Šamaš 
  109 
Abum-waqar 
d. Ṭāb-ilīšu (III), tamkārum  
 67(n)-68, 70-71, 73, 259, 271, 274, 
302, 304, 308, 315, 323, 332 
Adad-rēmēni 
d. Damu-galzu (XI), rakbum, petûm  
 155-165(n), 259, 261, 266, 270-271, 
273, 276(n), 278, 282(n), 284, 305, 
309, 311, 328-329, 334, 336, 360 
Aḫatani 
dm. Ilšu-bāni (VII), šugītum 
 12n, 109-110, 258 
Aḫi-ai-amši 
d. Ili-išmeanni (VII): 109 
Aja-rīšat 
dm. Ilabrat-bāni (X), wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 139-141, 144, 146-148, 259, 270, 273, 
305, 334n 
dm. Ilšu-ibni (II), nadītum Šamaš 
 51-52(n), 258 
Aja-šitti 
dm. Būr-Nunu (X), wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 139-141, 143-144, 146-148, 259, 
262n, 272, 305   
Aja-tallik 
dm. Būr-Nunu (X), wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 139-141(n), 144-147, 259, 270, 272, 
305 
dm. Ilabrat-bāni (X), nadītum Šamaš 
 139-141 
dm. Ilšu-ibni (II), nadītum Šamaš 
 51-52(n), 258 
Amat-bēltim 
dm. Ipiq-Annunītum (I), nadītum Šamaš 
 35-37(n), 258 
Amat-Mamu 
dm. Sîn-nādin-šumi (I), nadītum Šamaš 
  35, 37(n), 40-41, 46, 258, 261, 263, 
271, 303 
Amat-Marduk 
dm. Sîn-erībam (I), nadītum Šamaš 





d. Warad-Sîn Jr. (XII), šangû Šamaš 
 167, 168n, 170-171, 258, 273, 281, 
283, 306 
d. Warad-Sîn Sr. (XII), šangû Šamaš 
 64n, 167-168(n), 170-173, 175-176, 
258, 273, 280, 306, 308, 329-330, 
332, 335-337 
Annum-pī-Šamaš 
d. Warad-Sîn (XII), šangû Šamaš 
 167-168(n), 170, 172, 258, 273, 305, 
308, 316, 329 
Arrabum 
d. Ibni-Amurrum (IXa), mārûm 
 125, 128-131(n), 136-137, 259, 272, 
305, 327, 337-338, 361 
Atanaḫ-ili 
d. Ṣilli-Šamaš (VIII), nagarum 
 115-118(n), 120, 123, 258, 260, 272, 
275, 304 
Awāt-Aja 
dm. Ibbi-Ilabrat (I), nadītum Šamaš 
 35, 37 
dm. Warad-Sîn (XII) 
 167, 170, 258, 263, 269, 273, 306 
Awīl-Sîn 
d. Ilšu-bāni (VII) 
 109, 111, 113-114, 272, 304, 326, 337 
d. Rīm-Adad (II) 
 51-52(n), 55, 56, 271, 275, 304 
d. Sîn-bēl-aplim (II), dajjānum 
 51-61(n), 65, 189(n), 196-197, 260-
261, 271, 279, 281, 304 
d. Šamaš-[...] (IXb), mārûm 
 125-126(n), 130, 131n, 132-137, 259, 
263-264, 272, 275, 279, 281, 285n 
305, 311, 327, 332, 335n, 344, 359 
Baši-ilum 
d. Sîn-rēmēni (IXa), mārûm 
 125, 128-131(n), 136, 259, 272, 305, 
327 
Bēlānum 








d. Ipiq-Annunītum (I) 
 35, 36n, 38-42(n), 44-45, 97n, 188, 
195-196, 255-256, 271, 277, 301, 303 
Būr-Nunu 
d. Imlik-Sîn (X), wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 24n, 139-141(n), 143-147(n), 153, 
258-259, 262n, 265, 270, 272, 283-
284, 302, 305, 309, 328 
d. Ninšubur-mansum (X), wakil nadiātim 
Šamaš 
 139-142(n), 149, 151-152, 154, 259, 
273, 328, 332 
Būr-Sîn (-Aja?) 
d. [...], ancestor (X) 
 139-140(n), 142-143, 149, 153, 155, 
159n, 259, 262, 264, 267(n), 269, 270, 
276-277, 283, 310-311, 328, 334 
Damiqtum 
dm. Šamaš-tappašu (XII) 
 167, 170, 258, 263, 269, 273, 306 
Damu-galzu 
ancestor (XI), rakbum, kisalluḫḫum 
 155-158(n), 160, 162, 164-165, 259, 
261, 263-264, 266, 270, 273, 276-
277(n), 282, 284, 305, 309-310, 328 
Eriš-ilum 
d. Imlik-Sîn (X): 139-140 
Erišti-Aja 
dm. Imlik-Sîn (X), wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 139, 141, 143, 145, 147, 259, 270, 
272, 276, 305 
Erra-a[...] 
d. [...], ancestor (II) 
 14, 51-53(n), 55-56, 58-62, 65, 188, 
194, 259, 261, 263, 271, 275, 277, 
279, 281, 283, 303, 323 
Etel-pī-Šamaš 
d. Iddin-Šamaš (IV), dajjānum 
 75-77(n), 80, 82-84, 191, 193-195(n), 
197-198, 255, 260, 304 
Eidimana-mansum 
d. Kalūmum (XI), petûm 
 155-156, 158-159(n), 161-162, 164-
165, 259, 273, 278, 305, 309, 311, 
328-329, 332, 335, 337    
Gimil-Adad 
d. Utu-šumundib (II) 
 51-52, 190, 194, 255, 304  
Gimil-Marduk 
d. Ṣilli-Šamaš (VIII), dajjānum 
 115-123(n), 192, 196-197, 255-256, 
260, 266, 272, 275, 279, 281, 284, 
301, 304-305, 311, 326-327(n), 335, 
336   
Ḫuzalum 
d. Kalūmum (XI) 
 155-156, 158, 162, 164, 259, 273, 
305, 328, 332, 334, 337 
 
Iballuṭ 
d. Adad-rēmēni (XI), petûm 
 155-156, 259 
Ibbi-Ilabrat 
d. Bēlšunu (I) 
 35-36(n), 40, 46, 271, 303 
d. Sîn-erībam (I) 
 35-36(n), 39(n), 41-42, 44, 46, 50n, 
187, 193, 255, 258-259, 261-263, 265, 
271, 277, 280, 282, 284, 303, 313, 
314, 322, 347n 
Ibbi-Šamaš 
d. Sîn-māgir (IV), dajjānum 
 75, 77-78(n), 80, 83(n), 85-88, 190-
191, 193, 195, 197-198, 255, 260, 
266, 272, 275, 280, 302, 304, 313-
314(n), 324, 332-335 
Ibni-[...] 
d. Warad-Sîn (I) 
 35-36(n), 46-47(n), 49, 259, 271, 303, 
322, 337 
Ibni-Adad 
d. Nūr-Šamaš (VI), dajjānum 
 101-103(n) 
d. Sîn-iddinam (VI), dajjānum 
 101-103(n), 106-108(n), 260, 272, 
280, 304, 325, 332-333 
Ibni-Amurrum 
d. Šamaš-nāṣir (IXa), mārûm 
 125-137(n), 259, 272, 276-279, 281, 
305, 311, 327, 337, 361 
Ibni-Marduk 
d. Ipiq-Annunītum (I) 
 38, 40, 260-261, 266, 271, 279, 283, 
303 
d. Sîn-bēl-aplim (II) 
 51, 53-58(n), 59-62, 189, 196, 255-
256, 271, 275, 301, 304 
Ibni-Sîn 
d. Sîn-iddinam (V), ‘dumu.é.dub.ba.a’ 
 89-90(n), 93, 95-98(n), 100, 260, 272, 
275, 304, 325, 334-335 
Iddin-Amurrum  
d. Ilšu-bāni (VII) 
 109, 112-113, 272, 275, 277, 304, 
326, 337 
Iddin-Šamaš 
d. Sîn-māgir (IV), dajjānum 
 75-77, 80, 85, 181, 193, 194-195(n), 
197-198, 255, 260, 272, 304 
Ilabrat-bāni  
d. Būr-Nunu (X), wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 139-146(n), 148-149, 151, 153, 258-
259, 265, 270, 272, 283-284, 305, 
309, 328, 334n, 336, 360, 368  
Ilān-šemeia 
d. Sîn-māgir (IV) 







d. Ibbi-Ilabrat (I): 35-36 
Ili-išmeanni 
d. [...], ancestor (VII) 
 109-114(n), 258, 261, 263, 270, 272, 
275, 277, 304, 326  
Ilšu-bāni 
d. Bēlšunu (I) 
 35-36(n), 40, 46-47, 271, 303 
d. Ibbi-Ilabrat (I), tamkārum, wakil tamkārī 
 10n, 35-37(n), 39-41, 43(n), 45, 47-
48(n), 50, 68n, 188, 195, 255, 259, 
261-263(n), 265, 271, 277, 278, 280, 
282, 284, 303, 311, 313-314, 322, 
334- 335(n), 347n 
d. Ibbi-Šamaš (IV) 
 75-76(n), 80, 82, 85, 87, 191, 304 
d. Ili-išmeanni (VII) 
 12n, 109-110, 112, 258, 272, 275, 
277, 304, 322, 337 
d. Sîn-iddinam (V) 
 89-90, 96-100, 272, 275, 304, 333 
Ilšu-ibni(šu) 
d. Erra-a[...] (II), wakil tamkārī 
 51-53(n), 55-56, 59, 61-62(n), 64-65, 
188-189, 194, 196-198, 258-259, 261-
263, 266n, 271, 275, 279, 280-283, 
303-304, 323, 336, 360 
d. Sîn-iqīšam (XII), šangû Šamaš 
 167-168, 170, 173-174, 258, 273, 306, 
329-330 
Ilšu-nāṣir 
d. Abum-waqar (III), tamkārum 
 67-68(n), 70-72(n), 259, 265, 271, 
302(n), 304, 308, 311, 315, 323, 336  
Iluni 
d. Ilšu-bāni (VII): 12n, 109-110, 143  
d. Sîn-nādin-šumi (I): 35-36 
Imlik-Sîn 
d. Būr-Sîn (X) 
 139(n), 141, 258-259, 267(n), 270, 
272, 284, 302, 305, 309 
Ipiq-Annunītum 
d. Ilšu-bāni (I), tamkārum (?) 
 35-39(n), 42, 44-50, 188, 195, 255-
256, 258-259, 261-262(n), 271, 275-
278, 301, 303, 311, 322, 334-335(n), 
347n 
d. Nūratum (V) 
 89(n), 92-93, 272, 304, 325 
d. Sîn-iddinam Jr. (V) 
 89-90(n), 92-97(n), 272, 304, 325, 
334-335(n) 
d. Sîn-iddinam Sr. (V) 
 89(n), 94-95, 272, 304, 325, 333 
Ipiq-ilīšu 
d. Gimil-Marduk (VIII), dajjānum 
 115-123(n), 260, 272, 275, 279, 281, 
284, 304-305, 311, 326-327, 335-336 
 
Ipiq-Ningal 
d. Ilšu-bāni (I) 
 35, 37n, 39(n), 41-42, 44, 188, 195, 
255, 303 
Ipqu-Šala 
d. Sîn-nādin-šumi (I): 35-36 
Kalūmum 
d. Adad-rēmēni (XI), petûm (?) 
 155-156(n), 158-165, 259, 273, 278, 
282-283, 305, 309, 311, 328-329, 332, 
334-335, 337, 360 
Lamassāni  
dm. Ili-išmeanni (VII), nadītum Šamaš 
 109-110(n), 112, 114, 258(n), 261, 
263, 270, 272, 275, 277, 304  
Lipit-Ištar 
d. Šamaš-tappašu (XII), šangû Šamaš 
 167-168, 170, 172-174, 258, 273, 306, 
308, 316, 329-330 
Mārat-amma 
spouse of Ili-išmeanni (VII): 109 
Marduk-mušallim 
d. Sîn-iddinam (VI) 
 101, 104-106, 108(n), 192-193, 195-
196, 255-256, 301, 304, 313, 315 
Mudādum 
d. Uštašni-ilum (XIII) 
 177-180(n), 193, 255, 273, 275, 279, 
281, 283, 306, 310n, 311, 330-331, 
334-335(n), 337 
Nabium-lamassašu 
d. Ibni-Adad (VI), dajjānum 
 101-103(n), 260 
Nannaja 
d. Ibbi-Ilabrat (I): 35-36 
Narām-Sîn 
d. Mudādum (XIII) 
 177-181, 273, 275, 281, 306, 310-
311(n), 330-331, 335(n) 
Ninšubur-mansum 
d. Ilabrat-bāni (X), wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 139-142(n), 149-152(n), 154, 159n, 
259, 265, 272-273, 305, 328, 332, 
336, 360 
Nūratum 
d. [...], ancestor (V) 
 12n, 89-91(n), 97, 99, 261, 272, 275, 
279, 281, 304, 325, 332, 334, 359 
d. Ilšu-nāṣir (III) 
 67 
d. Ipiq-Annunītum (V) 
 89(n), 91-95(n), 272, 325, 333, 335n 
Nūr-Kabta 
d. Ilšu-ibnīšu (XII), šangû Šamaš 
 167-168, 258 
Nūr-Sumuqan 
d. Ilšu-nāṣir (III), tamkārum 
 67-73(n), 259, 265, 271, 304, 308, 






d. [...], ancestor (VI), dajjānum 
 101-104(n), 106-107, 192, 260, 264, 
272, 274, 280, 304, 325 
Rīm-Adad 
d. Ilšu-ibni (II) 
 51, 55-56, 61, 271, 275, 304 
Rīš-Šamaš 
d. Warad-Sîn (I) 
 35-36(n), 38, 49, 110, 271, 303, 322, 
337 
Sîn-abūšu 
d. Mudādum (XIII): 177-179, 306 
Sîn-aḫam-iddinam 
d. Sîn-iqīšam (XII), šangû Šamaš 
 167, 170-171, 258(n), 273, 306  
Sîn-bāni 
d. Šamaš-ilum (X), wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 139-142(n), 144-146(n), 148-149, 
152-153, 259, 265, 270, 273, 283, 
305, 309, 311n, 368  
Sîn-bēl-aplim 
d. Ilšu-ibni (II) 
 51-52, 54n, 57-58, 60-61, 189, 196-
197, 255-256, 260, 271, 275, 279, 
281, 301, 304 
d. Sîn-māgir (IV), dajjānum 
 75-77, 79-86, 88, 190, 196-197, 260, 
266, 272, 274, 280, 302n, 304 
Sîn-erībam  
d. [...], ancestor (I) 
 10n, 13-14, 35-36, 38-43, 47(n), 49, 
68n, 187, 193, 255, 258, 261-262, 
277, 283, 303, 322 
Sîn-iddinam 
d. Nūratum Jr. (V) 
 89-90(n), 92-97(n), 258, 260, 272, 
279n,  304, 325, 333, 335 
d. Nūratum Sr. (V) 
 12n, 89-91(n), 94-98(n), 100, 272, 
279, 281, 292n, 304, 325, 333-334 
d. Nūr-Šamaš (VI), dajjānum 
 101-104(n), 106-108(n), 192-193, 
195, 255-256, 260, 272, 274, 280, 
301, 304, 313, 315, 325, 332-334 
d. Sîn-erībam (I): 35-36 
Sîn-imguranni 
d. Ilšu-ibni (II) 
 51, 53-58(n), 60-61, 189, 194, 271, 
275, 304 
Sîn-išmeanni 
d. Ibni-Marduk (I), dajjānum 
 35, 37-38, 40-42(n), 46, 50, 260-261, 
266, 271, 279, 283, 303,  
Sîn-iqīšam 
d. Warad-Sîn (XII), šangû Šamaš 





d. [...], ancestor (IV) 
 75-77, 79-81, 83, 86, 88, 190, 196-
197, 260, 264, 266, 272, 274-275, 
280, 302, 304, 313-314, 324 
d. Sîn-iddinam (VI), dajjānum (?) 
 101-108(n), 192, 260, 272, 280, 304, 
325-326, 332-334 
Sîn-mušallim 
d. Sîn-imguranni (II): 51, 54 
Sîn-nādin-šumi 
d. Ipiq-Ningal (I) 
 35-36, 258, 261, 263, 271, 303 
Sîn-rēmēni 
d. Ibbi-Ilabrat (I) 
 35-36, 39, 43(n), 45, 271, 303 
d. Šamaš-nāṣir (IXa), mārûm 
 125, 127-136(n), 259, 272, 276, 305, 
327 
Šamaš-[...] 
d. [...], ancestor (IXb) 
 125, 131, 259, 263-264, 272, 275, 
305, 327, 354 
Šamaš-ilum 
d. Būr-Nunu (X), wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 68n, 139-141(n), 144-145, 152, 259, 
265, 270, 273, 283, 305 
Šamaš-nāṣir 
d. [...], ancestor (IXa) 
 125-127, 130-133, 137, 259, 263-264, 
272, 276-277, 279, 281, 305, 327 
d. Sîn-nādin-šumi (I): 35 
Šamaš-nūr-mātim 
d. Abum-waqar (III), tamkārum (?) 
 67-69(n), 71, 73, 259, 271, 304, 323, 
332-333, 359 
Šamaš-tappašu 
d. Annum-pī-Aja (XII), šangû Šamaš 
 167-168(n), 170, 173, 258, 273, 306, 
329, 332, 336-337, 359 
d. Annum-pī-Šamaš (XII), šangû Šamaš 
 167-168(n), 170, 172, 174, 258, 263, 
269, 273, 305-306, 308, 329 
Šarrum-Šamaš 
d. Ilšu-nāṣir (III), tamkārum 
 67-72(n), 259, 271, 304, 308 
Šāt-Aja 
dm. Sîn-iddinam (V), nadītum Šamaš 
 89-90(n), 93-94(n), 96-97, 258, 272, 
279n, 304, 325, 333-334, 359 
Ṣiḫti-lumur 
dm. Atanaḫ-ili (VIII), šugītum 
 115-116(n), 258 
Ṣilli-Šamaš 
d. [...], ancestor (VIII) 
 115(n), 117, 121, 123, 192, 196-197, 
255-256, 260-261, 266, 272, 279, 281, 







d. [...], ancestor (III), tamkārum 
 67-71(n), 73, 259, 262, 264, 269, 271, 
274, 304, 308, 310, 315, 323 
Tarībum 
d. Ibni-Amurrum (IXa), mārûm 
 125, 128-133(n), 135-137, 259, 272, 
276, 278, 281, 305, 311, 327, 337-338 
Tarībuša 
d. Ibbi-Šamaš (IV), dajjānum (?) 
 75-77, 79-82, 85-88, 191, 193, 197, 
255, 260, 272, 280, 304, 324, 332, 
334 
Uštašni-ilum 
d. [...], ancestor (XIII) 
 177-178, 181, 193, 258n, 273, 275, 
279, 281, 283, 306, 310n, 330-331, 
334, 337 
Utu-šumundib 
d. Ilšu-ibni (II), dajjānum, wakil tamkārī 
 51-53(n), 56, 58-60, 62-64(n), 188, 
194, 196-198, 259, 261(n), 266n, 271, 
280, 282, 303, 323, 336, 360 
Warad-ilīšu 
d. Gimil-Adad (II) 
 51-52, 54, 58, 61, 190, 194, 255, 304 
d. Ibbi-Šamaš (IV), dajjānum 
 75-78(n), 80-82, 84, 86(n), 190, 195, 
197-198, 260, 304, 333 
 
Warad-Kubi 
d. Awīl-Sîn (IXb), mārûm 
 125-136(n), 259, 263-264, 272, 275, 
305, 311, 327, 332-333, 335n, 344 
Warad-Mamu 
d. Sîn-nādin-šumi (I): 35-36 
Warad-Sîn 
d. [...], ancestor (XII), šangû Šamaš (?) 
 12n, 64n, 167-170(n), 173, 175, 258, 
262-264, 269, 273, 275, 279, 281n, 
305, 309, 311, 316, 329 
d. Ibbi-Šamaš (IV), dajjānum 
 75-79(n), 86-88, 260, 272, 280, 304, 
324, 332, 335 
d. Ipiq-Annunītum (I), erib bīti-priest 
 35-37(n), 39-41, 46, 258-259, 261, 
271, 275-277, 303, 322, 337 
d. Lipit-Ištar (XII), šangû Šamaš 
 64n, 167-168(n), 173-174, 258, 273, 
280, 306, 329-330 
d. Šamaš-tappašu (XII), šangû Šamaš 
 167-168(n), 170, 172, 258, 273, 281, 
283, 306 
Warad-Ulmaššītum 
d. Awīl-Sîn (IXb), mārûm 
 125-131(n), 134-136, 259, 272, 281, 
305, 327, 332-333, 335n, 344 
spouse of Ṣiḫti-lumur (VIII) 





IV.2. OTHER PERSONS MENTIONED IN THE TEXT 
 
[...]-tum 
d. Salimu: 91n 
Abaja 
d. Šamšatum: 236 
Abum-waqar 
d. Sîn-iddinam, nāgirum  
 246, 248, 341, 343, 350 
d. Utul-Ištar, šangû Ištar: 350-351 
Adad-bāni 
d. Adad-šarrum: 237 
Adad-mansum 
d. Šamaš-liwwir: 68n 
Adad-šarrum 
d. Inbuša, petûm: 264n 
Adaja 
d. Ibni-Adad: 235 
Adajatum 
d. Sîn-gāmil: 227, 233 
Adidum 
d. Sîn-iddinam: 346 
Aḫam-arši 
d. Lipit-Ištar: 347 
Aḫassunu 
dm. Šamaš-uš-PA: 237, 251n, 355n 
Aḫi-šagiš 
d. Šiklanum, ‘dumu.é.dub.ba.a’: 349 
Aḫujatum 
d. Sîn-iddinam, rē’um: 208, 211 353-354  
Akšak-iddinam 
d. Sîn-iqīšam, tamkārum (?) 
 10n, 47n, 347, 351(n) 
Amat-bēltim 
dm. Ilšu-bāni, nadītum Šamaš: 263n 
dm. Išar-lim, nadītum Šamaš: 263n 
dm. Nūr-Šamaš, nadītum Šamaš: 263n 
Amat-Mamu 
dm. Awīl-Nabium, nadītum Šamaš: 263n 
Amat-Šamaš 
dm. Puḫum, nadītum Šamaš: 263n 
dm. Sîn-imguranni: 236 
dm. Sîn-iqīšam, nadītum Šamaš: 263n 
Amri-ilīšu 
d. Narām-Ea, rabiānum, wakil bītim: 352 
Amurrum-bāni 
d. Ilum-mušallim, petûm: 264n 
Ana-Šamaš-liṣi 
d. Nidnuša: 236 
Annum-pī-Ištar 
d. Sîn-iqīšam, kalû:  
Annum-pīša 
d. Bazazum: 347, 351 
d. Lipit-Sîn: 235 
d. Sîn-erībam: 241 
d. Sîn-iddinam: 213-214, 216 
d. Šamaš-abuni: 228, 233 
Apil-ilīšu 
d. Sîn-rēmēni: 243, 248 
 
Asalluḫi-mansum 
d. Awīl-[...], šangû Marduk: 343 
Aššur-iddinam 
d. Sallum, tamkārum (?): 346, 351 
Attâ 
d. Mār-erṣetim, wakil ugārim: 229, 233 
Awīl-Adad 
d. Ili-ušati, šīrāšûm: 221, 249n, 250n, 253n 
Awīlatum 
d. Siatu-emaḫ: 353 
Awīl-ili(m) 
d. Abatija: 235 
d. Iddin-ilum: 202 
Awīl-Ištar 
d. Ibni-Šamaš: 208, 211 
Awīl-Sîn 
d. [...]: 236 
d. Ilšu-ibni, dajjānum: 111n 
d. Kubburum, rē’um: 245 
Awīl-Šamaš 
d. Sîn-puṭram: 235, 237, 238 
Battatum 
(alleged) spouse of Warad-Kubi: 126n 
Bazazum 
d. Ikūn-pī-Ištar, ‘a.igi.du8’: 347 
Bēlanum 
d. Etel-pī-Šamaš: 353 
d. Ipiq-erṣetim: 202, 205n 
Bēlessunu 
dm. Bīt-māgir: 237 
Bēlijatum 
d. Ilšu-bāni: 87 
Bēlšunu 
d. [...]: 237 
d. [...] (father of Sîn-mušallim): 350 
d. Adad-nāṣir, kutīmum: 203-205 
d. Ḫābil-kinu: 350 
d. Ilšu-bāni: 208, 211 
d. Liballuṭ: 341 
d. Mannum-kīma-ilija: 235 
d. Puzur-Sîn, tamkārum (?): 339, 343 
Budium 
d. Warad-Erra: 235 
Bulālum 
d. Akīm, petûm: 264n, 299n 
Būr-Aja 
d. Aḫam-arši: 347 
Būr-Sîn  
d. Sîn-šeme: 68n 
Būr-Sîn 
d. Ṣilīlum: 68n, 201(n), 204-205 
Damu-galzu 
d. [...], ṭupšarrum: 156n 
Daqum 
d. Pala-Adad: 201 
Emuqšu-dan 






d. Uštašni-ilum: 227, 233-234 
Erībam 
d. Imgur-Sîn: 346 
d. Šamaš-rābi: 201, 204 
Erišti-Aja 
dm. Šarrum-Adad, nadītum Šamaš: 263n 
Erišti-Šamaš 
dm. Ilšu-ibni, nadītum Šamaš: 91n 
Erra-abu 
d. Iddin-Erra: 52n 
Erra-ašarēd 
d. Ilšu-ibbīšu: 52n 
Erraja 
d. Šamaš-uš-PA: 237, 251n, 355n 
Erra-muballiṭ 
d. Ilšu-ibbīšu, tamkārum (?): 338, 343  
Etel-pī-Nabium 
d. Marduk-mušallim, šangû Aja: 263n 
d. Šalim-paliḫšu, šangû Šamaš: 262n 
Eṭerum 
d. Ili-dajjān: 236 
Eulmaš-erībam 
d. Pirḫi-Amurrum, rē’um: 246 
Gimil-Gula 
d. [...], ṭupšarrum: 236(n) 
Ḫābil-aḫi 
d. Tarībum: 214-218, 251n, 356 
Ḫābil-kinu 
d. Ibbi-Šamaš: 350 
Ḫajabni-el 
d. [...]: 91n 
Ibbija 
d. Abum-waqar: 226 
Ibni-[...] 
d. Ilšu-nāṣir: 349 
d. Sîn-iddinam: 353 
Ibni-Adad 
d. Ilšu-ibni: 236, 238 
d. Kubburum, wakil tamkārī: 263n 
d. Ninurta-nīšu: 126n 
d. Sîn-iqīšam: 240 
Ibni-[Adad?] 
d. Warad-Sîn, wakil nadiātim Šamaš: 36n  
Ibni-Amurru 
d. Awīl-Nanna: 232 
Ibni-Enlil 
d. Adi-anniam: 227, 233 
Ibni-Erra 
d. Etel-pī-Erra: 225 
Ibni-Marduk 
d. Etel-pī-Šamaš: 353 
Ibni-Sîn 
d. Bēlšunu: 341 
Ibni-Šamaš 
d. Sîn-iqīšam: 226-227 
d. Šamaš-nāṣir, dajjānum: 244 
Ibni-šerum 
d. Etel-pī-[...]: 193n 
d. Puḫum: 231-232, 234, 250n, 253n 
Idadum 
d. Palâ-Sîn, petûm: 264n 
Iddatum 
d. Adad-nāṣir: 353 
d. Bēlšunu: 221-222, 249n, 253n 
Iddin-Adad 
d. Mār-Nintu: 350n 
Iddin-Dagan 
d. Mār-erṣetim: 236 
Iddin-Ea 
d. Ibni-Šamaš, dajjānum: 247n, 354, 356 
Iddin-Marduk 
d. Pirḫi-ilīšu, rabi ḫāṭṭim: 242 
Iddin-Nabium 
d. [...]: 119n 
Iddin-Šamaš 
d. Ipqatum: 227, 233 
Iddin-Zababa 
d. [...]: 236 
Ikūn-pī-Sîn 
d. [...], šangû Aja: 263n 
Ili-amtaḫar 
d. Lipit-Ištar: 219-220 
Ilum-apil 
d. Awīl-Adad: 236 
Ili-iddinam 
d. [...]: 214, 216-218 
Ili-iqīšam 
d. [...]: 236, 238, 249n 
d. Sîn-nādin-šumi: 221-222, 249n, 253n 
Ili-išmeanni 
d. Awīl-Adad: 236 
Ili-ištikal 
d. Ḫunnubum: 235 
Ili-ite 
d. Uštašni-ilum: 227-228, 233 
Ilšu-abūšu  
d. Šamaš-gāmil: 202 
d. Zikir-ilīšu: 348 
Ilšu-bāni 
d. [...], tamkārum: 348 
d. Andulli-Šamaš: 340 
d. Ibnīja: 225 
d. Ikūn-pī-Ištar: 352 
d. Imgur-Sîn: 201 
d. Ipqatum: 241 
Ilšu-ibbīšu 
d. Ipiq-Ištar, tamkārum 
 338, 344-345, 359-360 
Ilšu-ibni 
d. Ibni-Marduk, gallābum: 241-242 
d. Sîn-nādin-šumi, ša abullim: 244 
d. Šamaš-bāni, dajjānum: 265n 
Ilšu-nāṣir 
d. Sîn-iqīšam, ṭupšarrum: 349 
Iltani 
dm. Sîn-muballiṭ, nadītum Šamaš: 263n 
Ilum-mušallim 






d. [...]: 119n 
Imgur-Sîn 
d. [...]: 346 
Ipḫur-Šamaš 
d. Siatu-emaḫ: 353 
Ipiq-Annunītum 
d. Ali-banīšu: 349 
d. Ibni-Šamaš, dajjānum: 247, 354, 356 
d. Šarrum-Adad: 348, 351 
Ipqatum 
d. Tarībum: 214-218(n), 251n, 356 
Ipqu-Mamu 
d. Ilšu-bāni: 87 
Ipqu-Nabium 
d. Erībam-[...]: 349 
Ipquša 
d. Nanaja: 237 
Iškur-mansum 
d. Adad-šarrum, wakil tamkārī: 263n 
d. Marduk-tajjar: 347 
Iškur-zimu 
d. Tarībum, ṭupšarrum: 229, 233-234 
Išme-[...] 
d. Ikūn-pī-Šamaš, šangû Šamaš: 262n 
Išme-Sîn 
d. Ikūn-pī-Uraš, šangû Šamaš: 262n 
Itti-Enlil-qinni 
d. Iddin-Ilum, wakil tamkārī: 68n 
Iṭur-pī-ilum 
d. Me’isum: 205n 
Kubburum 
d. [...] (1): 87 
d. [...] (2): 222-223 
d. [...] (3): 223 
Kubbutum 
d. Sinatum: 354 
d. Sîn-išmeanni: 214-218 
Lamassāni 
dm. Awīl-Sîn, nadītum Šamaš: 236 
Lipit-Adad 
d. [...]: 236 
Lipit-Sîn 
d. Mār-Šamaš, dajjānum: 349, 351 
Lu-Ninsianna 
d. Ekibigi: 91n 
Mammassu 
d. [...], mārûm: 229, 233 
Manīja 
d. Imgur-Sîn: 235 
Mannum-rabīši 
d. Ana-ilīu-liṣi: 340, 345 
Mār-Amma 
d. Iddin-Nabium, mārûm: 126n, 203 
d. Puzur-Šamaš, šangû Gula: 355 
Mārat-erṣetim 
dm. Aḫi-ai-amši: 109n 
Mār-erṣetim 
d. Warad-Erra: 235, 237-238, 251n, 355n 
 
Mār-Sippar 
d. Lugal-gudua: 235(n) 
Mār-Šamaš 
d. Annum-pīša: 349 
Marduk-dajjān  
d. [...], mārûm: 229-230, 233-234 
Marduk-lamassašu 
d. Sîn-mušallim, wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 263n 
Marduk-mušallim 
d. Ipqu-Nabium: 248n, 349-350 
d. Nabium-mansum: 244, 247-248, 339 
d. Nūr-ilīšu, šangû Annunītum: 355 
d. Sîn-erībam, šangû Aja: 262n 
Marduk-nāṣir 
d. Etel-pī-Nabium, šangû Aja: 342, 360 
Marduk-nīšu 
d. Marduk-[...], wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 263n 
Marduk-tajjar 
d. Bulālum: 347 
Mārûm 
d. Ilšu-bāni: 109n 
Maṣi?-ili  
d. [...]: 236 
Munawwīrum 
d. Awīl-Ninsianna, wakil nadiātim Šamaš 
 263n 
d. Ikūn-pīša: 202 
d. Sîn-iddinam: 201 
Nābi-ilīšu 
d. Ipquša: 235, 238 
Nabium-bēl-zērim 
d. [...]: 222-223 
Nabium-mansum 
d. Liwwiram: 339 
Nabium-nāṣir 
d. Nūr-ilīšu: 247 
Nanna-amaḫ 
d. [...]: 101n 
Nanna-ibila-mansum 
d. Liburram: 340-341, 344 
Nanna-mansum 
d. Ikūn-pī-Ištar, tamkārum: 352 
Nanna-šumen 
d. Šamaš-rābi: 235 
Narām-ili 
d. Narām-Ea: 352 
Narām-ilīšu 
d. Ali-hāṭ-Šamaš: 201n, 202, 204-205 
d. Nūr-Gibil, gudapsû: 248n, 348, 350-351 
Niddin-Eulmaš 
d. [...]: 119n 
Nidnatum 
d. Ṣilli-Adad, kutīmum: 203-204 
Nīši-inīšu 
dm. Aja-Ḫammu, nadītum Šamaš: 263n 
Nūr-Gibil 






d. [...]: 235 
Nūr-Šamaš 
d. Sîn-šeme: 68n 
Pirḫi-ilīšu 
d. Sîn-nāṣir: 237 
Puḫum 
d. Šamaš-imitti: 235, 238 
Puzur-Sîn 
d. Erībam, tamkārum: 339, 344 
Rapaš-ṣilli-Ea 
d. Šul-Ilabrat, wakil nadiātim Šamaš: 263n 
Rīš-Erra 
d. Šamaš-nāṣir: 91n 
Rīš-Šamaš 
d. Nūr-ilīšu, šangû Annunītum: 355 
Sabium-ilī 
d. [...], petûm: 264n 
Sallum 
d. Ipiq-Ištar, tamkārum: 346 
Sarriqum 
d. Ekibigi: 91n 
Sîn-abūšu 
d. Burtum: 235  
Sîn-bāni 
d. Assaluḫi-mansum, šangû Šamaš 
 343-344 
d. Igmillum: 46 
d. Šamaš-ilum, wakil nadiātim: 68n 
Sîn-ennam 
d. Sîn-imitti, šangû Šamaš: 262n 
Sîn-erībam 
d. Ikūn-pīša: 68n, 206, 210, 212 
d. Tarībatum: 230 
Sîn-gāmil 
d. Warad-Sîn: 254 
Sîn-iddinam 
d. [...] (1): 235 
d. [...] (2): 346 
d. [...], rabiān ‘ud.kib.nun’: 68n 
d. [...]-parum: 224 
d. Enlil-a[...], šangû Šamaš: 262n 
d. GÌR-nāṣir: 109n 
d. Iddin-Šamaš: 201, 204 
d. Ilšu-bāni, nappāḫum: 340 
d. Mār-[...]: 341 
d. Mār-Šamaš: 228, 233 
d. Sîn-erībam 
 68n, 203, 205, 207n, 342, 345 
d. Sîn-išmeanni: 219-220, 250n 
d. Šamaš-tillassu: 243, 248, 249n 
d. Šerum-bāni, wakil tamkārī: 263n 
Sîn-iddinam? 
d. [...]: 236, 238 
Sîn-išmeanni 
d. Warad-Ulmaššītum: 126n 
Sîn-iqīšam 
d. Awāt-Šamaš, tamkārum 
 45, 47n, 314, 347, 351n 
d. Ibbi-Ilabrat: 225, 234, 249n 
d. Ilšu-abūšu: 348 
d. Sîn-iddinam: 207, 211, 342 
d. Utu-zimu: 346 
Sîn-māgir 
Sîn-abūšu: 227, 233 
Sîn-mušallim 
d. Bēlšunu: 350 
d. Šupīša: 222-223 
Sîn-nādin-šumi 
d. Awīl-Šamaš, dajjānum: 265n 
d. [...]-ibni: 91n 
d. Ibbi-Sîn: 203-204 
d. Ilum-rābi: 353 
Sîn-nāṣir 
d. Ali-ḫāṭ-Šamaš: 68n 
d. Ipiq-Annunītum, ṭupšarrum: 119n 
d. Išum-nāṣir: 240 
Sîn-rābi 
d. Sîn-pilaḫ: 236 
Sîn-rēmēni 
d. Imgur-Sîn: 226, 234, 250n 
Sîn-tappâ-wedu 
d. Ilum-rābi: 353 
Sîn-tillassu 
d. Sîn-iddinam: 202, 204 
Sîn-uballiṭ? 
d. [...]: 236, 238, 249n 
Ša-Amurrum 
d. Abi-araḫ: 237(n) 
Šalim-paliḫ-Marduk 
d. Sîn-gamil, šangû Šamaš: 262n 
Šamaš-[...] 
d. Sinatum: 354 
Šamaš-bāni 
d. [...]: 230 
d. Aba-ṭābum: 193n 
d. Awīl-[...], wakil tamkārī: 263n 
d. Ilšu-ibbīšu, tamkārum (?): 338, 343, 345 
d. Nabium-malik: 222-223 
d. Tarībum: 213-218, 251n, 355-356 
Šamaš-bēl-ili 
d. Ṣilli-Šamaš: 235, 238 
Šamaš-ḫāṣir 
d. Apil-kubi: 348 
Šamaš-ibnīšu 
d. Ipiq-Annunītum: 349 
Šamaš-iddinam 
d. Erībam: 206, 210, 212 
d. Sîn-ilum: 235, 238 
Šamaš-ili 
d. Šamaš-rīš: 226 
Šamaš-lamassašu 
d. Šamaš-ḫāṣir, petûm: 348 
Šamaš-liwwir 
d. Etel-Sîn: 352 
Šamaš-lu-zerum 
d. Iddin-[...], wakil tamkārī: 263n 
Šamaš-mītam-uballiṭ 






d. [...]: 62 
d. Nanna-ibila-mansum, dajjānum 
 340-341, 344 
Šamaš-rīšat 
d. Adad-nāṣir: 353 
Šamaš-tillassu 
d. Ilšu-bāni, tamkārum (?): 348 
Šarrum-Adad 
d. Iškur-mansum: 348 
Šelibu 
d. [...]: 231, 234, 249n 
Šerum-ili 
d. Šamaš-abuni: 235 
Šiklanum 
d. [...]: 349 
Šīmat-Ištar 
dm. Ili-išmeanni: 109n 
Šuḫatum 
dm. Warad-Šamaš: 194n 
Šumu(m)-libši 
d. [...]: 236 
d. Ibbi-Sîn: 229, 233 
d. Pirḫi-ilīšu: 203-205 
d. Puzur-Sîn: 229, 233 
Šu-Ninḫursaga 
d. Ili-iddinam, tamkārum: 300 
Šunuma-ili 
d. Ea-nāṣir: 231, 234, 249-250n 
Ṣilli-Šamaš 
d. Aḫum-waqar: 193n 
d. [Būr?]-Adad: 68n 
Tamlatum 
d. Bēlšunu, ša abullim: 219-220 
Taram-kubi 
dm. Wardija: 237 
Tari[...] 
d. A-˹x˺-[...]: 58, 61 
Tarībat-Sîn 
d. Tarībum: 214-218, 251n, 355 
Tarībum 
d. Bēlšunu: 242 
Tarībuša 
d. [...]: 236, 238, 249n 
Ṭāb-ṣilli-šumi 
d. Ilšu-[...]: 236, 238, 249n 
Ṭābi-girri-Šamaš 
d. Ipiq-Ištar: 239 
Qīš-Nunu 
d. Sîn-šeme: 68n, 201-202(n), 204-205 
d. Warad-Ištar: 235 
Qurrudu 
d. Ipqu-Irnina: 232 
Ubarrum 
d. Sîn-tappâ-wedi: 235 
Ubar-Šamaš 
d. Nemelum: 235, 238 
Upaqum 
d. Adajatum: 227n 
 
Ur-gigir  
d. Iddin-Ištar: 206, 210, 212, 299(n) 
Ur-Utu 
d. Ur-Inana, kalamāḫum 
 11(n), 113(n), 126, 267n 
Utu-mansum 
d. Nanna-kiag: 225-226(n) 
Utu-zimu 
d. Ili-[...]: 346 
Utul-Ištar 
d. Ibni-Marduk, šangû Ištar: 350-351 
Warad-[...] 
d. [...]: 237 
Warad-Amurrum 
d. Abba-ṭābum: 224, 234, 249n 
Warad-Ebabbarri 
d. [...]: 91n 
Warad-ibari 
d. Warad-Ulmaššītum, sābûm: 231(n), 234 
Warad-ilīšu 
d. GAZ-Ištar: 228, 233 
Warad-Kubi 
d. Ibni-Šamaš: 237n 
Warad-Marduk 
d. Warad-Ulmaššītum, rabi ḫāṭṭim 
 209, 211, 350n 
Warad-Sîn 
d. Ennam-Sîn: 235 
d. Eṭērum: 203-204 
d. Ikūn-pī-ilīšu, šangû Šamaš: 262n 
d. Puzur-Šamaš, šangû Gula: 245, 355-356 
Warad-Šamaš 
d. Ur-nisaba: 239 
Warad-Ulmaššītum 
d. Ina-palešu: 237n 
d. Mannum-rabīši: 340, 344, 359 
Wer-Ištar 
d. Wer-abūšu: 240 
Zababa-mušallim 
d. [...]: 236-238(n) 
Zimer-Šamaš 
d. Mušnada: 115n 
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